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* The Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 1879.
THE HAPPIEST

LIFE.

BY MES. L. D. CHAMBERLIN,
The happiest life in this fair world,

The noblest life to live,
The loveliest life to look upon
Is the life that lives to give;
That dives to give to the weak one aid,
To the sad a word of cheer,
And to all sround the sunlight bright
That scatters all shadows drear;

the trio, and
Critics prefer

him to Ole Bull for breadth and tone, and

i

THE

He dominates

brings them to their best.

i

his name is sufficient to fill any hall in
New York with the cream of musical =ociety. We shall never forget the rendering of the C minor of Beethoven, or the
exquisite selection from Shubert. Asthis
last was: being ‘played there was not a
rustle in the immense audience, and at
its close the performers were obliged to
play it throngh again, so enthusiastic
were the encores of the listeners.
THE

MODERATION

SOCIETY.

This Society is causing a little stir in
temperance
circles.
It is a society
formed by business men for the discouragement of excessive drinking, or, as
some would rather call it, for the encouragement of moderate drinking.
The Society recognizes the evils of drink as at
present existing, and avows its purpose
of diminishing them.
Its President isa
wholesale grocer, and it is also said a
dealer in liquors for family use. ‘Colonel
Hadley is its Secretary, and not long
since it held a large public meeting. Dr.
Crosby was chief speaker,

and, of course,

endorsed

Doctor's

it fully.

The

well-

known anti-total abstinence views would
lead us to expect this much.
Rev. O.B.
Frothingham spoke also; but admitted
that, although he was not a total abstainer, it would have been better for him in

That lives for others, forgetting itself,’
1h the effort help to give.
AB, such a life is the happiest life

every way if he had always been one, and

And the noblest we can live!

strongly advised all young men to. take

rr

total abstinence for their watchword.
The Society has several pledges. One
is a total abstinence pledge, and they

——
gp pA

TRAVEL SKETCHES.
BY

PROF.

G.E,

FOSTER.

recommend

A few lines from New York city, -And

it, so their

‘Secretary

says,

strongly. Theother is to *“ prevent drinkinglin business hours,” and this is strongly

been

Miss

Crawford.

shall

violin, or, better to speak, such -existent
harmony between the player and the in-

strament that the latter seemed but an
integral part of the former and responded to every shade of feeling in perfect expression.
You would scarcely deign a
look at the faces of the other performers,
once you had seen. Wilhelmj.. His face
is a study and indicates the source of the
man’s power.
He feels his music, and
his soul expresses itself through the writ-

Whatever the laws,
and whatever public

properly enforced,
sentiment,

suitably

expressed, can do to do away with this
wicked and perilous babit of carrying pistols or uther concealed weapons for murder,

should

assuredly

be

done.

As

things are now, it were good for the country if every pistol in it were annihilated,
and the manufacture of iron and ivory
were turned to better uses.—.ddvance.

more than one school
teachers for the

the Midnapore
of training up

village

schools

in the

Jungles. This Santipore school has done
a good work, and the Samtals in the
southern section of our field owe much to

it. For the future only a common village

school will be kept’ up at this
Phis may be taught by Hiram.

As

station.

at her

Thank God, their influence lives and works

age still loves as well as in’ his youth to
preach Christ to the benighted heathen of

on after they are removed from our sight!
This thought is such a comfort, when we
think of those, the pioneer workers in this
field, who in the course of nature must before long be leaving us.
' The chief object of interest at Jellasore
is the Girls’ Orphanage. Many of the girls
having gone out as wives and helpers
(those two words ought to have something of a common meaning), we now
find comparatively few in the school. All

India, needs no introduction.

The

ers of the Morning Star have

know

read-

him

for more than forty years. Greatly debilitated by disease, he is working on, and
I only wish that some fresh young man,
duly disciplined
[for ' this missionary
service,
were
even now on his way
full of faith and the Holy Ghost, and
here to help this veteran toiler, and become prepared to take from off his weary
shoulders the burdens that he must soon
lay down forever. Who will come for
us? We wait for response.
Some of those who read these lines may

TO OUR WOMEN

MISSION-WORKERS,

work everywhere, but where

small pqx epidemic, and the poor
are severely afflicted. Surely, their
are multiplied that hasten after
God! See Psalms, 91: 7. What
fort is such a promise as this.—J.

heathen
sorrows
another
a comL. P.

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

BY

REV.4,

C.

WATERMAN,

MEN AND WOMEN OF ISRAEL, HELP!
For more than a year, tidings have been
coming to us of the failing health of our veteran missionary, Rev. Jeremiah Phillips.
Many"
friends have felt a trembling solicitude lest he

should be forced to lay down his labors before
another was prepared to resume them.
We
are pained to say that such will probably be the
result, if indeed, it is not so already. A. letter

just received from

Miss

Julia Phillips, under

date of March 26, says:

“ My

precious father is growing worse.

Os-

casionally we have just a glimmer of hope, but
the stubborn fucts stare us in the face. * * * If
his disease increases as fast in the future as during the past few weeks, or even days, he can
not hold out long. He feels that the crisis is at
band. Itisreally beautiful to see thatevenin the
midst of pain, he can rest so calmly and peacefully in Christ, and speak of the future with as
much composure as of any ordinary topic. He
said to me that he was very thankful that he
could feel so at rest. He is quietly settling up
his acconnts and preparing to go
home, * * *
ay heart sinks within me when I look at him.
hen we left to go to America, he was as erect
as a young man, and quite fleshy, with a florid

complexion.
Now he goes about with a slow,
unsteady step,and is very thin and poor, and is

compelled to lie down frequently during the
day. * * * He says, if there was some one here
to take up the work. he could willingly give it
up, ang step out of the way.
Can not something be said through the Star, or something
be done otherwise, to rouse our ministers to

make a greater effort towards sending one man,
at least, this coming fall? If father is taken
away,

then

these

three

stations,

Jellasore,

Santipore, and Dantoon, will be left without n

man!
Why is it, that so few of our voung
men, who are really qualified, are willing to
devote themselves to this noblest of works? Oh,
that the power of God would rest heavily upon
our ministers, causing them toerise up as one
man to the help of the Lord’s work in this
dark land.
O God, wilt thou not hear the cry
of thy servants?”

Can anything more be needed than the
going statement of facts, to rouse dur

fore-

pastors,

and brethren, and sisters to a sense of our duty
to those we have sent to do our work in the
heathen field, and to care for the sheep in that
wilderness, that are about to become shepherdless? Are we willing that the golden grains
alveady reaped at great sacrifice, shall be devoured by the ‘ravening wolves of heathen-

dom?

Who wonders that our devoted mission-

ary, fooking upon the fruits of more than forty
years’ toil, conscious that he has*received his
death wound,
remains

at his

still, in great physical
post,

agony,

using all the strength he

can gather to “ Hold the Fort,” hoping

that

prayer and praise, and let some brother

or sister conduct the service regularly
every Sabbath. A shut meeting-house in
a Christian village is a discredit and a
warning.
I am happy to say that in the absence

ties to present them to the women that may attend those gatherings.
Secure for the service

an impressive reader and some favored hour
for a woman’s meeting, by no means, however,
excluding
present.

the brethren, if they wish to be
‘Will our sisters, throughout New

England, New York, and the States further
West, thus use these occasions for the consider-

Also,

do

dll

yon

can at these gatherings, to

of the missionary, the business of the vil-

lage farm is well attended to by our, good |

by

furnishing

the

do our whole duty.

M: M. Hi HicLs,

THE COLORED EXODUS.
An immense mass meeting was held in Lin
coln ‘Hall, on Monday night, in the interest of

the suffering colored emigrants from the Mississippi valley to Kansas.”

Half of

the

assem

er.
can
and

tic audience for such a cause.

The back numbers of the present volume
now be furnished.
It will prove an aid
a blessing to all who read it, and the sub-

scription price is a mere trifle,
:
Mrs. Dr. J. L. Phillips wrote from Bhimpore,
Jan. 6, as follows:
:
“ Fourteen years ago Julia and I opened the
first zenana in Midnapore.
How intensely interesting that work
has been, and still is, you,
well know.
Mrs. Bacheler and Mary give us
most glowing accounts of it at present, and
could open many more if they had only funds
and teachers.
In our intense delight among

this class of people, I have long feared that we

were neglecting the poor.
There is a strange
fascination about zenana work which does not

attach itself to uny

other department

of mis-

sionary labor, and we were
drawn, in spite of
ourselves, into these: rich, secluded, but dark
homes.
I have frequently said to myself, who

will ever care for the millions in the streets—
the low castes and outcasts?
Most of our
Christians are from the lower castes, as in our
Saviour’s time. Our schools have been filled

‘ I have this evening received a letter from
Mrs. J. L. Phillips, containing the following :
* Do help me if you can. Money, money, all
the way from Midnapore to Portland, one cry,
money.
Here I am, well, and full of the work
to overflowing, but just bound hand and foot
for the want of a few paltry dollars!
Just
outside I visited hut after hut where the brightest little children live in squalid indolence,
poverty, and dirt. Here I could send a native
teacher, who would gather them into a school,
and make them nice and earnest citizens here,
and our Father’s blessing would rest upon them
hereafter.
I want to do, oh, how many other
things, but I must wait.
Ihave no conveyance
with which to visit schools.
One can be had
for $15.
[An ox or bullock cart, probably. M.
M.- H.
H.
And teachers for $2 or $3 per

month.

Can not the Woman’s Bdard send me

something

for my

work

among

women

and

girls???
.
The call seemed so immediately urgent that
it was deemed best to open a subscription, and
the response was $34.75, which sum was im-

mediately sent forward on its mission of mercy.

One of the subscriptions was enclosed in the
following touching letter:

‘* Sixteen years ago to-day, my husband went
home to heven and glory, leaving
me with a
dear little girl, two vears old, bi: Ri Thig $60.
To-day I am an operative in one of the mills of
this city, laboring that my daughter may be.
educated.
She is pursuing her studies at the
Institute in Pittstield.
Enclosed, please find
$1 for the ‘ Ox Cart Fund’ with my prayers

for its success in its work of conveying its mis-

sionary on her errands of love. "I hope, and
pray, and toil, if it shall please God to call her,
that at some future duy, my daughter may consider it her duty and precious privilege, to ride
in this same ox cart, or another in loving serv-

jee for our dear Lord and Master, * * *»

At a still later date, March 12, Mrs. Phillips
wrote the editor of the Helper:
“ Do something for my work quickly.
Iam
starting schools here and there, fully expecting money will come for me.
Here I am,
brought her at no small expense both to ny.
selt and all concerned, and now, shall I sit idly
and endure the torrid heat mentally and physically? I turn to you, for your last. words are
ringing in my ears, * Let us know how we can

help you.!

Putting myself—my

own

personal

self help—out of the question, for the sake of the
work Jou sent me to do, send me some money

to do it with.

Not one penny

have I for this

purpose.
Can the Woman’s
Board make any
uppropriation
for me?
The amount Mrs,

Bacheler has been receiving, has been all tgo
small for her.
She is using it all, and erying

for more.
I hope to work for women and children in any way and every way I can. Just
now there are splendid openings for schools,
among the poor, whom we have remembered
ull too little in our zeal for high caste women.
* % * The demand for teachers, had we money
to pay them, is far greater than the supply.

Can your Sabbath-school send me the support

of one teacher?
Can your Woman's Society?
Is there anybody that will help?
I am stirred
to my heart’s core this morning, as I look into

the crowded huts of bright children, and think

how little it would take to make this great mass
of neglected humanity,
earnest, true citizens, and find that 1 have not one single penny
to use for it, and, moreover, that days are nying so rapidl , that even months have slipped

away

since we landed.

My trip

to the jungles

women and children was all undone.”
Miss Julia Phillips wrote, March 25:

naturally tended to make up a
dom,

very

enthusias-

Senator Win-

of Minn., lent his influence, (as he is do-

ing energetically every

day) to the cause; and

made a stirring appeal for aid.

It was

reserv-

ed, however, for the Rev. J. P. Campbell,
Bishop of the colored Methodist Episcopal
church,of Miss!, a man of great natural abilities,
to rouse the audience to the highest pitch of
enthusiasm.
Black as the darkest son of
Ham, deep-chested, with a voice like a lion, he
gave a unique specimen of the mingled pathos

and humor of the representative southern colored people. = His recital of his visit. to Davis
Bend (Miss,
), the former estate and home of
Jefferson Davis, on the way to visit

his terror-

stricken people, was humorous in the extreme,
but we can not dwell at any length: * I remain- ed
over
mansion.

night”
said he,‘ at the former
of
Jefferson
Davis:
Yes,
I!

poor Bishop Campbell, actually slept in the
parlor of Jefferson Davis, and then I went to
see my people sitting on the banks waiting for
deliverance. I did not believe at {first in this
exodus. I preached, I lectured, I talked, I
prayed with them; but I could not even: pray
them out of it! After that, I became converted, then I shouted—: ‘Flee my people! Go on,
my children, to the better land >
The colored
portion of the audience (intensely. emotional
under religious exhortations) “gave vent to
their peculiar enthusiasm, and the scene can be
imagined.
The good old Bishop closed with a
arting shaft; *‘I go'back to my people with foreings; I expect no protection from this Gorernment, becguse it can give none: but I return to these suffering children, trusting in
the Lord of Hosts.”
The following prevalent extortion and injustice
to these people, was pointed out by the Bishop.
The whites own all the land.
The colored pesple hire land of them at $10 an acre for the
season ; various charges are exacted, such as
‘‘ginning”’ the cotton,taxes, &c. These poor laborers have no money, so they are furnished

food (such as it is) on credit, at a rate of 15 per

cent. more than would be charged for cash, At
the end of the season, the cotton that has been
raised is turned over to the land owners,he bal-

ances accounts,and nine times out of ten,the groceries, rent, taxes, &c., &c., exceed the value of
cotton produced,and the
himself actually in debt,

po r colored man finds
his family in
, and

nothing with which to meet the stern realities of
winter.

THE NEW

After

a

PHASE

great

IN LEGISLATION.

amount

of caucusing,

and

hurried consultations, the new plan has been
developed. In the Senate, the bill known as the
¢ Eaton bill” was reported back from. the judiciary committee, and in

effect, is as

follows:

“ That it shall not be lawful to employ at any
place where a general election is being held in a
State, any part of the army or navy, unless
such force be necessary to repel the armed
enemies of the U. S.—to protect the State from

invasion—orto enforce Section

4., Article 4.,.

of the Constitution upon the application of the
Legislature, or Executive of the State, whem

the Legislature can no$ be convened,”
It is a part of the Democratic programme to
pass this separate bill in both houses first, and
then await theraction of the Executive lefore
proceeding with the appropriation bills. {5 is

the old threat under a new guise.

In the House, on Wednesday, the same bill
was reported and the immediate passage of the

bill was urged, Chairman Knott of the judiciary
committee demanding

the

previous

question,

and cuts off all debate. Mr. Robeson,of N. J.,
offered the substitute prepared by the. Republicans which changed the effect as follows:
“ That it shall not be lawful, &c., unless such
employment be necessary to carry out the provisions of the Constitution,or to overcome forcible obstruction to the execution

pursuance thereof.”
t093.

The

main

of the

This was rejected

question was

laws

then

when the Republicans refrained from

and no quorum of the House

was

in

by 121

ordered

voting,

the result.

After various calls of the House these tactics

were abandoned
and the bill passed by 124
to 90. All the Greenbackers who voted (11)
voted ¢“ aye,” Mr. Barlow,of Vt., and Russell,
of N. C., did not vote. The Republicans seem

to have withdrawn from further opposition
through a very prevalent opinion that the
President will approve this bill,as it has all the

appearance of a re-enacting measure,and avoids
any reference to the civil authorities,
which subject the Executive
so ably handled in his
veto,
Strange to say, however, Republican
Senators entertain a contrary epinion, thinking,
probably that his line of action in regard to this
determined Democratic #ttack on the freedom

of the ballot box, must conform

to the

more

danges8us‘attempts that will be made at a la.

ter

date in regard to the Supervisor and Deputy

Marshal

business.

When

comes up, there is to be a

that

more

legislation

bitter

and greater excitment than at present.

contest,

In the Senate, the Democrats do not intend to.
indulge in discussion only ‘so far as they exe
provoked to it by the Republicans, but ecalculate to pass the bill just as soon as they can,
without violating the dignified usage of that,

body.
On Wednesday, the Senate resumed the

¢on-

sideration of the Kellogg-Spofford subjeet. The.
former was admitted toa seat in # Senate,
from La., on the plain merits of case. ‘A great,
many amendments were offered, among
then
one by Edmunds of Vt., recognizi
the. vali-

dity and finality of the decision which, secured
Mr. Kellogg’s seat, which was rejected, together with all the others, by strict party votes

showing pretty conclusively the tendency of
the Democratic designs.
The Senate then pass-

ed the resolution authorizing the-committee on.
elections to take testimony, and
the case.
THE

LABOR

proceed

with

QUESTION.

* The work here in Dantoon

is most cheer-

A greut Juany attempts have been made to get
fore Congress J tor action, esthis question
ecially in regard to the eight-hour law.

‘and have nearly thirty pupils,

besides a girly’

House, on Thursday, in the shape of a bill for
the enforcement of such a law,
:

school of sixteen. Thus far, we have met with
nothing
which could be called un’ obstacle.
One of the most encouraging features is, that

1e subject was at last brought to a test in the

some are actually propesing to pay for instruc-

The friends of the measure fuiled0 get a di”
rect vote on the bill, but were defeated by luying it on the table;
yea and nay vote were had, however, on

to employ

a motion to reconsider, which was defeuted
(127 to 87) the effect of which wasto. allow -it
to remain a dead-letter on the statute book.
A peculiarity of the vote was, that, while
those members representing
navysyard
dis-

needed outiit and passage money for a mission- tion. A babuw’s wife told me the other day
that I ought to charge every one a certain sum.
ary to take up the work falling from Bro. Phil- This
was very unusual. We. are preparing a
lips”hands? Will we not betake ourselves to "house for teachers, and when it is done, I hope
necessary prayer and work, and give neither
ourselves nor others rest, till this crying need’
is supplied.
May God help each one of us to

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 8, 1879.

blage was composed of colored. people, which

ing. Since I game here, about a month ago,
Hattie and I have commenced zenana work,

it, either singly or together

————

WASHINGTON OCRRESPONDENOE.

extend the circulation of the Missionary Help-

if 1 preach not the gospel,” will now lay himself on the missibnary altar? What large-hearted Brother or sister—or brethren and sisters—
whom God has made steward of his goods, will

honor

Dear sisters, let is rouse ourselves to the

work, and then keep aroused. We can, we
ought, we must, pay our appropriations, aad
ulso answer these stirring calls.
M. M. H. Hrs,

ation of this woman’s work, and the calls presented in these letters, and also, such other
missionary intelligence as may seem calculated

and
Mrs. Bacheler’s illness made me forget for
a time that my work in Midnapore among

now heed this draft of their Lord, and

are the labor-

In addition to lack of funds in the Treasuty
subjoined letters, and then circulate them as to answer these appeals, we are sorry to say
widely as possible, both publicly and privately. that for the first six months of the present
year—commencing Oct. 1, 1878—the receipts
The coming sessions of our Quarterly and
have hardly equal led expenditures.
Yearly meetings will afford grand opportuni-

succor will soon arrive? = Can any one of us
look calmly at this picture, und feel that we
have nothing to do in this matter?
Who of

| our young men that are feeling, ‘“ woe is me,

20

We ask our sisters, interested in our India
missions, to read carefully, the contents of the

with poor orphans.
Our best zenana teachers
have come from these same schools. * * * My
great desire now is to commence work as
soon as possible among the poor in the bazars
in Midnapore.
Had we the money, school after school could be started any moment among
these poor outcasts, from whom, every now
and then, come our brightest and best workers.
1 I ean’t tell you how I long to put these poor,
little, forsaken, dejected ones, as teachers, into
recollect the Mahommedan leper of whom
the proud zenanas. We have done it, and, God
are still-girls
I used io speak sometimes years ago; belping us, we can again, There
at Miss Crawford’s school, some of our own
also while at home. The other morning orphans
as well as hers, whom we long to set
I visited him at his little village. He at ‘work as soon as we return to Midnapore,
seemed very glad to see me back, and as which will be about the first of March. We
soon as the first few questions were over, need money so much—first, for some sort of a
he began as of old to ask me about the conveyance; then, to pay teachers, and inci&c.
I must not be selfish, but I-do
Lord Jesus Christ. He has kept up the dentals,
hope the Woman’s Board will see the great need
perusal of the Scriptures during my ab- of just this kind of schools, and Bible reading,
sence, and his interest in Christianity and work among the poor who crowd the
seems unabated. It was a real joy to sit streets everywhere, and are always accessible,
and send me all that they can. The zenana
down beside him and talk of the things of work
may be carried on almost indefinitely,
the kingdom.
He still sings the hymn he but meanwhile it can not be right for us to igwrote for me about our Lord's sufferings, nore the poor. This is lawful gospel work.”
and his spirit seems to be communing
Extracts from the foregoing letter were read
with the blessed Saviour. Ob, that this at the Woman’s Missionary meeting, during
man had the courage to profess Christ the late convention at Lowell, and also a card
publicly! There are many like him in this from Mrs. Jordan, of Portland, Me., Home
pagan land. Readers, pray for them.
Secretary of the Woman's Missionary Society,
We are now in the midst of a strong saying:
.
:

and -attend-

brother, deacon Brundhaban, éne of the
most faithful men we have in the mission.

NO.

The Star readers can not have failed to |
to arouse them to immediate action.
For this
notice the name of the new station, Danpurpose, please preserve carefully, the present
toon, on the Map.
On the high road rur- issue of the Morning Star.
;

ning between Calcutta and Cuttack, it is
post whenever he comes: I wish I could 36:miles from Midnapore, and 12 from
say that I found her looking well and Jellasore. The bazar, which is fully a
strong, but she is in usual health, and
mile in length, affords ample opportunity
able to attend to her daily work, which is for preaching, and a good congregation
a great cause for thankfulness. Her heart can be gathered any day and almost any
is as young and eager as it was twenty- hour. The Mission bungalow stands not
eight years ago, when she began her work an eighth of a mile from the south end of
Tor the girls of this pagan land. Would the bazar, and is very conveniently situthat there was a way for getting out a new ated for work. The good man who has
lease of life for such devoted workers! opened this new station, and in his od

seemed to be in good spirits,

1879.

that the

gfthis grade for the

Santuls, and herepffer
school will do the”work

$0 many times in the past, she gave us a
most hearty welcome the other day. Sheis
one of those servants that are always on
duty, and the Master will find her

man

us. The Santal Normal school will be
closed at.the end of ‘the present month.
There seems to be no demand now for

the readers of ‘the Morning Star. They
all are under the superinteudence of Rev.
J. Phillips, who now resides at Dantoon,
‘The oldest of the three stations ‘is’ Patna,
better known as Jellasore. This station
was opened in 1840 by Mr. Phillips, and
for many years was his home. The only
missionary located there for some years
however, has

best

khund boys’ school of long ago has given

that some account of them might interest

ing
to their studies and work. Quite a
he find a point of commencement? It indicative of the bent of the Society, and number of these girls have already bewould take volumes to describe even the illustrative of “its not very high spirit. ‘gun working for their own ignorant peoprominent features of this vast assem- The injury to business is the main thought ; ple, and I was pleased to hear so good an
blage of the kindreds of the earth. We “thie effect on the men is of little conse- account of the little village school, that
shall take a few of the surface topics. For quence. So they will'let a man drink at Miss C. had plantedin the vicinity. These
a stranger the first thing that will strike home, at his club, anywhere, so he does schools, attended by heathen children,
him as hewalks down Third avenue is not drink in his business hours, for that have their drawbacks, to be sure, but
the galleries fringing both sides and along might damage his financial interests. they are introducing the leaven of the
which just over the heads of the people Alas, for the money and gain-getting gospel into many homes and hearts. We
spirit of the time, which will any day sac- hope to yet see the fruit of this work in
puff the trains of the
rifice moral, home or social interests on the conversion of both pupils and parents.
ELEVATED RAILWAYS.
the altar of business.
The church in this place is made up largeHe ascends one of the winding stairways at the station, and finds himself in a - They have another pledge against dis- ly of the members of the school. Itis
Our good
neat little waiting room, where, for ten tilled liquors, but permitting fermented enjoying usual prosperity.
cents, he receives a ticket and is usher- liquors, as if alcohol were not alcohol brother, Silas Curtis,still lives here, but he
ed upon the platform. Here she comes, equally destructive and seducing in both. was away on a tour in the country. I
puff-——puff —puff—engine and three cars; We do not foresee any future for them; find his hair has turned gray nota little
a stop of a minute is made, passengers they will die under the weight of their during my absence in America, so that I
rush out and in, and the guards are closed own inconsistencies and defective prinei- had to look twice to recognize him, on
and off we go to the next station which ples. How shall the anti-treat pledge be meeting him the other day. - Time seems
to have made heavier marks on him than
we shall find about six blocks distant. enforced? On what grounds ‘shall a man
refuse
to
give
his
friend
what
he
admits
on
our beloved brother at Concord, whose
The transit is rapid, the cars are elegant
name this native preacher bears, though
and airy; and, as we glide along, privi- may be good for himself? Who, when
leged to ** look down” upon the plodding all are drinkers, shall take cognizance of he must be full a score of years younger
thousands on the street, we feel the joys of the breaking of the pledge? And worst than the brave New Hampshire toiler
elevation and bless the man who invented of all, their encouragement of modera- whose shoulders are still strong enough
air transit. ‘There is another advantage. tion is just what the saloons wish. If for heavy burdens. This Patna church,
The cars are not crowded and one can be the Society ‘will only encourage moder- though small now, must be ever remembered for the many strong and efficient
a little eclectic in his company, for the ate drinking, and so initiate the young,
extra fare excludes a good many ‘ques- the saloon will look after the remainder | workers it has sent into other parts of our
I not infrequently hear
tionable callings from being represented. ofthecourse. They will rejoice to find the Mission field.
Again, as we glide along, we can get first steps made easy by such examples as this church spoken of as the mother, or
many a glance into the private parlors Dr=Howard Crosby an 1 others in favor of more literally, ¢ the old woman church”
Her children are widely
and sitting-rooms of the tenants along the moderation. The Methodist calls the So- of the Mission.
route, and so the penchant we all have ciety the ** Devil's last,” and after looking scattered, and doing good.
itall over we believe it to be at least ** His
for looking into other people's bu-iness
Santipore, our city of peace, as the
latest.”
We suppose if this does not work
and prying into their home arrangements
name implies, was permanently occupied
well, he will devise some other plan and as a station in 1865, Mr, Phillips going
cah be to a degree satisfied. Here we see
a family at lunch, and hurry past just as find divines a3 usual realy to back it there upon his return from America.
n cup-full of—was it coffee or teaP— up.
There is no resident missionary here now.
The ob. erver becomes almost disheart
(the car goes so fast) was disappearing
The constant reader of the Star will recoldown the throat of sthe pater familias. ened in thinking of New York in relation lect that bere there is a Mission farm, beHere a careful mother is just in the act of to morals and religion, Asa ‘ big city,” gun many years ago. This farm has
_ visiting some fundamental punishment up- "it is a success ; as a business city,one has yielded an excellent revenue, and this has
on the urchin who had disobeyed her, and nothing to say against its claims to pre- been expended in missionary work of one
there two young lovers are hitching their eminence, but in a moral and social point kind and another.
Our new Mission at
chairs suspiciously close and draw- back of view we pray to be saved from any Dantoon has been almost entirely built out
so sudden-like as the whizz of our engine more New Yorks. Wickedness festers in of the farm profits. The church here is
admonishes them of the danger of car-spy- its every street, and good men pass by it doing well, and making some impression
ers. The rapidity of speed partly de- | with open eyes, and yet do not feel that it on the outside Hinducommunity. Inthe
The absence of the missionary, the Sabbath
stroys this kind of sight-seeing, but when is anything more than ordinary,
terrible effect of open vice, viz., to pro- services are faithfully kept up by brother
the reporter's eyes get used to it, we have
no doubt he will see sights of things which duce indifference and apathy, is here Hiram W. Cuttis, eldest son of the Patna
never happened. . People! Crowds
of fearfully illustrated. What would rouse preacher. He is second teacher in the
them! One wondersif all New York trav- the righteous indignation of people in a Santal Normal school, and, so far as I
elsby elevated rail, About 200,000 pat- small city; here Has nd appreciable ‘effect know, receives nothing for his services in
ronize these tars daily, and the money to that end. Officials wink at it, or in- the church. This is very commendable
made by the fortunate stockholders will dulge in it; and the Augean stables are so in him, but not 80 as regards the church,
be something immense as time rolls ov. vast that single effort is paralyzed. The which should be doing more towards pro‘When some chemical means are devised German and Catholic influence is predom- viding herself with the means of grace.
to destroy the offensive coal gas, and inant and this stands at the back of beer, It is a duty. in my estimation second to
the puffing noise of the engines is sub- rum, and ruin. The most of the news- none, devolving upon missionaries, to
dued, elevated railway traveling will be papers teem with salacious scandals, and teach these native churches to bear their
ong of the delights for the shifting thou- disgusting details of wickedness which own burdens, and, God helping us, we
commence the ruinous work in the very, shall not neglect this duty. But just here
sands of the great metropolis.
New York musical circles are just now heart of the family. Many of the churches let me suggest to several churches that I
in a furore of delightful excitement over are mere religious clubs, enjoying them- found on your side of the world, that a
the playing of the celebrated, Ger- selves and putting up screens between layman like Bro. Tliram might help them
their favored membership and outside wonderfully. How sinful (for I must use
man
/
badness. Politics are swayed by the pre- this plain word), to let God's house stand
WILHELM)
vailing tendencies, and are no more re- shut for months because there is no minisaud of course we must go. to hear him,
spectable than their inspiration. Yet in ter! What right has a deacon, or a comHe was playing in the famous chamber this great wicked city is the good seed
mittee, or indeed a church, to shut the
concerts in Steinway Hall,and with three planted and nourished by thousands who
doors of.a house solemnly dedicated to the
other.instruments of great note.
Never
have never bowed the knee to Baal,
worship of God? Let these dying church~
did we imagine such possibilities in the
0-000
es come together in the place set apart for
yet when one begins to write where

He is decidedly the

INDIA LETTER.
MIDNAPORE, INDIA, March 7.
There is much to encourage one at the
three central stations of our mission.
Having visited these last month I thought

14,

quite a number ; just now 1 have but

one. Sabbath afternoons quite a good number
of young men and boys come here to the house
for a Bible class. As soon as possible, I want
to start a Sabbath-school in the bazar, Work,
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upon you.,”—Acts 1:8.
ng
Joel 2:28—32.

Notes and Hints,
Joel lived in the eighth century before
Christ and is therefore one of the oldest
of the prophets whose writings are preserved.
His
prophecy
announces a
of

Judah,

calls

for

penitence to avert it, declares that blessings,

and

victories

over

their enemies,

shall then be enjoyed.
Come to pass afterward.” After what
had been promised before should be fulfilled. How long afterward is not indicated. In Acts ¢ afterward” is made to
mean “ the last days.” Acts 2:17.
« Pour out my Spirit.”
The word
pour indicates the abundance of the sacred influences to be given.
The Spirit
of God was given to men in the early
ages of the world, but its fuller manifestation and reign took place after the as.cension of Christ.
* Al flesh.” All
men.
.
« Your daughters shall prophesy.”
An
explanation, not a limitation of the promise. That women were to receive the
Spirit, and by it be moved to speak of
the divine love, is proof that our prejudices against their speaking in the church

are the fruits of custom

the

This lesson may

teach us (1) that the

Spirit of God is now
Verse 28. (2) That it
on the same terms as
29. (3) That a great

freely given to men.
is given tothe lowest
to the highest. Verse
day of trial is before
Lord,” that

to-mor-

which is as sure as the rising of

the sun,

gener-

ture, and will be'in ¢¢ the good time com-

ing,” when life in this world tends heavenward. But as things are now it becomes
us to seize upon the advantage which early years have in this respect to fill the
mind with a repugnance for all evil.
Further, we are personally longing for
something which mightbe called character discipline in the Sabbath-school. The
way is not clear, and yet we are hoping
before long to see the way clear, to make
actual right-doing a eriterion of standing.
the girl

that

never plays truant and never runs away
from the task set by her mother, have a

rather than of

that held by the . shirk, even though the
latter be better dressed and having naturally a brighter mind. We long to feel
the force of a practical, but wise and
gentle, pressure in the Sabbath-school in

and hears, as in a drama,

upright.

and,

favorof

the rude
pany of

when the

vision is past, retains a distinct impression of its scenes. By visions and dreams
the prophets of old were taught of God.
The promise here is that God

his will more
gospel.

fully in the

will

church.

A true Sabba‘h-school can no more exist
without pure, divinglove than can a true
Christian live without the love of God shed

One of the early pagan writers brings an
objection to the Christian religion drawn
from the fact that men of the lowest
classes in society were zealous propagators of this faith. The literal fulfillment
of these verses should not so much gratify us as should the inauguration of the
principle from which the particular facts
proceed. That God will come down to
the lowest of our race and bestow his
Spirit and salvation as freely on them as
on those more noble is something divine.
>

* Show wonders in the heavens.”

abroad in his heart by the Holy Ghost.
The necessity of guarding against vicious illustrations as well as literature is
shown by an incident in the English army :
a soldier in Aldershot had committed a
murder, which was reported and pictured

Un-

extraordinary

tion, and revolution

state

in

of

commo-

society.

“Sun

According to

S. Times.
|

the style of the prophets, this language
must be figurative. Is. 34:3—5.
What

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS,
. Out of fifty-two schools reported in East
il and religious institutions of the Jews, | Tennessee last year, thirty-four are unat the time of the destruction of their ion; one, Methodist; eight, M. E. South;

is meant by it is the overthrow of the civ-

two,

eity.

Lutheran;

one,

Christian;

two,

“ The great %and terrible ‘day of the
Lord.” Some writers confine this day to
the day of the fall of Jerusalem; others

Baptist, one of which
Presbyterian,

is Freewill;

four,

« the last day,” when th2 period of probation will cease, . and of judgment be-

Institute on the ‘“ Temple Car” en route
from Omaha to the Yosemite Assembly,
are: (1) Bible Reading on Bible Journeys. (2) The Moral and Spiritual Lessons to be drawn from Railway Travel.
(3) The Resources of America, and the
Corresponding demands made upon the
Christian Church.
.

Three of the topics to be taken up

by

think it refers to that day as a type of Dr. Vincent in ‘conducting the Tourists’
gin.

’

« Whosoever shall call on thé ame of

the Lord.”
show that

Paul applies
there

is

no

this passage to
difference

before,

God between the Jews and the Gentiles.
Rom. 10:13.

¢ Whosoever’ is a charac-

teristic term of a gospel offered to all
Since any one who knows of
alike.
Christ can call upon him, any man may

he saved.
s:saved.”

* Delivered.”

Paul

says

To be delivered from the evils

of “the great and notable day of the Lord”
is to be saved.
:
s Ip Mount Zion.”
The
momnt where David

name

pitched

of the

the taberna-

cle. Itisoften used as atype of the church.
« Shallbe deliverance.”

of the gospel.
peed

deliverance

The deliverance

which

That from
is

sin

and

men

its conse-

The deliverer is our Saviour.

quences,

w As the Lord hath said.”

There

are now

131

schools

connected

with the Brooklyn Sunday-school

Union;

and they have 5,265 officers and teachers,
and 46,526 scholars.
The denominational character of the schools is. as follows:
Methodist, 28; Presbyterian, 22; Congre-

gationalist, 21;

Baptist, 17;

Episcopal,

17; Reformed, 10; Lutheran, 5; Moravian, 1; Friends, 1; Primitive Methodist,

ever, that reference is made to Obadiah.

What church has the largest numberof

scholars in its Sunday-schools?

‘Hence, the name

these seven schools is 1,191, a figure

ex-

came to be given to

ceeded by several organizations
United States and Great Britain;

in the
but it
on

The call

church can show so many names
Sunday-school rells.— Tunes.

those of the Jews whom Christ should re- may be doubted whether any other single

deem,

Rom; 11:5.

« Whom

the Lord shall call.”

ought to be in the

church; but it seems probable that they
are not.
Indeed, many church people
to-day are quite willing to acknowledge
that not a few true, but misguided, Chris-

tians are to be found even among those
hostile to churches.
(2.) There is the
great fact that the visible church is but
an instrument. Even though if be not a
perfect instrument, yet it is better than
none.
If it were removed, with nothing
to supply its place, religious anarchy
would result.
If its place were supplied

by another instrument, the latter instru-

there

not

been, among the bigoted ones,

the same striving for perfection which our
essayist commends? No doubt an ignorant stress has been laid upon some trivial
points ; no doubt there has been a lack of
that Christian charity which so happily is

prevalent to-day.

(2.) But certainly the

spirit which leads a man to stand up for
the truth as he understands it, even though
he may be alone or with but few supporters, is commendable. This is the spirit
which has nerved martyrs and heroes.

May it never die.

It has in it something

which is divine. And itis this spirit in
its purity and with a comparatively small
mingling of intolerance, that has brought
about the existence of the larger Protestant sects.
When the corruption in the
church of Rome had reached a point
where Luther and Zwingle were compelled by the Spirit of God within them to
enter their solemn protest, theintolerance
in-that church had also reached a point
which caused the expulsion of those who
protested. These men and their followers
did not leave the Catholic church of their
own accord, but they were kicked out of
it. And so with the Methodists. Wesley

right way, and the intolerance was on the
other side.
But it can not be truthfully

From re-_ asserted that such intolerance exists to-

‘cent figures it appears that in the schools
Those of Israel of Trinity Church, New York, and its six
«In the remnwi”
who returned to Judea after the captivity chapels, there ave 270 teachers and 4,219
& remnant, not the entire people. scholars, all under one parish manage-.
were
They were spoken of as the redeemed be- ment. The membership of ‘the largest of

cause they were set free from bondage.

ordinarily,

its

day, to any such extent, in any Protestant
body. The sects are signs of past corruption and intolerance, and of past Christian fortitude.

:

‘What grand results.

:

may

be

expected

in future years, if only more of the

Hereditary descent generally presents
some very interesting as well as important
facts for our consideration. So great is the
belief in the hereditary descent of pbysi-

of ** Parker house rolls,”

both

most

earnest young men in our land will come
forward to the support of that instrument

of God which they are too apt to content

of the

parents. That mental and moral qualities are equally sure of transmission, we
are not quite so well prepared to admit.’
At least we do not look for these manifestations, consequently,

less

frequently

recognize them.

The Bible declares that the sins of the
fathers are visited upon the children, even
unto the third and fourth generations,
The truth of this statement can be verified on every hand.” The man who is sinful has children prone to follow the same
sinful path. The man who steals has
children who are more likely to steal
than those of the man who does not steal,
and this tendency to take things unlawfully will sometimes crop out even in
the - grand, or great grandchildren.
The
immoral man will have children with a
tendency to pursue a like course of life,
even if reared in moral families, and sur-

rounded by good influences. The fact is,
that the transmission of mental and moral characteristics and qualities is just as
sure and common as is the transmission

of physicBl features and resemblances. If
you wish to know what the natural predisposition and tendencies of a young man
or young woman are, ask who their parents were.
Of course, the natural bent of the disposition may have been controlled by force
of will and good influences, yet generally
a knowledge of the characters of the parents, helps greatly to forecast those of the
children.
It is a good thing for any person to
have been ** born well>—to have had
good moral, respectable parents. Itis a
great advantage to have been started

in life on a right track!
to a Christian man

or

It isa great help
woman,

to

been born of Christian parents.
less rebellious

blood

one has a less

arduous

in

the

have

There is
veins,

warfare

ies, and tarts and preserves ®“ Left out to the flesh and the devil.

1; Reformed Episcopal, 1; not classified,
. The semi-centennial anniversary of
the Union will be held on: Thursday, May ‘did not leave the church of England until
22, with the usual church exercises and he was no longer permittedto remain
processions. On the previous evening
a within it. The sects are not, to any great
meeting will be held in the Brooklyn Rink,
when about 4 thousand scholars from va- extent,responsible for their own existence.
rious Sunday-schools will furnish the The founders of them were merely firm
music. It is hoped that President Hayes in adhering to what seemed to them the

Not said in will be present on both days.

former times, or by other prophets, but
has now said by Joel. Seme think, how-

are only too often

tian bigotry has been the true cause in
many cases; but even in these cases has

Mr. Raikes was savingly impressed by

turned into darkness.”
Our Saviour applied these words to the fall of Jerusalem,
and the end of the world.

* The moon into blood.”

but which

butter ; a plate

reading the fitty-third chapter of Isaiah to
one of his Sunday-school children.”—S§S.

mind

ware is

occasionally,—a ¢¢ dainty ” enough * dish
to set before a king.’
‘* Where are the doughnuts, and cook-

multiplicity of sects. How have so many
sects arisen? (1.) Doubtless anti-Chris-

¢ the

white

For supper, let us have good bread and

of

\the memoir of the Rev. Thomas English,

‘Woburn, itis said that

plain,

pepsia, doctor’s doses, and death.

in a paper which fell into the hands of a ment would have to be constructed of the
private at Devonport, who could not read, same imperfect materials as the former,
but mastered the details of the crime and would, therefore, sooner or later, bethrough the picture. He soon after be- come as imperfect as the former one nncame offendedby his corporal and killed
‘him. While in Newgate awaiting his tri- doubtedly is. Let us be practical enough
al he stated that it was the picture of the “to use the instrument which we have, al‘other murder that put the theught into though not blind to its inevitable imperhis head to kill the corporal.—Advance.
fections. Just so long as it is possible
Now that the centenary of modern Sun- for the Spirit of God to work through it,
day-schools approaches, incidents in the it is capable of the grandest results. And
life and work of Robert Raikes are being yet there is certainly a point where separevived. When this philanthropist gath- ration from a church is not only justifiaered his first Sunday-school in the parish ble, but commendable.
of the Rev. Thomas Stock, of Gloucester,
3. This brings us to the third charge,
he was not himself a converted man. In

usual and remarkable signs in the politieal world. ¢¢ Blood, and fire, and pillars
of smoke.” These signs are not to be
taken literally ; blood, for example, could
not be looked for in the heavens.
These
signs accompany war, and may be said to
refer to that; or they may mean, in general, an

Christians,

sense of its patrons.

a literal fulfillmentin

the first ages of the Christian

NOTES.

willing to leave the matter to the good

“ Servants and . . handmaids.” Slaves.
This promise had

tress cheerful.
If, on the table,

And here should be mentioned the two
great facts which ought ever to be borne

in mind,

The S. S.Times replies to the Infelligencer’s criticism of Rev. Mr. Toy’s notes
on the lesson for April 27, and says it is

times of the

have a kitchen, comfort-

able, convenient, every way well-appointed, supplied with all labor-helping, laborsaving machinery and utensils.
Have
good fuel and kindlings, and abundance
of water at the sink.
A handy kitchen
will greatly facilitate work; a cheerful,
pleasant one will tend to make the mis-

ignored by even excellent Christians: (1.)
The distinction between the visible church
passing over from the ranks of | and Christianity.
It is impossible to
and lawless, to the honored commaintain that all in the Christian church
the obedient, the careful, and the
are real Christians. It is also impossible
to maintain that all real Christians are in
the church. It is doubtless true that all
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

reveal

until you

house-

strong youth, filling his

days with min-

gled aspirations, mistakes and failures.
Later,as a man, he has known the tumul-

tuous struggles of life's stern’ battle-fiald.

BY HENRY REYNOLDS, M Pp.

feature, one or the other, or

Don’t indulge in a parlor, good
wife,

HEREDITARY DESCENT.

pect to see tke child resemble in form and

VI.

The

e

cal resemblances and qnalities,that we ex-

HARP,

TABLE TALK.

counteract.

place in the Sabbath-school different from |

nature. Prophesy here means speak religious truth under the incitements of the
Spirit, not merely foretell events.
« Dream dreams . .
see visions.”
A dream is less distinct and impressive
thana vision. In a vision the mind sees

ZABETH

used instead of frail china, both labor
tion.
4
and anxiety will be lessened. It requires
1. The charge as to intolerance.” This less careful handling, and if a piece is
charge does not have so much force in it broken, the loss is less, and it is easily
to-day as it has had in the past.
To-day matched and replaced. Aud if instead of
there.is comparatively little bigotry and real silver, plated ware is used,—just as
intolerance in the church. In so far as it clean and pretty,—not so likely to be stoldoes exist, it is to be accounted for by the en, and if a fork now and then gets lost,
lack of perfection in human beings. The pater familias is not so likely to lose his
best church members in all ages have temper, or maler familias to be plunged
held it to be anti-Christian, and it is cer- in distress at the loss of such *‘valuables.”
tainly anti-Protestant.
And now what shall we put on our ta« 2. The charge as to individual corrup- bles in the way of food? What is needful
Put less on
tion, is, unhappily, only too well founded. to sustain and nourish life.
This corruption, like the intolerance, is the dinner table that you ‘may put more
partially accounted for, perhaps mostly on the book-shelf. Plain toast, corn cake,
to be accounted for, by the great fact, or oat meal mush for breakfast,—perhaps
which many unbelievers are only too apt a cup of mild tea or coffee for middleto deny, of human weakness, and lack of aged people. I do not think the young or
perfection, even with the best intentions. children, are the better for warm drink.
It is certainly true that individual corrup- Milk, or cold water, for them. For dintion of all kinds, and every form of hy- ner, we may have some meat, vegetables,
pocrisy, is as contrary to the teachings of and plain pudding. One pie a week, or
It is a
the church as to those of Christ. If men better, one a month, is enough.
will he corrupt and hypocritical there is good deal of work to make pies, and then
no one to blame but themselves. The they lead to labors beyond computation,
church is not responsible for the existence when too freely indulged in. Pies are
of those evils which it is doing its best to hot beds of evil. Out of them grow dys-

ous instincts and impulses of the young.
Itis not inexperience, but uncorrupted
nature in them, which leads the youth to
refer fairness and noble-mindedness.
Jowardice and meanness are especially
repugnant to the feelings of the young.
They ought to be still more so to the ma-

we desire to see

BY

and to the bigotry and narrow-minded intolerance and corruption which he alleged
could be found in the individual members.
He even went so far as to assert that it is
the tendency of the churches to create
narrow-minded bigots and hypocrites.
The correct answers to such charges as
these have been often given, but there is
need, in these days, of frequent repeti-

is that on the whole, righteousness is in
accord with the resistless energies of nature, and the goud will prosper in the end,
and very probably all along the way.
Teach this to the young. They can understand it.
:
Much will be done if teacher, superin-

Somehow,

the one

DOMESTIO THRALLDOM.

substance of his complaints had reference

But the great law of Gud, and one

out the

to enter

O-0-0-0-

| to the division of the church into sects,

lationships, fall into keen sorrow

do not

above.

a student's essay with the above somewhat peculiar title. The thoughts in it
were not by any means new, but they
seemed to be the result of independent

Do not teach the illusion that every lie
brings « lad at once into a corner, or that
every act of honesty under temptation at
once secures a quick return. The girl
who told the truth to-day, or who performed some act of almost sublime generosity, may, in the labyrinth of social re-

tendent, and pastor draw

they will be permitted

thinking on the part of the writer.

keegiany out of

If they

enter the church here, it is less likely that

Sometime ago I was permitted to read

Speaking of Sabbath-schools and practical morals, the Church and
School
says:

row.

it who are fit to enter.

BY A. A. MURCH.

“call on the name of the
will be a day of salvation,

GOLDEN
TEXT:
* But ye shall receive
power after that the Holy Ghost is come

invasion

accept

us. Verses 380,31. (4) That to all who now

Offices of the Spirit. John 16:1—14.
Gifts of the Spirit. 1 Cor. 12:1—13.
Fruits of the Spirit. Gal. 5:16—26.
Outpouring of the Spirit, Acts 2:1—21.
Witness of the Spirit. Rom. 8:1—16.
Thecallof the Spirit. Rev. 22:8—I17.
Holy Spirit promised. Joel 2:28—32.

threatened

is universal as the knowledge of the truth,
but only a part, ‘a remnant”
call.

within the visible church

‘ THE IMMORAL INFLUENCES OF
"THE OHUROH."

The call of God

BN,
—_—
th

and

against

:

Mingled with all, have come in the sweet

influencesof home and

of love. Disaphave ac.

bereavements, too,

pointments,

complished their party The objects
ove and

care

have

desolation has followed. Now
ished. The discipline of the

done its purifying

of his

been removed,

and

all is finyears has

work, and thus made

ready another inhabitant
of heaven.
Press the lips reverently upon the, marble
brow, smooth tenderly the soft

hair,

fit-

ting type in its whiteness of the soul now

One moment a toiler ‘on our

stainless.

poor earth, now taking his appointed
place in the paradise of his God.
G-- 0-0-0

THE BEST SEATS FOR THE BEST

OLOTHED.

BY

AFREEWILL

Perhaps, if we should

BAPTIST,

make

the pews

common property, there would be a more

general attendance at church than there

is under the present order of things.

We are taught that believers in the early
church had all things common, and it
seems God's blessing
attended them,
three thousand being added to the church

in one day.

It costs no more to pay for

a meeting-house with free seats, then it
does to have them owned by individuals,
and it is believed we should be likely to
get more outside help in that way.
Pew
owners may be, and are generally, very
courteous to all strangers, but how about
the town's people who are too poor to
buy or hire a'pew ? It is generally expected that they do one or the other.

Then there is another thing that has a
bad influence. Now one pew is about as
good as another in reality, only as we
make

distinctions

in

them;

that

is,

two or three rows of pews across the center of the house have come to be considered the seats of honor, tapering off gradually
as'you go forward and backward from this
point, it being considered almost a disgrace. to be seen in one of these low
caste pews. Now this is all wrong.
It
has a tendency to drive poor people away
from meetings, and keep them away.
If

we would prosper,we must work in God's
appointed way.
:
:
Now so far as display of dress in church
is concerned, it seems to be duty to say
a few words. When a stranger crosses
the threshold, the usher can tell at a
glance where to place him. If he is very
well dressed, he is politely invited to
take a seat with the well dressed people;
if only tolerably well dressed, he must
take a lower seat;if very poorly clad, he
is reluctantly led to a seat behind the
door, or as near to it as possible,
Rich
people may be pleased with all this, but
with the poor it is different. Perhaps we
should do well to study human nature
more. When the world’s people go to meeting, it is the duty of Christians to do all

The subject of hereditary descent is one
make room for better things.
*“Do you mean to starve us?”
No, I of great importance,and deserving of conwant to save you from starving. . A siderate attention. Rev. Joseph Cook’s volsprightly author said not long since, ** If ume of lectures on ‘* Heredity,” recently
you are going to starve, begin a little published by Houghton, Osgood& Co., of
lower than your head.
Begin at your Boston, is a work that should be widely
stomach.”
read by the people and the parents espeThat is, cut off the useless, even harmcially. The volume is full of suggestive
ful, dishes you are wont to indulge in, and thoughts.
He gives seven principal laws
buy some food for your mind.
Treat of heredity, and the seventh is really the
your brain to a luxury, now and then, at most important of all.
He calls it inthe expense of your palate. It will pay itial heredity, because this law of hereditary descent turns upon -the temporary
well.
Though putting all superfluous uphols- mood, good or bad, fortunate cr unfortutery under ban, I yet say home should be nate, of parents when they become such.
them feel at
tasteful, attractive, beautiful.
A house is The importance of the law is that, by in their power to make
not ¢‘ home” otherwise, to persons of re- availing themselves of its action, par- home; if not, they will most likely get a
fined sensibilities.
We need not bave ents may reproduce themselves when at little homesick, and stay at home where
marble statuettes, or oil paintings, or vel- their best in their children, instead of they can enjoy themselves better, for time
vet carpets, in order to have sweet and when at their worst. This opens the way tocome. Wealthy people have 10 right
pleasant homes.
Glare’is vulgar; gor- for a grand improvement of the race and to dress as well as they are able to, when
geousness is barbaric. The simplest and well will it be for us as a people, and na- they enter the house dedicated to God, to
cheapest things, by ingenuity and indus- tion, when some heed is given to this and worship him on his holy day.
* Thou
try, can be converted into the most taste- to other laws of hereditary descent.
shalt have no other gods before me."
ful decorations. Nature stands ready to
Look over the congregation at the
‘enrich our homes almost without cost. A
preaching service on the Sabbath, and
BY A, H, MORRELL.
bark-covered jardiniere of ferns will imsee who the church goers are: the high
part a charming grace to am otherwise
Faith in one’s own conversion is not priced pews are generally well filled,
plain sitting-room.
Autumn leaves, and simply to believe his sins forgiven. Magradually diminishing from that point
climbing plants] an artistic hand can train ny are taught to do as much as that, but each way. Now who occupy these pews ?
to most pleasing effects over a softly tint- without being able to give, from experi- Why,the rich church members, with a few
ed wall. Far better than coarse chromos, ence, the ‘‘ reason for the hope that is in .in some cases that are not members, and
or colored prints, are these little ‘touches them.”
occasionally a well dressed stranger is
:
of Nature.”
Such small tasks in decoratFaith that God has pérdoned our sins invited in. Where are all the poor people ?
ing are restful, rather than exhaustive; must be supported by certain facts.
Oh, they are somewhere else.
Why
they are a grateful change from the moSim1. That God, upon certain conditions, are they not in the house of God ?
notony of ordinary duties.
is willing to pardon, and has promised to ply because we have grown into the habThen ‘home ” should be ¢¢ homely,” do so. 2. Consciousness of willingness to it of treating*them in such a manner that
in the best sense of that word,—neutral turn from all sin. 8. Consciousness of pref- they enjoy themselves better at home, or
tinted,—toned down,—so to say.
Not erence, or love, for the service of God. somewhere else, than they do at church.
staring
and glaring in new
paint, 4. Consciousness,in due time, of * peace May God speed the day when the poor
and varnish and whitewash.
It must with God,” and the ¢ virtues of the Spir- will have the gospel preached to themy
be clean, but yet. look
as
if
it it.”
when we shall have less pride, and m
was a place made for use.
A home
The more successful the religious ad- purity in heart; when we shall have free
always partakes somewhat of the per- viser is in persunding men to bglieve they seats in all our churches; then we may
sonality of its owners—expresses in are pardoned, and * born again,” without
reasonably expect to have fuvor with all
some shape the character of its inmates. essentially some such consciousness, the the people, who will gladly flock to the:
So a house tricked out in glaring gew- greater is the injury inflicted upon such
meetings on the Lord's day to hear the
gaws, or ostentatious display of wealth,
souls.
Word. Let us all pray thatthe good
is vulgar in itself, and advertises its occuConsciousness is amongst the surest time may speedily come,
believing that
pants as the same.
So, likewise, when
laws of faith, or belief; and without this God will then add to the church daily
we see a curtain hung before every cup- testimony to the soul's real position in
such as should be saved.
board, niche, and bookshelf in a house, regard to God and his service, the life’ of
0-0-4
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SAVING FAITH.

we more than suspect

dust

and

disorder

lurk behind this bit of screen,—and that
should the curtain be unexpectedly lifted
from the character of the mistress, there
would be found dirt and unsightliness
there, as well.
‘¢ But what has all this to do with making work easy? ” asks one.
Something,
I hope—suppose
you read it over again,
friend. - It is presumed you are a sensible
person, one who does not indulge in
trashy novels and neglect to do the chamber work, or spend hours a day in gossiping from house to house when your family
have not a loaf for supper, or sew ruftles
on to your skirts when the dinner dishes

religion is full of

doubt,

haltings and

IMPROVE THE TIME.

confusion of ideas and purposes.
| = There are nearly three comfortable
‘ Only believe,” needs some explana- months before the summer holidays. The
tion to a doubting mind, especially.
favorable season for active religious ef——
a
RAS
fort is not over. Indeed, it is one of the
THE AGED MAN'S DEATH.
best periods of the year for earnest religBY M. C.D,
ious endeavor. The lecture season is passSerene and calm the old man lies upbn ed. Church festivals are subsiding someits: wintry
his couch of death. The pale hands what. The weather is losing
chills, and the spring storms are about
waiting to receive the palm, are patiently
foldéd. The brow, 80 soon to wear the over. What more favorable hour {o concrown, bears even now a halo of purity secrate earnest and additional endeavors
in the soft snowy locks which encircle it. to personal effort for the salvation of our
In many of our churches a
At eventide. the light has come, but it fellow-men?
dazzles not with its brightness, tis rather new pastor has entered into his work.
Fresh interest isexcited by his discourses.
ure unwashed in the kitchen sink. It is a clear, calm light, beaming a trustful
The congregation is enlarged:
His
‘
;
presumed you are as the intelligent lady peace.
at the opening of this article, who depreReverently, we draw near through the modes are fresh, and the impression he
He has his best macates the wide-spread evil of overwork, clouds of our poor earth vision comes makes'is powerful.
and: would rejoice to see it done awa
struggling
a glimmering ray from terial at his hand. Now is the time to
with, but yet is not willing to surrender the home of the purified.
We thank strike for decisive and present results.
tidiness, or taste, or a certain amount of the gracious Giver that he sendsus this Say not four months.and then cometh the

what is termed ** style.”
Ah, well, shall

when people may

style;” when
under,

and

there

:

not

come

a day

live in really

‘good

the body shall be brought
the

mind

shall

dominate;

when we shall laugh at ourselves for ever
having thought the present cumbersome

kindly gleam, and we pray that its tender “harvést ; behold, the fields all around are
influence may linger with us through all white for the sickle. May God commission anew his laborers to enter into them
the turmoil of the years to come.
What has life brought to him who now and gather harvests for the eternal life.—
:
so quietly awaits the coming of the death Zion's Herald. bb
angel P The old man was once a child,
The faculty of reason is the candle of

wayward and wild, he was once

a head-

the Lord within us.— Bishop Buller.

2

S$.

themselves with criticising. . Let not the and culpable methods of living either
bigotry and intolerance of those already sensible or ** refined?"

Gonuunacations.

‘fo return from the captivity taken as a

——

DEOLINE OF PIETY E.AMONG MEN OF
OULTUR
BY PROF. GEORGE C. CHASE.

The historian
the nineteenth

es

LC

ne

:

Ba

MAY 14, 1879.
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THE MORNING STAR.
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country at the close of the last century, purely natural evolution has a peculiar ‘thousand years ago could
wring such a
we shall find another example of the fascination for most men. The human confession from such a man, what would
and, be the effect upon the world were the life
same law. A wonderful advance in pop- mind delights in generalization,
repetition and conwhen
it
has
referred
all
the
phenomena
of of every Christiana.
alar liberty had just been secured by our
tinuation of that of his
Lord.

The Lutheran Obgerver speaks of St. John’s
church in New York city as follows: “ As
heretofore announced, Rev. Dr. A. C. Wedekind took charge of this important German
church in Christopher street, ak Rory some
weeks ago, and has thus entered upon .a wide

ing, but when combined with culture it is

and most promising field of usefulness. He
preaches to congregations of about a thousand

last half of own revolutionary struggle. And the
will record French revolution, then in its earlier

of the
century

the universe to one comprehensive law,
flatters itself that it has banished mystery

stages, was a violent.demand for the full

the men
that it was reserved for
of their
folly
the
of our dayto crown
‘Is
inquiry,
us
audacio
the
with
time
*
there a God?”
Said the late Tayler Lewis,—‘* It used
to be a question we have sometimes heard
debated whether there ever really was
or could be such a thing as an atheist.
The old English infidels denied it, even
Voltaire held such a belief to be a

rational impossibility.

p——

recognition

of

individual

rights.

and reduced truth to its lowest terms.

It

exults that it now holds d}t knowledge

Men

essential dignity of human
citizen felt himself the
peer of the
prince. From denouncing the tyranny of

philosophy, government, say they,—why

kings, men passed to denouncing the an-

should religionbe excepted P According-

applied to the

life and writings of Thomas Paine.

literature,

Christianity as but one among the great
religions of mankind.

‘“ Prayer for

+ Many of the men engaged in these discussions profess to conduct them in the
interest of true faith. But it is difficult

Colleges,”

¢ there

was

in

religion to a class.

The

of
state of things

was no better, however, in the

to-see what faith has to lean

churches.

upon,

proof that true

Harvard.

when

the case with

pastors

late, culture has seemed too willing to
forget the debt that she owes to piety,
and yet, the fault is not wholly on her |
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RSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent
nts. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
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room rent,
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week. Rooms’
m $2 to $4 per term. Tuition
anil Toom rent free to those preparing for the
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‘
Summer term beginsMay 6;
Sept. 2;

BITTERS.

{ If you are a man of letters, toiling over yourmidnight work, to res!
brain and nerve waste, take

Winter term Nov.

HOP BITTERS.

admitted,

N.—New

and

[x you are a man of businese, weakened WY
| fhe
strain of your duties, avoid
ulants

It must, however, be confessed that, of

it must be

German

INSTITUTIO]

closes June 26. Send for
Catalog e to
REV, A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

ADVERTISEMENTS

It explains the origin of nine-

The church,

many

congregations in the Lutheran church.”

tenths of the colleges in our country,

side.

so

HAMPTON

stud;
both
es.
the Institution A the gin

English and German, and he does not intend
to alienate and drive away the young of his
large congr gation by -withholding
English
prescning from them until they become dissatsfied and leave for other churches, ss has been

The great seats of learning in Europe
and America are enduring monuments to
Christian benevolence. ~ Without these,
culture would never have had a beginning. *‘ Pro Christo et Ecclesia” was
not the solitary motto of the founder of

;
EW

N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph. D.
principal, with eight asociato teachers’ Regula:

mostly young persons, in Eoglish.: Dr. Wedekind can preach with equal facility in both

piety is favor-

able to culture.

the darkest time, just at the close of the
century,”
says
Prof. Tyler
in his

N

jecple at exch service,
But the most interestthe culmination of human excellence.
ng feature of his ministry here is the fact that
And why should they be separated? They | every Sunduy night he preaches to a thousand,

needs no

treated us a myth, Christ as only a man,
the Bible as of purely human origin, and

‘‘In

everything that associates with itself the Yule College only about one professor
ideas of reverence and responsibility.”
An infidelity so radical is necessarily
aggressive. Striking at the rootof all re-

origin of art,

ly, miracles are rejected, inspiration’ is

thority of God. Immorality and infidelity were rife. Both are illustrated in the

Now men openly

and convinc-

are not antagonistic; on the contrary,
of the’ within easy compass. The doctrine has either of them, if it be genuine, always
nature. The only to be suggested to be adopted. It is tends to produce the other. Surely, it

had suddenly beconmle conscious

avow it. Others deify nature to the exclusion of prayer, providence, worship—

Pietyis always beautiful

Goncational,
re

%.

ag

Pall Yefty

For further information address the Principal.
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ate, Scientific, Theological, Co
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Finest college

A young man who belonged to the church prayer becomes merely communion with has sometimes intrenched herself in her
It
are
young, and suffering from
indisyou
Liars or iy
Jom Any
one's self, and God as a loving Father is creeds and theories, and refused to keep
in
that day was almost a miracle.”
ligion, whether natural or revealed,
it
The truth is, there is an inseparable ruled out of the universe. No wonder that progress with the thought of the age. She
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At least,
many of them
The whole truth could hardly be more
ate. Send fre'Catucpue,
a
purely human institution, Culture, say clearly
. M. JONES, Sec.,
put than in this characteristic
would not dissent from the belief avow- multiplied our neighbors. Our globe has
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The wonderful success of
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If we turn to distinguished literary
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retary.
and spirit of our religion depart, and it
men, we find unbelief, though presenting
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' Why was it that the

human

mind

at

science into the realm of mind, and

ends

this hight of its activity seemed returning by declaring that he finds an adequate
to paganism? Was it not that it was sat- exp.anation of all things in the potency
isfied with itself and its own ideals? Why of matter. I do not believe that the
longer worship God when man is all skeptical scientists of our day are sinpowerful? Why turn the eyes toward ners above other men.
Doubtless, many
heaven when the world, is so beautiful? relinquish with sorrow the simple faith
-

The more brilliant the

age,

the

mor)

conspicuous the triumphs of mind, the
stronger the tendency to exalt man and to
deny God. If we look at English skepticism in the eighteenth century, we shall
find it exemplifying the same law. During the premiership of Sir Robert Walpole, England enjoyed an era of almost
unparalleled prosperity. The great manufacturing towns doubled their population. Commerce received an: impulse
that is felt evento the present day. The
value of land tripled,

and

classes became wealthy.
were opened for the

the

New

exercise

farming

channels
of human

of their childhood.
that they

would

Nor can I believe

willfully

most cherished hopes

destroy

of mankind.

the
How

shall we account for the fact that they so
resolutely turn their backs on the religion
of their fathers? Doubtless, the habits of
scientific thought are not favorable to the
development of faith. Yet when we recall the devout piety of Pascal

and New-

ton, we are compelled to confess this
reason inadequate. Of Pascal, Macaulay says, ¢* His intellectual powers were
such as have rarely been bestowed on
the sons of men.” Of Newton, Sir John
Herschell, himself

a conspicuous

exan-

power, and the great material prosperity ple of consecrated genius and learning,
, of the country afforded ample leisure for says, ‘* Whichever way we, turn our
the
development of philosophy and

learning.

view,

we

find

ourselves

compelled

But it was sn age of open im- bow before his genius, and to assign

to

to
piety.
Says Green, in his history of this the name of Newton—a place in our venperiod,—*‘ The decay of the great dis- eration which belongs to no other in the
senting bodies went hand in hand with
annals of science.”

that of the church, and during the early

part of the ‘century

the nonconformists

No ; the underlying cause of the

gross

materialism toward which science in our
day seems tending, is that the pride of
the higher circles every one laughs,”
human achievement has usurped the
aid Mantesquieu on his visit to England,
place of reverence for God. Scientists
“if pne talks of religion.” Of the promare only men, and the decline of piety
inent statesmen of the time the greater
part were unbelievers in any form of followed by the decline of faith is but
Christianity and distinguished for the the natural, ‘though not the necessary
immorality of their lives.
Is it not result, of the triumphs of human power.
If we seek the origin of the prevulent
somewhat significant that this age should
have produced Hume, easily chief among unbelief among literary wen, in distinction from scientists, we can trace it to
modern skeptics?
the
same source. The doctrine of a
If we turn to the history of our own

declined in number as in energy.

* In

to a school of Christ.”

All these

champ-

ions of Christian faith were distinguished
equally for culture and for piety. - And if
in our day the triumphs of the Cross shall
be repeated, it will be through the union
of culture and piety.

Let fhe Christian scholar see that he

defend nothing but the truth.
take care not to compromise
confounding

it with

the

Let him
truth by

non-essentials

of his.creed. In the presence of common
danger, the church should be thoroughly:
united,and should take care to present no

vulnerable points for attack. Let her set
forth the fundamental truths of Chris-

The

Presbyterian

Banner

impressed upon us that the

strongest

ar-

ument for the reality of the religion of
hrist is to be found in the lives of his
disciples. The wonderful beauty of the
character of Christ almost compels the
belief, even of infidels.

Says John Stuart

Mill,—¢* Religion can not be said to have

made a bad choice in’ pitching’ on this

man as the ideal guide and representative
of humanity ; nor even now, would it be
easy, even for an unbeliever, to find a
better translation of the rule of virtue
from the abstract into the
to endeavor so to-live that
approve our life.\

Ifthe life of

concrete than
Christ would

Christ lived nearly

4wo

sale

present-graduating class in the Western Theological
Seminary
in
Allegheny
numbers
twenty-nine, twenty-three of whom have de-

voted themselves to Home

and

Foreign

mis-

sionary fields.”
The First Presbyterian church, Providence,
R. I, bas been greatly prospered during the
last year, seventy persons having been received into the church since February, 1878.
Thirty of this number were received on Sabbath, April 6th, twenty-two on profession of
faith in Christ.
The Cathedral, a Stewart memorial church;

at Garden City, Long Island, will be completed

early next year.
The American Architect
predicts that instead of being the ornament of
Long Island hamlet,
the
tianityto which the hearts of men will in- an unpicturesque.
Cathedral.with its crypt, the finest in America,
stinctively respond.
By her generous
will become a work of art known through two
spirit and tolerant attitude, let her show continents.
that the test for church fellowship is not
The revivals in the Third and Fourth Baptist
that one can subscribe to every article of churches, of 8t. Louis, under the labors of
the creed, but that he loves and follows. Major Penn, the evangelist, are reported to
have been very remarkable.
In the former
Christ.
‘It can be only too justly charged
225 conversions have occurred and
against many true Christians that they - church:
about 150 have been baptized, and,in the latter,
are bigoted; and bigotry bas always up to the last report, 120 have professéd faith
been a great obstacle to the progress of in Christ.
;
Christ's kingdom.
The Union church, Providence, R. I., Rev.
To aid in securing all these results, the A. J. F. Behrends, D, D., pastor, shows by its
church needs the liberalizing influence annual report for 1879, a membership of 663, a
Sabbath-school of 446, and nearly $9000 used in
of culture. Let her take care lest she benevolence.
The church debt has been fully

alienate the needed element by insisting
on conditions that Christ never imposed.
But it the church needs culture, infinitely more does she need piety. For, more
than all other causes,it is the lack of piety
that has made the rapid growth of skepti: cism possible. It can not be too deeply

NEON

says: ¢ The

5

provided for, and nearly $12,000 of it already
paid.

The weekly offering plan is in use.

pastor has a class Monday
months in the year, for

The

evenings for four

special

Christian doctrine and work.

instruction

in

The first Congregational church of Middletown, N. Y., the Rev. Frederick Marvin,
pas
tor, has raised through the aid of Edward
Kimball, the amount of its entire funded debt, $21,500. Three years ago the same church raised
in one day over $16,000 to pay off the floating
debt on the new church, which was built a
few years before.
Within five years fonr
churches:in Middleton have freed themselves
from debt, raising over $90,000 for that pur-

pose.

The Ainslee street Presbyterian church,
Braoklyn, has been greatly blessed with an outpouring of the Spirit.
On April 13, eightyfour were received into the membership of the
‘church, making a total of one hundred and
twenty-four since last September, and more to
follow, The pastor, Joseph J. Williamson, jr.,
is greatly encouraged, the congregation having
increased four-fold, and every Sabbath even-

ing the church being
—N. XY, Observer.

crowded

to overflowing.
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“CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND& PACIFIC R. R.

IS THE

GREAT CONNECTING

LINK

BETWEEN

Its main line rung from Chicago to Council Bluffs
and Omaha, passing
through Joliet,
Ottawa, La
Balle, Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenport,
West
Liberty,
Iowa City,
Marengo, Brooklyn,
Grinnell, and Des Moines, (the capitol ot lowa)

with branch.
from Bureau Junction to Peoria;
Wilton Junctiva to Muscatine, Washington, Fair-

field, Bldon, Belknap, Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Cameron, Leavenworth and Atchison;
Washington to Sigourney, Oskploosa and Knoxville;
Keokuk to Farmington, Bonaparte, Bentonsport,
Independent,
Eldon, Ottumwa, Eddyrille, Usha
loosa, Pella,
Monroe, and Des Moines; Des
Moines,
to Indianola and Winterset; Atlantic to Audubon
and Avoca to Harlan,
This is positively the only
Railroad: which owns controls and operates a
through line between
Chicago and Kansas.
This Company own and control their Sleeping Cars,

which are

inferior to none, and

give you a double

berth between Chicago and Council Bluffs, Leavenworth, or Atchison for Two Dollars and Fifty Cents;
and a section for Five Dollars, while all other lines
charge between the same
points, Three Dollars for
a double berth, and Six Dollars for a section.
What will please you most will be the pleasure of
enjoying your meals, while passing over the beautiful prairies of 1llinois and oud, i one of our magnificent Dining and Restaurant Cars that accompany
all through Express
ns. Yougetan entire meal,
as good as is served in any first-class hotel, for
seventy-five cents ; Or you can order what you ‘like,
and pay for what you get.
Appreciating the fact that a majority of the people
prefer separate apartments for different purposes,
(and the enormous passenger business of this line

warranting it,) we are

pleased to announce that this

Company runs its P.
CE SLEEPING CARS for
floepmg purposes, and its PALACE DINING CARS
for Kating purposes.
One other great featurc of

THE EAST AND THE

WEST!

our Palace Cars is a SMOKING SALOON where
you canenjoy
your “Havana” at all hours of the day.
Magnificent Iron Bridges span the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers at all points crossed by, this line, and
transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs, Leavenworth and Atchison, connections being made in
Union depots.
THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS OF THIS
GREAT

THROUGH

LINE

ARE

AS FOLLOWS

Atcnicaeo, with all diverging lines for tho East
and
South.
i
At ENGLEWOOD, with the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern and Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago It. Rada.
At WASHINGTON

HEIGHTS,

with

Pittsburg,

Cin-

cinnati & St. Louis R. R.
At LA SALLE, with Illinois Central R. R.
iid
At PEORIA, With P,P. &J.;P.,L. &D; LB. EW.

11, Midland; and T., P. & W. Railroads.

:

At ROCK ISLAND, with Western Union I. IL. and
Rock Island & Peoria Railrodds.
i
At DAVENPORT, with the Davenport & Norih-

Western R. R.

:

At WEST LIBERTY, with the Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Northern 1. R.
#
:
:
At GRINNELL,
with Central R. R. of Iowa.
At DES MOINES, with D. M, & Ft. DodgeR. BR.
At COUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R. R.
At OMAHA, with B. & Mo. R. R. R. (in Neb.)
AtCOLUMBUS JUNCTION, with Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Northern R. R.
At OTTUMWA, with Central R. R. of Iowa; St.
Louis, Kan, City & Northern and C., B, & Q. It. fro
At KEOKUK, with Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw;
Wabash, and St. Louis, Keokuk & N.-W.IL Ras,
At BEVERLY, with Kan. City, 8t. J. & C. B. R. R.
At ATCHISON, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe;
Atchison & Neb. and Cen. Br. Union Pacitie R. Ras.
At LEAVENWORTH, with K. I, and K, Cen. I. Rds.

PALACE CARS are run through to PEORIA, DES MOINES, COUNCIL BLUFFS,

ATCHISON
C

Tickets

and

A,

LEAVENWORTH:

via this Line,

d
Ticket aonte

known

as the

Great ‘Rock

Canada.
the United States and
in
Ih x hy obtainable at your home ticket
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held by ignorant

- The Worning Star.

deluded
among

people,

them

less

It seems, moreover, that for some years

there has been
&. F. MOSHER,

and

make their occurrence
to be wondered ht.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 1879.

an unfortunate

religious

quarrel, between
the
Adventists
and
another sect in the place, growing out of

Editor.

AF All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. »

|

Amidst the general repairs of the season, do not neglect the meeting house.
There maybe a leak in the roof, or the
paint may be thin, or the inner walls may

the mutual opposition of the two sects to-

wards each other.

In fact, Mr. Freeman,

the man who killed his child, has related
in one interview that he undertook the
deed in imitation of the patriarch Abraham, but with the design of showing the:
Methodists in the place that the Adventists could exhibit greater faith than they
could, expecting, however, that God
would stay Lis arm, as hé did Abra-

be dingy, or the carpets may be worn and
dust-laden, or the steps may be broken
ham’s, before the knife had
made its
down, or the grounds out of repair. The
fatal plunge.
:
wise parish, like the wise house holder,
The state of excite ment into which the
would attend to these things in season.
affair has thrown the town, and the hesiit,is the Lord's property,and the condition
tating condition of public opinion, as
in which it is kept indicates the average ‘though there might after all be something
thrift and enferprise of the society or supernatural connected with it, are not
community that worships in it. The unlike the scenes that are related of the
same is true of the parsonage, and in days of Salem witchcraft. But we hasten
great measure of the cemetery. What is to say that this feeling of uncertainty is
#0 against a community, in the miod of
only exceptional. The prevailing sentishe passer-by, as.a broken-down cemetery
ment is that a diabolical deed has been
~ Seace, the gates unhinged, and the walks
committed by a man out of his senses,
grown up to weeds? . Now is a good time
and that the law should promptly take
10 put these things in order, and to save
its course with him. The reports that
money annually, and reputation, also, by
other Adventists in the place were suffi‘keeping them in order.
ciently knowing to the murder, or that
It is a blessed thing if we are brave and they so attempted to conceal it from the
face persecution for righteousness’ sake, public after it was committed, as to make
_ if we put pride away from our hearts, if them accessories either before or after
we are merciful, if onl§ pure thoughts the act, do not endure the test of later defill our minds, if we hunger and thirst velopments.
afler righteousness;
when afraid
to
At the same time, it is one of the strik"assume any of these great virtues there ing phenomena of the ease that several
is, however, one beatitude which we may
with boldness claim: ¢: Blessed are the
poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom

persons of both sexes,

and

who

in

most

other respects seem to be sensible and respectable people, undertake to frame
of heaven.” To be poor is to be in pover- | apologies for Freeman, and to make it apty.
In the eyes of the world and in our pear that he had sufficient cause for beown eyes, too, an impoverished spirit is lieving as he did in reference to his terriwretchedness indeed ; and yet such a spirit ble act. Verily there is no instrument so
has all the wealth of the kingdom of delicate as the human mind, nor one that
heaven promised unto it. It was a divine runs more swiftly and certainly to its own
glimpse of this great promise that enabled destruction, when once its normal relaDavid to pray: ‘* Bow down thine ear; O tions have become disturbed.
An obvious lesson of the whole affair is
Lord, hear me: for I am poor and needy.”
It was despair with an instinctive hope in that a calm and reasonable faith in the
it that has given us the memorable sup- Word of God, avoiding undue excitement
plication, ** God be merciful to me a sin- on religious as well as on other topics,
ser.” When utterly bowed down with a and rejecting the teachings of vain, exsense of unworthiness, let us also seize travagant and deluded persons, is the
upon this courage of despair, and not let safest and wisest and best for all people,
go of our hope until the Lord hath fulfilled and the only one on which a good hope
of salvalion may be based.
that which he hath promised.
SO

Wherever there is a tendency to honor
people simply because of the clothes that
they wear, and particularly if this tenden-

-o

THEORETICAL CREDULITY, We live in an age of great expectations;

ey be shown at the house of worship, as and often deceive ourselves by believing
is alleged by a contributor whose ariicle that we are about to realize those expectLooked at in one way, there is
appears within, it ought to be rebuked as ations.
literally
no
end to our beliefs. Never
contrary to the spirit and. teaching of
Christianity. Itis useless to deny that was there a more credulous age. All
such a tendency does exist, or that it pro- seem bent on. staking life, health, and
- duces an unwholesome effect upon the happiness on theories. Now it is dieting
minds of a large class of people who wit- on Graham bread that is to cure all the
ness it. The people who demand such ills that flesh is heir to ; now it is sleeping
distinguished treatment in the house of on the ground like that man in Illinois,
God, and the sexton who would gratify their who thinks himself to be guarding against
disease by occupying as his nightly couch.
vanity, may both be described in terms
that we do not care to employ. At the ®a place of bare ground Within his house
Same time, there is a good deal of com- and having an attendant shovel clean
plaining dome over this matter that has its earth over him to take the place of bed
wrigin in the unhappy mind -of the com- clothes. Inits less eccentric mood the
plainer. We believe in church-goers ar- same spirit appears in an overweaning
raying themselves as neatly and pleasing- belief in horseback riding; or taking a
walk before breakfast, or going to bed
dy as their circumstances will permit,
without
any supper.
Then, again, the
while avoiding display ; but we do notapfaith
people
entertain
in the salubrious
prove of any unfair discrimination, either
for or against the finely clad or the plainly effects of a winter in Florida or a summer
clad, in the assignment of seats. It is
not a sexton’s fault, or the minister's, or
any body else's, that the central pews are

in Colorado, if it

were of another kind,

quiries

relative

to the work, directedto

this office, will be cheerfully answered.

CALIFORNIA'S CONSTITUTION.
Contrary to first reports, it seems probable that the voters of California adopted
the proposed new State Constitution at the
election last week by a majority of from
6000 to 10,000. Its terms have been so
much discussed, and they bear so severely

on individual rights, even if they do not
in some respects squarely oppose the
United States Constitution, that we summarize from the associated press reports

some of their more striking features.
The Chinese of course receive prompt
attention, one article providing

that

*‘no

more

than one

church at the same time,

an Adventist is no better reason for making that particular sect responsible for the

deed than for making the reformation under Luther responsible for the beheading
of Leonard Schucker
by his brother
Thomas, or Calvinism responsible
for
the roasting of Servetus, or any other
jsm responsible
for the strange
va-

garies and tragic scenes that its excited

votaries enact.
This is elearly a case of religious frenzy,
in which the mind had lost its balance

by

accepting and dwelling upon a too literal

interpretation of certain passages of Scriptwre—a course that has its examples

not

among the Adventists alone, although the
| peculiar folly and superstition of their
faith, and the fact that it is most generally
x

far more than theories of health ; for edu-

cation rather than theories of education ;
for religion and not theories of religion.
PUP
PY
+--+

To Our
NEWS-GATHERERS. Our denominational news-gatherers have been doing,
well since December.
We trust there
will be no waning of entgrpriseor promptness, as the summer weather approaches,

b3

than

of more

| The confusion in such cases

-is apparent.

It is certainly in violation

of Freewill

Baptist usage, as itis of wholesome usage
in any denomination, for a person to hold
membership in more than one charch at a
time ; just as it would be *in violation of
gpod morals for a person to claim the
same relation to two families at once, and

for quite as strong reasons. Although
there might be nothing immoral in the
former case, as there would be in the latter, it would be quite subversive of all
orderly denominational walk.

bosom of the church; that fifty ministers of
the gospel assembled to consider it; that some
of them were selected to devise better plans

for building; that they preached

on

the

subl

Jjeet; andiu various’ ways brought the mora.
power of the church to bear on the sanitary
reform?
:
¥

In connection

with

the work

at Harper's

Ferry, Rev. A. H. Morrell gives the following
notice :
;
“ To whom it may concern.
This is to give
notice” that my ** Optional Fund” is low, and
that several objects of pressing
interest, in
connection with the mission, will soon be call
ing for aid,that they may go forward successfu'ly. It may be cheering to others as it is to my-

self to know that during ull these

past eleven

years and more, at no time has this fund been
entirely exhausted.
God has moved his friends
to contribute to it; and he will in the future.
It is his cause, and he provides for it, but
through human agency.

[A new feature of the negro exodas
native of China shall ever exercise the
privileges of an elector in this State.” from the South was a.convention at VicksAnother article, especially devoted to burg, last week, composed of both $vhite
Chinese proscription,declares that ‘no cor- ‘and colored people, to deliberate on matTHE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.
poration now existing or hereafter formed ters affecting their mutual welfare. Nothunder the laws of this State shall, after ing could more plainly show the serious ef- |
Year-Books,
:
the adoption of this constitution, employ, fects upon the industrial welfare of the
The second of two elaborate articles on
directly or indirectly, in any capacity, any South than such a convention. When the denominational year-books, in the IndeChinese or Mongolian.” It isalso declar- whites so far recognize the gravity of the pendent, begins with these words: “ We
ed that **no Chinese shall be employed situation, und their responsibility in the noticed the year-hooks of the Baptist,
on any State, county, municipal or other matter, as to meet the aggrieved party Congregational, Methodist, and the Epispublic work, except in punishment for and consult together with them, if only copal churches in our numbes for March
crime.” Also that ‘the presence
of good sense governs both sides, the results 27th. If, in addition to these, we except
and the
foreigners ineligible to become citizens of ought to be speedily beneficial. Mean- the Catholic, the Presbyterian,
the United States is declaredto be danger- while, as showing the sentiment of promi- Reformed (Dutch) annuals, we shall have
ous to the well-being of the State, and the

nent

colored

people

toward the exodus,

nothing left in our list which aspires to the
dignity and importance of a

year-book.
Fred Douglass does not really approve of Many
of the less prominent denominations
it,but Bishop Campbell,of Miss. openly ad- issue annual publications,
giving general.
vocates it and declares itto be due to crael- ly a ministerial list, some
statistics, and a
ty andextortions. Meanwhile, the refugees sort of church directory. These almanacs
to this State of Chinese after the adoption are more generally finding employment, do not contain any
record of the year in
of this constitution.”
f
which, along with aid contributed from church work, etc.” Towards the close of
Business corporations receive no favors. the friends of the movement, helps to allethe article, may be found the following
It is provided that every stockholder in a viate their suffering, although much des- words respecting The Register: *‘ For
corporation shall be individually and per- titution still exists.
the Freewill Baptists, there is published
sonally liable for his proportion of debts
The Register, which gives statistics of
ES
Git. tt
i
or liabilities contracted during the time he
parishes under yearly and quarterly meetMissIONARY
SUNDAY.
The
day
apholds or may have held stock. The legings, a list of ministers and of benevolent
islature may at any time take the proper- pointed by our Mission Societies as a day societies, etc. There are, it appears, 167
ty and franchises of incorperated compan- of prayer for their work was fittingly ob- quarterly meetings, 1,449 churches, 1,282
ies and subject them to public use the ‘served by our church in Concord, N. H. ordained, and 152 licensed preachers, and
same as the property of individuals, and The morning service was devoted to the 75,686 communicants. There are $8 misthe exercise of the police
power of anniversaries of the Woman's Society and sivnary societies, and 17 educational inthe State shall never be so abridged or the Children’s Band. Reports were read A stitutions.” If it be complained that the foregoing
construed as to permit corporations to by the officers concerning the work done
conduct their business in such manner during the year, which has been consider- notice is very incomplete and inadquate,
as to infringe the rights of individuals or able in both the Home and Foreign fields. must it not also be admitted tisat The Reg-

legislature shall discourage their immigration by all the means within its power,
and it shall also provide the necessary
legislation to prohibit the introduction in-

The Children’s Band has paid three shares

the general well-being of the State. No
corporations shall issue stock or bonds, of $5.00 each, towards the salary of Miss
except for money paid, labor done or Ida Phillips, the children’s missionary in
property actually received, and all ficti- India, and has also done other excellent
tious increase of stock or indebtedness work. - After these reports, select readings, recitations and a dialogue by ten
shall be void.
Similar provisions are made for trans- children, were presented and brief adportation companies, which are forbid- dresses given by Rev. S. Curtis and the
In the evenden to discriminate in their charges for pastor, Rev. H. F. Wood.

freight or passengers, though excursion | ing a.missionary prayer meeting was
and commutation tickets nay be issued at held, which was well attended and full of
A génerous collection was also
special rates; in other fespects the interest.
taken in addition to the regular gifts by
charges must be uniformly pro rata for
distance. The railroad commissioners the cards. Among the contributions was
are the only persons holding offices of one from a sister, baptized two years ago,
trust or profit in the State to whom free but not able to be present on this occasion.
her offerpasses can -be offered, and besides the In a note to the pastor enclosing
ing
she
said,
*“
I
knew
I
should
not
enjoy
punishment of the company issuing free
this day of prayer nor feel like prayipg
passes, the acceptance works a forfeiture
of the taker’s office. If a railroad once myself without first contributing something towards this noble object. I cheerputs down its rates for the sake of competition with another

common

carrier, it

can not put them up again without the
consent of the railroad commissioners.
The railroad commissioners .are to have
enormous authority, fixing all rates for
freight and passengers, examining accounts, hearing and deciding complaints,
and having many powers of courts of record. A company breaking or evading
their regulations is to be fined at least
$20,000. An officer or employé who demands more money than the established
rate is to be imprisoned for a time not ex-

fully enclose this dollar that I have retain-

ed in my possession for several years on
account of its hallowed associations, but
now desire it to be used for the Lord's
work.” The dollar bad formerly belong-

ed to a much-loved sister not now living.

Would that many others would seek to
prepare themselves for prayer in a similar manner.
S--B-o-b
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BRIEF

NOTES.

Would it be in violation of Freewill

Baptist usage for a person under any circumstances to be a member of two Free
Baptist churches at the same time ?
Or, could a person belonging toa church
of some other denomination unite with
the Free Baptists and be a member in
good standing in both?"
If not, why not?

The * poser ” in these questions is the
concluding’ ** If not, why not?” A person can be almost anything. . He can

ister gives incomplete and inadequate

for giving such information

data

as would

be

needed, in order to write up a satigfactory
notice of the work of the Freewill Baptists?
No direct or implied censure of the com-

pilers of the Register, or of the

Printing

Establishment, is meant by the foregoing

remark;

for

unquestionably

the Printing

Establishment would be ouly too willing to
publish
full statistics:of church
were there sufficient demand
for

The Printing Establishment
servant of

shown

the

people,

work,
them.

is only

and

has

itself willing to obey

the

always

their com-

mands.
The question which this paper
proposes to discuss is this: Has not the
time come for the publication of a yearbook that shall give full and accurate information relative to the work and the
growth of the Freewill Baptist denomination ?

Evidently, there are two phases of this
question: Is there demand for such a pub-

lication on the part of the people: is there
need of such a publication for the enlightenment of the people ?
In reply to the former

question,

it

may

be remarked, that there will not propably
be much demand among the Freewill Baptists for a year-book, until the presence of
such a publication among them shall convince them of its importance and necessity.
Indeed, it might be affirmed of all denom-

the international convention of the Young
Men’s Christian Associations, which meets in
Baltimore, May 21-26.
The good people of
Baltimore are making every preparation for

an effective conference, and the Railroad

com-

panies offer such reduction of fare as will
make it possible for a large delegation to be

present.

3

The Boston Young Men’s Christian Union
will resume the commendable work of sending
poor children to the country for a vacation of
a week or a fortnight this season.
The number who ‘were given this treat last summer
was 1046, many of whom were invited to become guests in private families,
Other organizations in other cities might profitably under-

oo

public.
And further, there is already
some demand for them, as was revealed
in one of the sessions of the New England
:
Convention.

' The recent article of Pres. Cheney

cerning
Baptists
least,

con-

a Convention of open-communion
expressed the desire, that, at
the

various

bodies

of

Baptists

which hold essentially like views, might
join in the publication of a year-book.
It
is probably a fact that many will find
themselves in full sympathy with this desire; certainly with that part of it

to a year-book. - And ‘still
little effort in this direction

relative

further, some
has been put

forthby the Rhode

Island Association,

its

by

minutes,

and

Quarterly Meeting,

report.

But,

the

in

Massachusetts

in its annual statistical

this

leaving

of the

phase

question, is there not need of a denominaeven
it were
theugh
tional year-book,

granted that there is now no real demand
for it ?
Possibly the least consideration in favor
of such a publication, is the fact that other
denominations have

- If

year-books.

such

they need them, do not the Freewill Baptists need them ? Ought they not to avail
themselves of all the machinery, for the

better development of their work and its
more

pai

Aa

#

a

complete success,

which

peo-

other

rw

ad

on

of a portion of the, Sunday-schools, ‘it is
not accessible to the people generally; and
therefore

few

know

anything

of that de-

partment of our denominational work.
As many are aware, the last Geperal
Conference took some

steps

to

secure

u

detailed account of the standing, ‘wealth,
etc., of the denomination.
(See minutes

page 30, 758.) But this is special and for a
special purpose.
It would not satisfy the

need indicated.

Now does it not appear there is need of
a year:book to convey adequate information of the work of the denomination ?

At the recent New

England

Association,

a pastor of one of the larger churches
represented there said, that his church.
during the past ten years, had given for
legitimate charities, on an average,

yearly —a total

of $15,000.

$1500

What in-

spiration and stimulus is there in such a
fact! Yet who would have known of it,
had not the pastor made that statement as
an incident to his speech?
By the Financial Secretary's report, it appears that that church contributed last year for the
three societies only $238!
Substantially
the same thing is true with regard to
other churches. In ene way and another
they contribute liberal sums, though their
offerings to the three benevolent societies
may seem meager. The point made has a
double edge.
Such churches do not receive proper credit.
The réports
now
published do. not treat them fairly.
One more consideration may be suggest.ed:
A year-book would be more economical, while more satisfactory, than the

several publications which are now issued.

It could embrace the report of the Financial Secretary, though perhaps in modified
form; it could take the place of the re-

port of the S. §, Union, it could

give

the

statistics with reference to the Woman's Society, etc., in addition to what is now
published in The Register.
1s it not possible, as well as of great importance, to
give in compact. form and convenient
shape a complete survey of the work and
growth of the 1,500 churches ‘constituting
the Freewill Baptist denomination ? And
would it not be for the glory of God, and

for the good of the 75,000 people who are
proud to call themselves
Freewill Baptists?

.

We trust our patrons will think twice
before they discontinue the ¢ Star” bes

cause we try to collect back subscriptions.

No

business

person

who

can

remain

doesn’t

long

collect

in

his bills,

and this is emphatically

true of the news.

paper

will

publisher.

We

be

glad

to

confer with those who find it a hardship
to pay up, and will

see

can make with those
impossible

to

pay’

Meanwhile,

we

are

are many

what

terms

we

who find it actually
arrearages.

their

there

confident that

induced

be

persons who could

to subscribe for the * Star,” if its friends
up.

them

would look

Denominational Helos,
Gleanings of Travel,

‘

inational
publications,
that
a market
Dr. Fulton bas at length couched his apolomust be made for them, as for a merchant's
gy to the New York Baptist Ministers’ Confer- wares, by making them known to the
ence ip sufficiently humble terms, and has been

in gathering up all items of deaomina- even be a Mormon, or a free-lover, or an
tional interest, both of a local and general annihilationist, or all three at once, and
But that of
character, and forwarding them to this of- all in the name of religion.
course is not what our querist contemfice. When persons who have been acting as
plates. The limitations in such cases have take such a work—and we presume they
news- gatherers change their locations, we ‘to do more with the fitness of things will.
The N. Y. Observer thus attends to the
would thank them to suggest some one than with any formulated rules. If a man who has written in the Atlantic Monthly
to us to serve in their places.
All in- person could consistently be a member of that $100,000 worth’ of model
tenement
.

n

houses would be worth more to the poor

than one denomination, he $200,000 worth of church buildings:
could just as consistently hold member- | Does he not know that the model tenement
house movement, now engaging the attention
ship at the same time in more than adozen. of capitalists in this city, had its origin in the
or

would surely take them into heaven.
The same tendency is seen in matters
ceeding a year, and fined a sum not ex- received hack as a member thereof.
which
are deemed more dignified. Chilthe most desirable. That comes from the
ceeding $5,000.
A company of ladies in Washington, D. C.,
dren are time and again sacrificed, almost
nature of things, and can be remedied
Furthermore, lobbying is declared a bas set its sisters throughout the country a
only by not having any seats at all in the as literally as was that little daughter in felony, to be severely punished. Three- good example by forming a “ Do Without
. center of the house. As for the stranger Pocasset the other day, because their pa- fourths of a jury may render a valid ver- Club,” whose members try, by making over
or the visitor who may attend our place rents or teachers have a blind belief in dict ia civil trials, and the jury itself may their last year’s garments, to save money
enough to help some poor family.
It is a good
Theoretical
of worship, we ought to treat him with at some theory of education.
be fewer than twelve if the parties agree. example to imitate.
credulity
is
none
too
pretentious
g
phrase
least
as much courtesy and attention as
Eight hours is made a day’s work on all
If what we said last week about statistical
we would the guests at our own homes. to apply to much of political economy. It public works. Conviet labor is not to be work in the Rhode Island Free Baptist AssoWe venture to suggest that if persons is not so wonderful that there should be let out by contract. The State board of ciation led any one to infer that Sabbath-school
whe go to church to observe how the sex- all these theories which are declared to education is practically abolished, and work is not duly attended to there, it should
ensure commercial and financial proston seats the audience, or to mind how
county officers are authorized to select be added that there is a Sunday-school Union
people are dressed, would give their at- perity as it is that so many people can and prescribe text-books for schools, with- in the Association which takes charge of that
work, and does it effectively, too.
The sintention to the object that has called them be found who believe in them.
out regard to uniformity in the sections
‘ The great end of a newspaper,” says the
cerity
of
the
mass
of
these
believers
goes
together—that is, the worship of God,—
of the State.
Springfield Republican, * is publicity.” So.
we should hear less said about the wealthy without question.
However objectionable may be the it is, and in more senses than one, in the esThe trouble lies in forgetting that a
Mrs. So-and- so’s feathers, or the undesir‘provisions against the Chinese, it can not teem of right-minded people. Our contempoable seat to which plain Mr. Such-an-one theory is a theory, all protestations to the be denied that other portinns of the docu- rary might have added that publicity is also
A writer in
was assigned.
At the same time, we contrary notwithstanding.
ment squarely and bravely meet some of the great curse of a newspaper, so far as its
the Eng- the most corrupting practices of the time, effects on public morals are concerned.
have no particular fault to find with thee Ninteenth Century says that
The opening of the public libraries in New
what our cantributor says on the subject. lish people became such believers in the and such as are by no means limited to
free trade principle that ¢ they set it up that single State. If lobbying and cor- York city on Sunday is now persistently
A
J4h 1h 4bCHEE
on high and worshipped it, as if it were a poration abuses could be as plainly dealt though not yet very generally called for, on
FOLLY AND PASSION.
the ground that no wholesome means of menmoral
truth, instead of a mere maxim of with in all the States and in the Capitol at
The Iater revelations of the Pocasset
tal improvement should be withheld from
{Mass.) murder, to which we referred expediency calculated to produce certain ‘Washington, it would be a public bless- people at any time. Then why not keep the
last week, present a curious and interest- economical effects if properly carried out.” ing.
Meanwhile it remains to be seen public schools open on Sunday as well?
The Freewill Baptist,
an organ of the
ing study. That a father should deliber- We quote this merely to illustrate the how implicitly the law-making power of
ately kill his own child, believing’ that be fact that this age is much given to making the State will obey the requirements of Freewill Baptists of North Carolina, is an enterprising sheet, and seems well adapted to
:
was divinely directed to do so, and be- idols of its many theories ; and when there the new document.
the wants of its patrons.
It is published at
Bn
dn tr. on cn oi IRB
ES
- Yeving also that his child would be raised are 80 many gods, is it extraordinary that
Pine Level,N. C., and is edited by L. E.
the
belief
in
the
one
and
the
living
God
from the dead the third day to rebuke the
Johnson, who is-also the proprietor. We
DOUBLE MEMBERSHIP. .
common people in the neighborhood for should so often sadly degenerate into a
A correspondent asks an answer to the shall have occasion to refer to its columns
hereafter.
their lack of faith, is fortunately not a theory also?
following questions:
The times importunately call for health
Extensive preparations have been made for*
common occurrence. That the father was

or

ENVIR

THE CHURCHES.
Having closed my labors as pastor of the F.
Baptist church at E. Somerville, Mass., and
greatly feeling the need of rest, I left home on

the 5th of February for Brownfield, Me. Here
I found our church in a very good condition,
although destitute of a pastor. They had just
completed and dedicated a very neat and pleas-

ant chapel all free from debt.
ilege of spending

some

I had the priv-

four

Sabbaths

them, and although in very poor

with

health

I en-

joyed my visit with this dear oid church exceedingly, it being one of the oldest in the
Parsonsfield Q. Meeting. I found many earnest
workers here, who were praying and

laboring

in anticipation of a precions harvest of souls,
and of seeing their new church edifice filled
with earnest and devout worshipers. Rev. C.
H. Smith bas since accepted a call to become
théir pastor, and is already well entered upon
his work. Success to the dear brother in his
new field.
:
After

16iVing

Brownfield,

weeks in Saco and Biddeford.

I

spent

a‘few

The church

in

the latter place being without supply while
waiting for their pastor elect, Rev. J. J.

Hall,

1 was invited to supply them, which invitation

I readily accepted as this was a part of my old
parish when settled in Saco nearly thirty-five
years ago, there being no F. Baptist church
then in Biddeford.
I spent two Sabbaths very
pleasantly with this church, when Bro. Hall
came and entered upon his work.
The church in Saco having invited me to

hold a series of meetings with

them,

accord-

ingly, on the 18th of March, I commenced a
series of evening meetings in connection with
their pastor, Rev. T. Tyrie, which continued

some two weeks

and

which

resulted

in the

quickening of a goodly _number, and in the
conversion of several, some twenty or twenty-

five manifesting a determination to give themselves to the Lord. Returning, I hud the priv-

ilege of spending a Sabbath with the Charles
St. church, in Dover, and also one with the
F. Baptist church in Amesbury.
The former
is enjoying a good degree of prosperity under

the efficient and faithful ministry
loved

pastor,

Rev.

E.

W.

of their

Ricker,

be-

between

whom and the peopl® of his charge the most
kindly feelings exist. -The latter is feeling the
effects of the

stagnation

of

business

in

the

ples are finding serviceable ? Do they not | place very sensibly, the mills having suspended work more than three years ago; but still
propose to put themselves on a level with
other peoples so far as it may be possible to with heroic hearts, and wills determined not to

do so?

'

i

But there is a higher consideration : Is it
not of importance that the people shoald
have some opportunity

of

learning

what

is done by the churches ?
The Register
only gives statistics relative to membership, while, manifestly, the best work of

the church may not show

any

change

in

its membership.
Itis true that the new
departure of the Financial Secretary,in
publishing the statistics of the three be.
nevolent societies, partially meets
this
need, but not wholly : for some of the
State H. M. Societies have no representation there; and, furthermore, no attempt
is made

to report the gifts of the

churches

for other charitable purposes, or for the
support of public worship; and the work
in behalf of the Woman’s Board, except in
aggregate, is unreported.
‘Then, although
we hear through the S. S. Union a report

succumbto discouragements unless absolutely
compelled so to do, a goodly number are faithfully toiling on, trusting in the divine Leader
to bring them through the deep waters to «
more prosperous state,
I have also visited S. Boston, spending ou

This

Sabbath with our church in that place.

church is in a very low, discouraged and scattered condition, and needs help at once, with-

out which our eause in 8. Boston is liable to be
lost.

I am now back at my

old

home,

and with

my old pastorate, the Charles St. church,

supply for Bro. Ricker who has found

as

a

it nec-

essary on the account of ill health to rest for
a short time. Here I spent seven years of the
Ten years
most pleasant part-of my ministry.

with their changes have passed since I stood in
the relation of pastor to this dear people, and
yet how pleasant it is to again meet and renew

the acquaintances of the past and to witness
the growth and progress of the church during
these years of separation. The church has
passed through fiery trials during this period,
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1

of commendable

evidences

The church has been enlarged and

growth.

remodeled;

Jewell Co., bn'April 26. A eouneil was called,

the congregation is good, the’ S.

consisting of Revs. E. E. Harvey,

school is interesting and prosperous amd while
some fuithfal and true members have passed

prosperity under

and

Rev. J. A. Ferguson

too lengthy

already

tour

recent

my

In

‘work.

missionary

STRA¥FORD

of

thing must be done and that soon, or many

with Virgil

our once promising interests must be abandongd,to say nothing of the new fields that
are opening on every hand to us as a denomination. This home work must be done. We
cun not afford to neglect it. It is death to us
if we do. But we must do this without slacking our hands in the F. Mission interest, or in
any way abating our contributions to it. I
believe in God itcan be done, and it ought to
be done, and if we do not do it, I fear that the
blighting curse of leanness and barrenness of
forward.”

speak,

Private

effort and

will

patronized, there the most

is

being

F.

Baptist

family,

speed it on its mission.

for

BrANCH (MicH.)

Gilead

Rev. F. H. Bubar has begun to labor on
alternate Subbaths with the Linneus church.
The Topsham church has been greatly blessed, under the faithful labors of their beloved
pastor, Rev. A. G. Hill. Pastor and people
have worked harmoniously tegether; the result is more than a score of precious .souls

June....Rev. B. D. Peck has accepted a call

to become pastor of the Auburn Free Baptist
church, and expects to commence his labors
on the first Sunday in JuneceeRev. W. A,
Nealey, of Vt., has accepted a call from the
«church in Tiverton, and will enter upon his
duties as pastor during the present month....
Rev. G. W. Wallace, late pastor of the East
G.

up

Island

his resi-

tucket, baptized nine on Sunday, the

4th inst.

Cairo, May

ized by John Colby in Dec., 1812.

called the Rev. J. D. Waldron
N. H., to be their pastor,

:

from

have

Sutton,

Ohio.

baptized

three on Mav 4, and five were added to the
church the sume day. This church is much
revived and encouraged.
The congregations
are large and the 8, 8. is in a flourishing condition.
A correspondent informs us that Albany
Enterprise Academy, in behalf of which an

appeal was recently made in the Star, is not a
Free Baptist Institution, and that ¢ the Cor:
poration has done more in the last fifteen
years to destroy colored churches in southeastern Ohio than all other influences combined.” ‘Shiloh Q. M.,” adds our correspondent,
‘¢ is no longer a myth, but a recognized power
in the religious influence of this section.”
Wisconsin.

‘We learn that Rev. C. H. Davis is taking a
closed his labors with the
He is at liberty to corres-

a

Kansas.
E. Harvey writes from White Rock :

“ One by one the fathers of our denomination
are taken away and their loss is deeply felt.
I have just returned from a visit to Rev. R. D,
Preston, of Neb,
He is near his end, and from
lie

down

by the

ME. F.B.

HOME

is a

but

little.

The prayers of God's people are asked
behalf.”

in his

MISS.

Rev C E Brockway Norwich NY.

W D Shirley Columb iana Shelby
E E Hussey Orland Me,
TE Wellman MainevilleO.

80C.

All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to Rufus Desring, Portland,
Per order of Exz,Com.
5250
Me.
OH10 & PENN. Y. M. willbe held with the Scranton
Avenue church in Cleveland, O., commencing Friday,
June 27, at 10, A. M.
0.D. PATCH, Clerk.
2t19
ME. WESTERN Y, M.will hold its next seesion with
the Cornish church, So. Cornish, commencing June 17
at2, P.M.
p
L.H. WITHAM, Clerk.
2t
SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. will
be held with the Virgil
& Dryden ehurch in the Spafford Q. M.. Jue 20-22.
Conference. June 20,at 4, P. M.
Delegates from the
Gibson and Troy Q. M's will take the Southern Central
R. RB. North from Owego to Dryden Depot. Deleantes from Troy Q. M. will goby way of Elmira aud

thaca.

Conference will be hed the Tuesday

:

Central

Association

:

with the Murry church,

April

its

last

25—27.

8. B. YOUNG, Clerk.

held ‘with the church in
P. SmiTH, Clerk.

MEDICAL
INVALIDS,

Mur-

with

the chureh at Lawrence, April 16, 17. The
reports from the various churches provided
We
pastors were very encouraging,
with

were

favored with the

presence of Rev. C. W.

Griffin, delegate from the Weare Q. M., Rev.
L. Dexter from the R. I. Association, and
others.
Rev. Jonathan Woodman
gave us

words of wisdom on various topics.
© were
disappainited by the absence of Revs. A. L.
Houghton and A. P. Tracey, on account of

illness. Otherwise the programme was Successfully carried out. The business was harmonious, and the Lawrence church made our

entertainment highly enjoyable.

The

follow-

ing officers were elected for the ensying year:
President, I. W. Porter, Lowell; Clerk and
Treasurer,
Rev.
J.
Malvern,
Haverhill;
Board of Directors, Rev, A. L. Houghton, A.

br

Appointments for the Ministers’ Conference of the
Holland Purchase Y. M. Sermon,G. H. Ball, D, D:
Design and Scope of the Book of Hebrews. Rev, A. F,
Bryant. Respective Intent of the Four Gospels.
Rev.
D.M. Stuart,
Characteristics of David the Prophet.
Rev. G. W. Knapp, Jonah
the Prophet.
Rev.d. L.
trestles, &s.,
Higbee. A written report of labors,
is expected from each minister.
G. W. KNAPP.

&c.,

STATES

& BIBLE

Sent vod

For sale by all Druggists.

NEW

y

1949 and giz ogni

BOOK

oents.

AND

{LLUSTRATED

Rr] ">

BOSTON:

Month. An Encycloedia of Law and
orms.
For Business

DESIRABLE
CATALOGUES

D LOTHROP

1y3

BOOKS

FREE,SEND

FORONE

& CO, PUBLISHERS.

NEW ana Scientific oure for Nervons Debility,
without Medicine, from whatever cause. Mailed
free. Blectro-Chemical ad Uo. P.0.hox 33,8.

.

.

&

CO.,

1000

"vd

THE TAMPICO BUSTS
-

and Skirt Supporter am the greatest

* 1,0; The FLEXIBLE HIP ©
;

ORSET,

120 bones) fi s with perfect ease and is
arranted not to break over the hips.

Priee,

\ | For Sale

7

«

‘

325.

by leading

WARNER

Merchants.

BRO'S,

you want

a

School

Song

Book

Messrs.

Biglow

which

851 Broadway, New York.

Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snow60 flake, etc, 10c.
Gume
Smith, Clintonville, Ct.

of Authors, Ie.

you

H. M.
13t13

saw

100
,

MORNING

two 3c
SmiTH,

ville, Conn.

PURE TEAS

stamps.
Clinton

4520

Agenets Wanted

select

&

will

from

Mains List,

find

occupying

this

Advertisement

in the

STAR,

Ap30Mal4,28

every

whereto sell to fami-

* lies, hotels and large
consumers; largest stock in the country; quality
and terms the best.
Country storekeeners should
call or write THE WELLS TEA COMPANY, 201
Fulton st., N. Y.
P.O. Box 4550s.
Gteows

ND AT
For Catarrh, Oz0ena, Neuralgic and Nervons Headache, Ha t Fever,
CURE
Coldin ke
the Head,
of thethe Ne Nasal Passages,5, and
and all
al
kindre
Hea b Stoppage
Dtoppaye of
kindred
complaints resulting from C.
2
The Late ELDER
BENJAMIN
FRANKIIN
Says of this remedyin the American Christian Revi
f
Oct.
29th
1878: ““We call attention to “DOBYNS SURE CURE” usa TAI:
We have
been
eatly troubled with Catarrh of the Lead for ten y.
d
no
)
i
8
SURE

Wier
pus free
the
feel about
CURE’ to oth~

thers, as we have been in public nearly all the time. and it has inrariably given relief.
Rev G. Frits, No. 322 Baymiller Streét, Cincinnati, O., March 19, 1879, says:
“I hava
triedthe “DOBYNS'SURE CURE? and find ito be just what you recommend it,”
he medicine itself 1s the best testimonial, Sure and speedy
$$
relief lies within your

DOB YNS! SURE CURE" pos.

reach, and a ve!
smaligugay >i Sohvings you that **
sesses
almost Wa agical
f
Cur~tive
Powers.
1tis perfectly simple and harmless, is convenient to carry and use at all times, and i. good elects quickly follow the very first application.

2,

Ky. In yrdering
tion.

5

6.62

‘write your.

Each box contains sufficient to last one month, and in many cases has been enough to
perform a complete cure. Our circular, ¢ontaining a list of Some of the most rem
able
cnres performed
by this
si
}
lo 55 , will be mailed free of charge, to all applicants.
Wa sent: DODY NS’HG
SURE CURE'’ by mail postage-paid for'One Dollar Jer ‘Box or
Three hoxes for Two Dollars, In remitting by P. O. rder get them payable
at Paris,
plainly, and-your orders will receive prompt atten=

Address all orders to the vroprietors.
DOBYNS & MITCHELL,

North Middictown,

Bourbon Co., Ky.

879 SUNDAY SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS. 1879
GOSPEL
ECHOES, | cheerful Hymns and Songs
tings. Gives perfect satisfaction Whoenor used.
By R. G. STAPLES.

A new and

choice

fi

collection

sunday-

of sparkling, bright,

y

rice,eh
30 cts.; $3.00 per doz.; So:
$25 per iy
100. Praise

P

LY

ATES

;
Home Circle.

By J. H. ROSECRANS.

‘A ve

choice collection of S.

S. Music,

mostly

LY,
| new, and adapted to the ay
of the Sunday-Schools, Prayer-meeting
Every Sunday-School can afford it. ’ Price 25 cts.; $2.50 per doz.
$20 per 100.

MORNING STAR. |

and

By KNOWLES

SHAW.

The

last and

best work by the

late Knowles

Shaw, the successful revivalist,
Auth
f Spark!
J
earls,
en Gate, etc. Price
35 cts.; $3.60 per doz.; $30 Se . 100. OF of
Sparling
Jewels) Summing
You will make no mistake in adopting either of these books.
A copy of either sent by mail on receipt of price, or one of each for 75 cts. Specimen pages free. Fv. Poh 8
CENTRAL BOOK CONCERN, Cincinnati, Ohio, or Oskaleosa, Iowa,

79.

and OLIVER

DITSON

&

Co., Boston,

ECONOMICAL

Soc.
88.34

Mass,

COOK BOOK, or how to prepare nice dishes ata moderate cost,
containing over 400 carefully ti T| ed receipts, selected and arranged by a ractical
The compiler, in offering the public this olume Fee s that it
house-keeper.
ed
for the benefitof
will supply
a long-felt want. These receipts are publ
unnecessary expense. All
those who
like good plain living without incurrin
contains
his valuable boo
directions are given in a clear concise manner.
28 pages neatly bound, and isthe best COO K BOOK ever publish d.
irty '
We give this Book FREE, Postpaid, to: any erson who will send
an illustrated
nontl
Cents for a 3 months’
subscription to LEIS RE HOURS
Magazine of choice literature, published at the popular price of $1.00 per years;
30 cents for three months.
Each number contains 401arge quarto pages (equa
to'80 ordinary magazine pages) filled with illustrated articles, stories, poetry, SX
t
Itis the best illustrated maga
etc.,
by the ablest writer: 8.
zine published for the price, and a favorite with all readers
The ECONOMICAL COOK BOOK IS A GIFT,
by the publishers to induce all who read this to try our
magazine 3 months.
Agents wanted; large pay. given;
stamps taken, Subscription begins now. A( dress the pub
lishers,
J. i. PATTEEN & Co.,
47 Barclay Street, New York,

88.34

Treas.

Rev, C.E.

Mary E.

Sunday-

please mention the faet that’ you

Perfumed, Ocean Gems, and Gilt Edge assorted
Cards, name in gold, 10c.
ELLA RAY, E.
Wallingford, Ct.
13t9
Flirtation Cards sent for
Address, CARLTON R.

new

this space in the next issue of
paper.
When
ordering,
this

20 of our Prettiest Motto Chromo Cards, or 25 Il.
luminated Chromoes, 10c. NASSAU CARDCo.,
Nassau, N.Y .
4t19

1.00

.

382.95

If

TpIoY mat apo
2 in Corsets. They
are sof tas velvet, very flexible aud contain

a

HILTON,
Treas.
oN Treat

13t14

alr

GEO. WOODS & COS

Bundy,

TAY

UPRIGHT PIANOS AND PARLOR ORGANS.

HOME AND RETREAT FOR
A private, first-class institution for

298 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass,
DR. GEO. W. RHODES, Resident Physician.

‘

§ (HOIR and

1yl6

New ¥ ONGREGATION
A COLLECTION QF

Hymns, Tunes, Aotbems,
Chants and Services
FOR THE
CHOIR

AND ALL THE PEOPLE.

BY GEO. F. ROOT.
A year’s trial of the New Idea in Church Music
has practically demonstrated its power to produce
harmonious

and

effective

Choir anc Congregation.

etween

co-operation

It has been

Indorsed by the Leading Ministers, Prais«
ed by the Choir Singers, and Pronounc-

ed Good by all the People,

Wherever

it

has

been

+

for thoroug|
of construction and
The productions of this house have a world-wide ref
They commend themselves to the Musical Critic
elaborate finish in every mechanical and musical detail.
and Art Lover, and their substantial qualities are such that one will outlast several of the ordinary or

introduced.

THE NEW CHOIR AND CONGREGATION
Contains nearly 700 standard Hymns, together
with responsive Services, Gospel Songs and appropriate pieces for special

occasions,

the

oh

making ‘the most elegant and combiete Hymn,
Tune and Church Music Book Published.
¥a.-Elogandy bound in cloth. Sent by mail upen
receiptof $2.00.

2t2

10WA NORTHERN Y. M . MINISTERS’ UONFERENCE
willeconvenent Waterloo, In..on Wednesday, June 4,
Productions have been assigned to the
at2, P.M.
several preachers, and each, we hope, will be prepared.
And as it is expected that the twe Y.M’s will be consolidated
at this time, the ministers of the Iowa Y. 3,
will be pleased to furnish something of interest.
A. PALMER.

y

& 180 Elm St. HA

YER

‘

7.50
15.38
3.00
2,00
15,00

Send stamp for circulars.

The brethren appointed by the several F. W. B. Q
Ms. of [owa for the purpose of effecting the consolidation of the two Y. Ms. of the State, are requested to
meet, without fail. at Waterloo, in connection with
the Northern Y.M., June 6-8,
0. E, B.

The IowA or WESTERN, F. B, Ep. SoC. meets at
Waterloo, Iowa. in connection with the Iowa Northern
Y. M.. commencing June 6. It is very necessary that
the officers and members of the society attend.
2120
8!
SLADE, Sec.

bw

Large ln

the treatment of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and
Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,

inland. But few delegates were present and
The conference season
only two preachers.
was short,us there was no one to consume time
and DavenThe Paducah
in long speeches.
The LITERARY SOCIETY connected with the CenA church has
hort Creek churches received.
tral New York Y. M. will be held with
the Johnsburg
church, Warren Co., at the terminus of the Adirondack
Por organized by Bro. Grissum, but not beR. R.,commencing June 2, at 712, P.M.
The follow=
The
ing present himself it was not received.
ing is the programme of exercise¥s Opening sermon,
Saturday night there
spiritual interest good.
Rev. T. A. Stevens, alternate, Rev. E. Smith.
Sanctiwere ten anxious souls and two found the
fication,W. Fuller. Baptism,J. H. Durkee.
Should
Saviour precious, and four united with’ the
the Wrath of God be Preached? W. R. Stone,
Hindrances
to
Denominational
Growth,
8.
F.
Mathews.
o'clock,
church, ~ On Sabbath morning, at nine
Second Advent ofChrist, I. B. Coleman,
The Office
we repaired to the water and six were baptizand Work of the Evangelist, 1.J. Hoag. The Evils of
A
ed.’ The Sabbath attendance was large.
Short Pastorates,
A. T. Worden. The Duty of Church
Members to Sustain their Pastor R. L.
Preston,
woman was present who had walked seven
miles, and others came in wagons on Satur- #Tee Proper Attitude of the Church Relative to Popular Amusements, 8. Aldrich.
What Constitutes Pre=Some of our delegates
day, twenty-five miles.
vailing Praver,D), Hyde. What Can Be Done to Save
At 3, P, M., on the Sabwalked forty miles.
our Wepk Churches, 8, R. Evans,
The Proper Invitation to the Lord’s Supper. A. E. Wiison. Church Exbath, we had a communion. season and after
tension, 8.8, Cady. The Office and Work of the Holy
At the evening
communion hand shaking.
Spirit, F, H. Butler. Arve there any. Special Times for
meeting there were more anxious ones and
Revivals? G. West. Should Ministers Urge the Read=
All felt that we
ing of the Bible in our Common Schoels? P, Scerumlin,
two more joined the church.
~The Atonement, J. M. Langworthy.
The S. 8, H, B.
had enjoyed a feast.
Pastoral Visiting, V,
Davis. Temperance, J. West,
|
church,
am'
Burmingh
the
Next session with
Darrow, Church Loyalty, A. P,
Faith,S.
Elliott,
J. S. MANNING,
tom. of
A.E, WILSON, !
the 4th Friday in July.
Phinrey.
J.H. DURKEE, § Assignments,
!
:

session

stamps.

Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

5.00

1May4, by

abundacce.

Men, Farmers, Mechanics, Property Owners, Ten.
ants, everybody, évery business. Saves many
fimes cost Selime Ra i
or Circular and

Married

session

of Calloway Co., situatof the ‘Tennessee river,

Mass. Q. M.—Held its annual

prietors.

L

Zreas

SILAS CURTIS,

Blake, Vir. Eben D. Drake and Miss
both of N., H.

Hos

postage paid, to any purt of the U. S., upon re.
ceipt of price. CASWELL & CO., Boston, Pro-

VOW
TO BE Livi via:

5.00
25.00
10.30

663.04

them to rick
death
cac,
Anti

DRUGGISTS.

10.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
5,00

Benevelent
Socieuies.
April Receipts.
“
FM
HM
Ed
eported
in Star May 7
352.14
341.55
Bibleschoolin India prin
225.00
do int &c
60.90
:
Exeter RM
170
Rev B P Parker Candia N H
2.0
Revd Clough Loudon NP
25.00
25.00
A friend }iristol
5.00
Mother church
Rev J Clough and wife *
5.00
Lonisa Smith Bradford Wis
1.00
A friend Marden Rock Wis
1.00

N. H.

fail

when

LIFE OF CHRIST.
UNITED

Treas.

BITIE,

i

taken

children

rheuma-

850 Pages.
Over 200 HNusteations.,
Free to all who send us their add

Receipts.

C. A.

retire

cough.
they

don't

y your bedside;

,

“HOBYNS
SU RE CURE’ about three months, can SL
SLthat DTY
we
from the entire trouble
in the head.
We have given DOBYNS’ SURE

Rev G W Knapp on note
E Whaley per do
W Concord ch per Rev W Russell
N Parma ch
Mrs Emma Reed int
Humphrey & Gt Valley ch per Mrs A C
cKoon
.
Poland ch per Rev 8 Aldrict
W Oneonta ch per Rev T A Stevens
Otsdawa ch perdo
Phoenix ch Rev J H Durkee

No. Parma, N.Y.

It is

you

your
are

room,

Always have the

FREE TO ALL
in postage

50.62

L. A. DEME

.

Bloodroot,
Lobelia or
Opiates, but give them ‘Slippery Elm Lozenges in

OSWEGO Q. M, will be held with the church at Phoe=
nix, May 30—June 1.
A. E. WILSON, Cterk.

J. 8. MANNING.

M.—Held

BY ALL

from

Concert and ecturg

two or three

FLEETWOOD'S

10.00

Dover,N. H.

The Ministers’

sufferer

Ala,

Berwick Me for

0, C. WHITNEY, Clerk.

Western R.1.Q.
M.
willhold its next session with
the church in Chepachet, commencing May 28, at 10,
Wednesday P. M.
A.M. and continuing two days,
will be devoted to the S.S.cause.
Assignments: 8. B.
Lessons. Sister
the
Young, Inattention to the Study of’
.M.
8.
L. Fenner, The Duty of Parents to the 8.
the Winthrough
Continue
8.8.
Should the
Purkis,
ter?

the

now used in

Col at La Grange Q M Ind for do
G W Chamberlin
Myrtle Hall

genuine

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET

Aux W New Portland Me for F M
Mrs Abigail Butts do for Myrtle Hall
Mrs Catherine Pierce Ridgeville Ind for do
Miss Ruth E Brockett
"
Lavina Fox Ashford N Y for do
Mrs N A Tinkbam Ladoga Wis by her children
for Miss Ida Phillips’s salary
Mrs P H Chesley Wolfboro
NH H and F
M iss each 1-2
Miss Bard Blackstone Mass for Miss I Phillips's
salary

2t19
The following Is the pregramme
for the MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE of the Genesee Y. M,, to be held
at Byron, N.Y, June 25 -2{, Opening sermon J.Hyatt. alternate,
J. D. Smith,
The General Judgment,
J. M, Crandall, Evideuces of Christianity, C. B. Hart,
God Revealed
The Resurrection Body, C.A. Hilton,
in Nature,D. M. L. Rollin, Intermediate State of the
Dead, R. Martin, The True Mission of the Church, J.
D. Smith. What Should be the Position ofthe Church
ou the Temperance Question? C. H, Hoag.
Whom
Shall We Encourage to Enter the Christian Ministry
Hyatt, All ministers of this
and by What Means? I.
Y.M.not included in the above, are requested to
furnish papers of their own selection for crit Cletny
3t19
ec.

of

F. B. Woman’s Mission Society.

Iu New Hampton, N. H..

Q.

friend

.

CEN. NEW YORK Y.M.willbe held with the chnreh at
Johnsburg, Warren Co. N, Y,, at the terminus of the
Adirondack R. R., June 27-30.
A.E. WILSON, Clerk.
2120

EppyviLLE

great

W Bixby—DH

Co

the Church,

Purify this by the use of

It will do its work speedily and thoroughly.
the

Hotices and Jppointments.

to the usages of the denomination. He is pastor of the church that was received into the
. M., and is receiving $300.00 a year for
He possesses good
three-fourths of his time.
business tact, isa ready scribe and apt tolearn,
a good preacher and a close student of the
Bible. Spiritual interest during the session
good, The Q.M. is in a healthy state,

The business of the con-

seventy miles from its mouth and fifteen miles

May

M_M Rush—N

only

to use them.

rub-

Concord,

ry is the county seat
ed on the west side

he

FC Bradbury—Mrs

with

and

of the system, the cause is believed to be a poison:

\ tism and gout.
2t19
SOLD

McDONOUGH Q. M. will be held with the Willett
church, commencing May 30. Rev. J. W, Barr will
preach the opening sermon. Rev.J. M. Allen, alter»
nate.
W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

original

Caswell’s slippery Elm Lozenges.

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

HUNTINGTON Q. M. will be hald with the Waterbury
Center church, June 13-15,
E. B. FULLER, Clerk.

The

For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throat
and Lungs. ' Consumptives will find them soothing and healing; use
them freely.
In traveling,

ous acid in the blood,

Adams—J
Atwater—C W Almy-L
L Barrett—d H
Baldwin—M 8 Austin— B Avecy— N C Al-en-J Ashher, possess the most extraordinary pain-reley—I Annis—J J Allen~8 Bathrick—J Ashley—CA
lieving, streng,hening
and curative properties.
Bickford—A - J Bartholowmew—Mrs.-H
Beekley—A
Any
physician in your own locality will confirm
Burch—Mrs
M A Bolton—T Berry—A Brewster—0Q
the above statement.
For Lame Back, RheuBisbee~ J W Burgin—8 A Carpenter--R Comstock:-J
Dawes—E Caile-A F Doe—E
Crowell—G J Cumsatism, Female Weakness, Stubborn and Negmings—1-C
Cargell—F Cardott—8D Coats—C
C Case—
lected Colds and Coughs, diseased Kidneys
LClawson—it
Campbeil—-0 Coughenour—A L Came—
8 A Chase—M Cheney--T Darling~J H Dame—A J
Davis—T Decker—A H Dinsmore—J S Drake—Mrs
| Benj Dearborn—R L Case—M Card=G W_Dally—D
Day—Miss M F Davis—S8 W Dunion- ES. Dunton—A
A Rurle—d M Elliott— EP FIA P Drown—I Deckreceipt of price by Seabury & Jehmnson, 21
er—M N Davis—W B Evans— 2 K P Dav is—C W Fogg
—Mrs J 8 Emery—J W Farnsworth—D L Gurnsey—
K Huntley—W
Gray—E L Farrington—C A Flanders—
Falkville Ala —~W C Frochley—E B Fuller—L Frazier—
P Fry—CE Gillett—0O _ O Farnsworth—C B Gott—B 8
Gordon—J H Green—H 8 Gordon—S8
Gilbert—W H
Garlock—dJ M Hopkinson—W M Hinman—W C Hulse—
E C Harmon—A L Hobson—G W Hartley—G H Hubbard—8 Hudson—J C Hackett—S C Hodgdon—Mrs E
Isaacs—A
Howard—P Haber—C
C Harrington—dJ
Yearly Meetings.
Jones —G H Jones
—L Hutchins—F Hassong—A F Holcomb— M H Kelley
-B F King—F Kinney—A Kelley—
WHEN AND WHERE HELD.
BF Rell A Heacox—L Kinney—T
H Jordan—W
MICHIGAN Y. M., Capac, Nay 30,
Joy—C R Lamb—A l.osee—A Libby—A J Libby—A
ILLINOIS Y, M.. Fiat May
30.
Lang—H Langwill-W Lewis—R A Loomis—H Ladd—
MINNKSOTA Y. M., Spring Brook, June 13.
J B Lawrence—P M Morse—J W Martin—S F MathMINN. SOUTHERN Y.M.,
Mapleton, June 20,
ews—J W Lamb~A_
H Morrell-T Morrison—8- Me-SOUTHERN Tht: YM Cairo;
May 23;
o
Keown—M
Merrill—=R Norten—A
Mathewson—L K
ST. JOSEPH'S VALLEY Y.M., East Gilead, May 23,
Morton—E J Pease—R W Plerce—C W
Pratt—H L
UxioN Y. M. Lebanon & Smyrna, June il.
Russ—J M Sholes—J Ransom—J A Pitman—Penfield &
NEW YORK & PENN.Y,.M., Adrian, June 6,
Goodrich—@G H P inkham—A Pierce—A 8 Parshley—J
1owA NORTHERN Y.M.,
Waterloo, Juneé,
J Pedan—J I» Phillips—C W Purington—S H Remick—
NEw HAMPSHIRE Y. M,, Laconia,
June 10.
E Sikes—J Smith—W Rich—J Rubens—Mrs GG W RobSUSQUEHANNA Y .M,, Virgil & Dryden,June 20.
bins—M 8 H Rogers—V H_ Raymound—F M Roberts—
OH10 & PENN. Y.M,, Cleveland. O.. June 27,
G 8 Rickec—H H Sioith—T Stevens -Mrs J Stevens—D
ME. WESTERN Y. M., 85, Cornish, Junel7.
F Smith—E F Sawyer—8 C Sanders—J L Shinebarger—
GENESEE Y. M., BYRON, N, Y., June 27,
H Smart—I Stone—G W Sherwood-dJ A
Stevenson—
ONTARIO Y.M., IONA, June 19,
Mrs N M Teel—M Tucker—J Tt cker—A Tourtellotte—
Ouio Y. M., Springfield. Clifton. Ave, June 6—8.
G FE Sturgis—J -P Search -A Vilas—J H
Ward—J C
CENTRAL NEW YORK.Y. M., Johnsburg, June 27.
Woodworth—8 Waller -J L Woodbury—NWoodworth
WISCONSIN Y. M., Ithica, June 27.
—HiF Wood—L P Waldron—C' J Wheeler—D R WeuvKENTUCKY Y. M., Paducah, May 30.
er—|
N Wilds—P Warrer—8 Young—Mrs L Wheeler
ST. LAWRENCE Y. M., Parishville, June 27,
—W H Ward—D R Whittemore—Mrs L H Wentwerth
—J A Weller—T M Ward—W Wheeler.
—
iy
Please mark all boxes or barrels sent ‘to Harper's
Ferry, for the Mission orStorer College. with the
Books Forwarded.
and
them,
sending
names of the places or parties
A. H MORRELL.
3t18
BY MAIL.
oblige yours,

YorK C0.Q.M. will be
Biddeford, June 4 and 5.

4,

can

order

The Q. M. gave

J

Michigan.

sufferer;

to

set apart to the work of the ministry according

Western.

the dropsy and affection of the heart

like

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE of the Towa Northern Y.
M. will convene at Waterloo, Wednesday,June 4, ut
2, P.M. For programme see published Minutes.
N.W.BI1xBY, Pres.

«

with

nothing

CAUTION,

Silver Soap ia kntwn worldwide as the’ INDEX].
CAL BILVER SOAP, and is the only
proper
thing to use for cleaning
Silver, Electro Plated
Goods, Marble, Jewelry, Statuary, &c. Made only
by ROBINSON BROS. & C0., Boston.
12t11 7

that's rheumatism; one turn. more, that’s gout,”
is a familiar description of these two diseases.
Though each may and does attack different parts

Money Letters Received.
which, in combination

1vd2

“ Screw the Finger as Tight as you cnn,

‘Post-Oftice Addresses.
REV. E.N.FERNALD
(to whom all contributions
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
°
52t
Rev G W Waliace Apponaug R I.

nal elements

Jn

< |)

ANSON Q, M. Ministers’ Conference will meet in eon
nection with the June session of the Q. M., to be held
at Athens, June 12, at 6. P, M. The following list
of assignments to the members of the conference: H. H,
Acterlan, Repentance, XE. H. Butts, Atonement.
R.
B. Hutchins, Faith, J. P. Longley. Resurrection.
T.
F. Maxim. Immutability of God, "M. Merrill, Prayer,
B. 8, Rollins, Offices of Christ.
8, Savage. What Cone
stitutes a Minister. J. Spinney, Sanctification. D.
Dyer, Reward.
. 8. ROLLINS, Olerk.

N. Y.
3mll

WisCONSINY. M. willbe held at Ithaca, Richland
Co., commencing June 27. The Ministers’ Institute
will follow the session ofthe Y, M.
2120
J.B. GIDNEY, Clerk.

di
Po

pond with churches in the Northwest
view to settlement.

Rochester,

satisfaction;

}

1)

Friday,
Clerk.

church, commencing Friday evening, May 23, at7, p.
N. Opening sermon by R. Clark.
,
/
E.H. HIGBEE, Clerk.

ference was transacted with dispatch and in
harmony.
(But few people can fully
understand the full import of these words unless
they have been in a colored man’s convention.)
Five men were examined for and received
reaching license,and one was ordained. Bro.
3rooks, a young man of much promise, was

Rev. E. Smith, after a year’s service, isleaving
East Poestenkill for a sphere of labor within
the bounds of the Luke George Q. M:

At Rochester, Rev. C. A. Gleason

entire

}

For Cleaning
and Polishing Silver and Plaited
Ware, Window Glass,
rblg, Paint, &c.
This is the most conveniént
J
ve prepara.
tion for hese burposcs ever offered to the public.
It may
be used even by' inexperienced help witli
entire safety, as it contains nothing that ean possibly injure the finest plate or jewelry. pe
of
our largest Manufacturers and Importers of Silver and Plated Ware have used this Soap, and
'
‘| have given
it thelr unqualified approval,1

[3

ASHTABULA §. M. will be held with the Wellsburgh

preceding, at 2,P. M. Assignments: G. W, Wallace, The
Atonement. S.B. Young,
Is there a PersonalDevil?
L.P. Bickford, Immortality of the Sou..

N., Y....

Three persons were baptized at Osseo,

with

valuable’
information for investors. AdBaxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,

New York.

the Paducah

CATTARAUGUS
phrey & (Great Valley church, commencing
une 6, at 3, P, M.
NEwTON C. MCKOON,

get win-

dows for his house.

great joy. Twelve in all have lately been received into the fellowship of this. cburch....
Rev. W. Fuller resigned the pastorate of the
church at Alps, April 20.
Renssaelaer Q. M. is about losing some of its
ministerial help. Rev. F. H. Butler, after a
pastorate of over five years’ is leaving his first

great

Called

him five dollars from her treasury to

At Stephentown Center, May 4, nine believers were buried with Christ in baptism by the
pastor, Rev, W. Fuller. The day was one of

Rev. E.

2—4.

F. Baptists in that country.

York.

charge, Stratton, Vt., for Franklin,

with

clerk. A permanent organization was perfected. Ten of the twelve churches were represented, and one new church received. The
delegation was small. Owing to the lateness of
the season, the people were ‘busy getting in
their crops. One church, 125 miles down the
river, was represented by their pastor, Bro.
Stephenson, who is laboring hard to plant the

tist church in the State, it having been organ-

Amesbury

Q.

CAIRO Q. M.—Held its May session with the
New Madrid chureh, seventy-five miles below:

Pascoay, with which the Association is to convene on the 21st inst., is the oldest Free Bap-

Massachusetts.

(Mich.)

spirit of perseverance in the Q. M.
Next session with the Cheyenne church,
May 23—25.
E. E. HARVEY, Clerk.

Paw-

‘They were some of the: fruits of the revival
enjoyed during the winter....The church at

The Free Baptist society at

BRANCH

has bad a revival which added eleven to their
number. There seems to be a firmness and a

churches....Rev.

in

C. F. MYERS, Clerk.

the Albion church, Feb, 21—23.
On the account of a report of small pox in the vicinity,
there was but a small attendance, vet a good
season was enjoyed.
We had reports from all
the churches
but one. The Fairview church
has been blessed with a revival, under the labors of Rev. I. T. Bradbury, and eight were
added to the church.
The Montana church

H, Child, late

¥. E. Davison, pastor of the church

church,

REPUBLIC Q. M.—Held its last session

pastor of the church at Tiverton, has received
a call to become pastor of the Kast Killingly
church....The first Sunday in May was very
generally observed as a day of prayer for mis-

vacation, having
Prescott church,

ses-

Miami Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Pleasant Plain church, April 19, 20. Ail of
the churches were reported by letter and delegates, All of the churches but ome without
pastors, but arrangements are being made for
supply. The following persons were chosen
delegates to Y. M.: Brethren J. Fox, P. W.
Ross, Madison Whitacre; S. Gustin, J. A. Sutton, and A. M. Simonton ; and Sisters Greely,
Whitten, Anderson, J. Fox, and Whitacre,
The meetings of worship
were
spiritual.
Statistics of the churches should be forwarded to the clerk at once.
Next session with
Blanchester
church,
Friday evening before 3d Sat. in Aug.
A. M. SIMONTON, Clerk.

Mr. A. T. Salley, of the Bates Theological
School, completed, with the last Sunday in
April, five months of very satisfactory service
in supplying the Roger Willlams
church,
Rev. A. J. Kirkland, the pastor, is expected to
return and resume work on the first Sunday in

-_

last

Bro. John Ashley and others from our own Q.

+

Killingly, Ct., church, has taken

Block,
:

will be held with

/ Complete istry. of Wall Street Finance, ¢on-

tai
dress

Clerk.

Q.M.willbe held ‘with the Hum-

formula

it for removing dirt aod stains. For cleaning
type we regard the Printer’s Globe Soap as superior to any other article. Agents wanted.
Address
R. A. TYLER, DOVER, Xa

M.
This church is the one where God so
wonderfully poured out his spirit about eighteen months ago, when more than 100 followed our blessed Saviour in -the ordinance of
baptism.
A collection of $12.50 was taken for
the Foreign Mission.
;
Next session with the St. Joseph's River
church, August 29-31.
D. P. HatcH, Clerk.

Rev. C. B. Atwood, Wiscasset, Me.

New

our family

M.—Held its last session with
the Sout
Litehfield church, April 2527.
The churches
were generally represented by letter and delegates, The brethren were much encouraged
by the presence and labors of Bro. Wm. Tavlor, of the Steuben & Branch
Q. M., Prof. R.
Dunn of Hillsdale, and the aged veteran of the
eross; Bro, Wilkins; of Ia; besides our dear

Rev. C. B. Atwood closes a pleasant pastorate of three years with the Wpoolwich &
Wiscasset chureb, May 25. During the three
years, twenty-five
have united
with
the
+ ¢hurch by baptism, with more to follow soon.
Bro. Atwood goes to be the pastor of the 1st
Brunswick church.
We desire to supply our
pastor's place as soon as possible; all communications until June 1st should be addressed to

«dence at Apponaug.....Rev.

154 Powers’

a

on Minn. Southern R, R., Jun? 6-8. Business session,
Saturday A.M, Shall be glad to welcome mapy visite
ing friends from other Q. Ms,
5
+
He A. COREY, Clerk.

church, |

Q. M.—Held its

CALHOUN & NORTH

Si

Island.

éwortfs

an East India Missionary, the

te!

0

to 01,9

WINONA & HousTON Q.M, will be held at Houston,

GLOBE SOAP.
Some of our lady friends have been using the
Globe Soap, and say that it is the choicest article
for washing they have ever used.
It is used in

its last session

Belmont

church

<i
tll

Voted to request the St. Joseph Valley Y. M.

Maine.

:

the

by

M. C. ROSE,

to examine
Bro. Amos Stevens at its next session for ordination.
August session to be held with the East

have recently been converted.

=

fivemiles

ac,

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

over

wit 0 i readies

RENSSELAER Q M. willbe held with the Alps church,
commencing Friday, Junel,
Ministers’
Conference
aby) will be held ‘at 10, A, M., of the above day, and the business
conference
will
convene
at
1,
P..
M,.
Send
in staon
tistics for Register,
:
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

this recipe in German or English with directions
for use. Address with stamp, naming this paper,

sion with the No.
Bethel church, May 2—4.
The churches all represented by letter and
delegates. The word
preached to good acceptance by Revs. Wm.
Taylor and Amos Stevens.

Eastern.

Rhode

with

our

WwW

be= the statistics and 8 cent tax,
2120
vor
D00AS HILTON, Clerk.

make it known to his suffering fellows.
Actuated
by this motive, I will mail, free to all who desire,

God

Ministers and Churches.

sions by the

session

of

.

ehurch

, code

/ TR

ROCHESTER Q. M. will be held with the No. Parma
church, June 6-8, The churches will please remems-

TrOY Q. M.~~Held its last session with the

J. RAND.

Rhode

23.

West Granville church.
The attendance was
ood. Preaching by Bros, Sargent and omg
ins. Bro. O. T. Brown, of
Odessa, N.
Y.,
was with us, and added very much to the interest of the meeting by his plain, earnest
preaching.
Next session with the Sullivan church, commencing May 23.
JonN H. WARD, Clerk.

missions. The Missionary
what our people meed. It

ought to be in every

22,

BELTS.
pastor

teams

be held with the

ute

church, commencing May 30.
Ministers’ Con ference,
Wednesday before,
2t
i
J. 8. M.

of a simple vegetable remedy, for the speedy and
permanent cure of consumption, bronchitis,catarrh,
asthma, throat and lung affections, also a positive
cure for nervous debility and all nervous complaints.
Having tested its wondérful curative
powers in thousands of cases, he felt it his duty to

session

Feb,

Harmon,

ng

8

+ KENTUCKY Y.M.

Friday before the 2nd Sabbath in June,
J. F. HoPKiIns, Clerk.

go

done

last

2t20

ptr MELE Wes JUD IPT SRS PR
i Pr
CONSUMPTION CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, had giv-

JouN TYLER, Clerk.

Next

oun. I find that where the Morning Star and
the Missionary Helper are the most liberally
the cause of
Helper is just

Dryden church,

SouTH RIVER Q. M.--Held

appeals

must be employed, and thus the work

its

with the church at Swede Point.

the people.
continue to

personal

&

M.—Held

:

These causes

must be kept constantly before
The pulpit and the press must

.

L.

N.H.

Rev. 8. W. Schoonover,
moderator.
The
traveling was so bad thatthree of our churches were not represented.
Bickford and Har
ford churches reported some revival. Collection for Home Mission, $2.29.
Next session with the Harford church, June
7, ad Conference Friday previous, at 6, P. M,
We hope the clerks of churches will remember their statistics and the tax of four cents
per resident member.

soul will be sent upon us as a denomination,
The voice of God to us to-day is as it was to

Israel of old, “ Go

Carbon-

Quarterly Hleetings.

Some-

ell in favor of the Home Mission cause.

L.

en him,

|

Low-

from

work is yet going on.

among the churches, I have seen as never before the need of more vigorously pushing forward the work of missions. I was glad to see
the stand taken at the late convention in

writes

dale, 111, that the month past has been a good
time for the church in that place. Twentyfour have been added to the church and the

article, I wish to say one word in relation to
"our

Rev.

Cotienc

em to the place of meeting

Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos
very favorable terms, sending them to any part
of the United States, His address is Hampton,

Illinois,

MISSIONS.
But before I close this

"ELECTRIC

NCE YM.

at Pottstlan re

West's Liver Pills cure Liver Complaint.

tise, elected their officers, and adjourned.

succeeding ministrations.

bath,

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature decay, exhanstation, ete. The only reliable curve.
Circulars mailed free, Address
J. K. REEVES,
43 Chatham St., N.Y.
J
3ms

lowship by Rev. H. Willoughby, afters which
they adopted the covenant that is in the Trea-

the best energivs of years of anxious toil, it is

to witness its growth

|

ize the band into a church, which was done
in the following order: Prayer by Rev. H.
Jones; Reading of Scripture and ‘presentation
of Bible by Rev. E. E. Harvey; Hand of fel

a charge to
‘prayer, and

3, FariihvIl

Business Potrces,

due deliberation it was thought best to organ-

into the church: If there ‘is one thing that
can give the heart of an ex-pastor more: joy

than anything else concerning
which he has given his tears and

H. Jones,

H. Willoughby and Bro. Coats...
Bro. Coats was
chosen’ chairman, Bro. Jones, ‘clerk. After

over to the other shore, many equally as faithful and true, no doubt, have been gathered

«87, L,

D. Dudley and J. Li Hammett; Missionary
Agent, Rev, G. 8. Ricker, Lowell,
:
J. MALVERN, Clerk,

A church of nine members was organized in

py

are

but: there

!

:

Specimen pages, with plans and full paticulars,
e.
JOHN CHURCH & CO.

805

Broadway,

N. YX.

GENTS WANTED.

Cincinnati, 0.
5220

For our new and relia-

ble work.
* OUR COUNTRY AND GOVERNMENT
FOR ONE HUNDRED YEARS.”
It has been pronouncedto be ‘a political and historical gem.”
250 pages. 32 engravings. Price only $1.00, and
the

biggest commissions

to Agents

ever

paid.

It

sells at sight. Send for circulars giving full information. Address F. C. BLISS & CO,
2

Newark, N. J.

inferior instruments so largely sold.

GEO.

& CO0.’S UPRIGHT

WOODS

Unexampled

A

Most

Brinsmead

&

WOODS

GEO.

HAVE

And

BOTH

Repeating

Checlk

Perfect

CO.S
PIPE

and

REED

i

the

Action.

PARLOR

AND

POSSESS.

Solidity,

of Tone,

Quality

Beautiful

PIANOS

and

Strength

ORGANS

STOPS,

are unequalled for their great variety of musical effects,

Reeds, and are purchased by advanced
They employ the only successful combination of Pipes and
as being the most complete instrument to be

musicians in all quarters of the globe, and recognized by t em
No one should purchase a Parlor
found in any country.

these remarkable instruments.
608 Washington Street, Boston.

Liberal Terms to Agents, who
instrument®

GEORGE

WOODS

WAREROOMS,

Organ without examining
& CO., Cambridgeport, Mass.
72 Adams Street, Chicago.

are wanted in every city where
“= not represented.

these

.
——

THE

MORNING

STAR.

MAY 14, 1879.
|
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Poetry.
* WHEN IT RAINS.

Do?—like the things in the garden; oh,
Just keep quiet a while and grow.
Do?—like the bird.

It shuts its wings,

And waits for the sun. Do you hear?

It sings.

Do?—like the lilies. Let it beat.
Nestle below it, and be sweet.

— Mrs. 8. M. B. Piatt.
Ob
S40

priests found this talk to

Take the open air,
The more you take the better;

Follow Nature’s laws
To the very letter.

Let the doctor go
To the Bay of Biscay,
Let alone the gin,

The brandy and the whiskey.
Freely exercise,
Keep your spirits cheerful ;
Let no dread of sickness
Make you ever fearful ;

.

Eat the simplest food,
Drink the pure, cold water,
Then you will be well,
Or at least you oughter,

— Selected.
oh
4-0

THE TWO LIGHTS.
“When
youth.

I'm

a man!’

is the

poetry

of

“‘ When 1wasyoung?” is the poetry of old

age.’
.
‘ When I’m a'man,” the stripling cries,
And strives the coming years to scan—
*¢ Ah, then I shall be strong and wise,
When I’m a man!”
“ When I was young,” the old man sighs,
“ Bravely the lark and lisnet sung
Their carol under sunny skies,

‘When I was young!”
‘ When I’m a man I shall be free
To guard the right, the truth uphold.”
“ When I was young I bent no knee
To power or gold.”
¢ Then shall I satisfy my soul
With yonder prize, when I’m a man.”
“ Too late I found how vain the goal
To which I ran.”

“ When I’m a man these idle toys
Aside forevey shall be flung.”
“ There was no poison in my joys

‘When I was young.”
The boy’s bright dream is all before,
The man’s romance lies far behind.
Had we the present and no more,
Fate were unkind.
But, brother, toiling in the night,
Still count yourself not all unblest
If in the east there gleams a light,
Or in the west.

—Blackwood’s

Magazine.

Famaly Circle.
OHRISTIANITY IN BRITAIN
AMERICA.
BY

GEORGE

place given him in heaven; that his’
prayers had great power with God; that
he could pray souls out of purgatory;
but that he did not work without pay;
so all who had friends suffering in Hades,
if they desired to have them set free,
| were to place money on the tomb of this
saint, and he would begin to pray for
them ; and the number, length, and quality of his prayers would be according to
the value of the coins they gave. The

AND

RODGERS.

VI.

;

The twelfth century

was

remarkable

for its crusades, or its holy wars,

were called. Many pilgrims
badly used in the holy land;
their property,
and some
there. So the Christians of
and of other parts of Europe,
us unite together ; let
us go up

as they

had been
some lost
their lives
England,
said, Let
and take

generally, and soon

all were

with zeal in that cause.

burning

Kings left their

thrones ; the king and queen of England
were among the crusaders; princes and
nobles sold or pawned their lands to get
men and horses and ships.

No

less than

two millions of persons joined the expedition ; many of them died on the way,
and many more perished in Palestine;
but they succeeded in getting posses-

sion of that country,and they kept it for
eighty-eight years, as a small Christian
kingdom.
:
:
Many ‘of the clergymen of that day
were bad

men;

and,

as the law

stood, mo clergyman could be

then

tried in

any ordinary ceurt of justice; no matter
what crime he might be guilty of committing. As the worst crimes were .com-

mittedby men in holy orders, and they
generally escaped punishment, King
Henry the Second altered the law, and re-

quired

all clergymen

who

committed

crimes to be tried in the regular courts of

justice;

and

he

compelled

a Beckett, the archbishop

to take an oath that

he

Thomas

of Canterbury,

assented

to

it.

Beckett wrote a letter to the pope, who
soon absolved him from hig oath, and en-

couraged him to be very troublesome to
the king, who was not slowto let it be
known in his court that he would be glad

to hear of Beckett's death.

So, knowing

their master’s mind on the matter;

cer-

tain men went down to the city of Can-

terbury, and entering thé cathedral in the
early morning, when the bishop was devoutly praying, they murdered
him.
The pope was angry with king Henry,
believing that he had indirectly caused
Beckett's death. . And the king himself

well,

for

most-of

them

were

more

in

with good living than with good

ing, they were not

careful

love

preach-

as to what

they taught, and the common people had
no means of testing the preacher's doctrine by the Word of God, seeing

locked up from them, in’ what
them, an unknown tongue.

it was

was

to

© --o
>

A MOTHER'S LESSON.
A TRUE

STORY.

* Do let me give you a sandwich and a
glass of wine, Margaret.

The

most

de-

and the sherry that I have

the real Xeres aroma.”

with

me has

:

The speaker was a dainty little woman,
in a crowded railway car, and she addressed a young girl opposite her who
had been complaining of fatigue.
:
They both belonged to a party who
were going ‘‘ out west” to attend a wed-

ding, and they had talked the matter over

until all the passengers near them heartily wished they would change the subject.
The mention of the sherry did not
change
the subject effectively. The
young girl called Margaret, refused her
‘aunt’s offer of refreshments,
the lady’s little daughters,

but one of
who shared

her cousin’s seat, piped up at once:
“I would like a glass of sherry,
you please, mamma.”
:

if

‘¢ No, Kitty,” replied her mother, ‘‘you
had a glass at lunch, and that will do un-

til dinner ; we shall have dinner at Z.”
“1 want a swallow now, mamma.”

*¢ No, Kitty, it will make you stupid.”
‘“ Well, mamma,

dear, let me

teaspoonful in the traveling

then smell of it, and wet my

have

cup.

a

I can

lips with

were cured. ' Men had then begun to be“No, mamma,” replied the beautiful
lieve in purgatory, and in the prayers of little girl, plaintively, ‘* I don’t smell anyaeparted saints.

The pilgrims

to Beck-

The party who were en route to attend

the western wedding were the only ones
among the passengers
who had wine at
dinner. Kitty, radiant and amiable now,
was allowed to have her sherry,

and

she

steep;

but—as—1

found

the

flask

quite

empty, the dear child must have got up
and drank from it a second time. Her
brain was turned, of course, and

that

ac-

counts for what followed.”
Is it not sad that a mother,

with

sons

and daughters growing up ‘around her,
should harbor the principles this woman
did, and need to be taught by such a fearful stroke, that * Wine is a mocker,strong
drink is raging, and that whoever is de-

ceived thereby is not wise."— Mrs. Annie
A. Preston,in the Advocate and Guardian.

licious little sandwich that ever you saw,

it, and it will last ‘me a good while; only
just a teaspoonful, mamma.
You know
1 often have a little at home to play
‘becoming uneasy in his conscience, and.
with.”
ba
greatly desiring to be restored -to the
«It is too much of an effort to unpack
pope's favor, went down to Canterbury,
the basket, Kitty. Now amuse yourself
stripped off his outer garments, took his with your St. Nicholas.”
:
stand by the side of the archbishop's
The child began to cry, and moan, and
tomb, and commanded the priests and tease, and she kept it up in spite of all
‘monksto scourge his royal back with the efforts made to divert her.
whips. This eased the king's conscience
“Itis of no use to talk to me,” she
and satisfied the pope, who received him would sob; «I can’t think of anything
as a faithful and obedient son of the but the sherry.”
church.
:
Presently her mother asked, ‘“ Do you
From that time Beckett was regarded smell the flowers in the box that you “are
as a martyr and a saint; and people he- carrying to auntie? A breath of fragrance
gan
to make pilgrimages to his grave, is wafted from them to me every now and
where the priests pretended diseases then.”
:

ett’s tomb were told that he had a high

compelled to stay at a hotel over night.

gaged in the game ride at an exceedingly
rapid pace, carrying loaded guns which

they discharge as they dash about in all |
kinds of positions,—above,below,on either
side, and straight forward. The noble
horses seem to enter into the wild rush
and noise of the fun as much as their mas-

thing but the sherry in the lunch-basket;
I smell that all the time.”

THE POWDER-PLAY.
Several times during the year, in

Mo-

rocco, the Arab inhabitants ofa town hold

certain balf-religious
Feasts of the

festivals called

Aissouia,

ways, are as revolting
the lowest savages.
Though the Arabs

which,

in

"to these

of
of every

intelli-

gent mother in the land. The same paper says, * Last year one lady appeared
at a drawing-room with her hair over her
eyes. The next day she received a message from Lord Chamberlain, informing
her that until her hair had grown she
would not be required to attend any\more
drawing-rooms.—
Zion's Herald.
FASHIONS, STYLES AND Gossip. Figured delaines are to be used for street
dresses.—Ribbons with spotted ‘stripes
are the freshest novelty.—New York ladies work the wreaths on their own parasols.—Some new skirts are shirred at
the top instead of being gored.—Some of
the new boots have fourteen straps across
the instep.—Hand-screéns are made by
covering Japanese fans with silk.—Black

figured grenadines should be made up
over bright silk.—India crape is one. of

shy of foreign

the coming materials for evening dresses.
—White muslin puffs are used to trim
dark calico dresses in Paris.—Some new
sleeves are so tight that they are buttoned from the elbow.—Black-thread stock-

eyes at their rites, the tourist may get an
invitation

thanks

of

as the orgies
are

the

many

the
the

performanees

if he

happens to have a friend ameng the natives. Following his guide through a
maze of tortuous streets, and up a great
many flights df stone steps, he will finally
be conducted to a small hall of Moorish
architecture, with the characteristic horseshoe arches supported upon marble pillars, and no roof except, perhaps, a fragment of striped awning. Around the inside runs a gallery occupied by veiled

Moorish ladies, and ornamented with a
few flags, which alone relieve the glare
of whitewash on all sides of this queer
building. The floor is laid with octagonal.
tiles of red and while, and upon red mats,

ings, embroidered in pale tints, are

new

this season.—Surplice pleating is used on
the waists of some of the summer dresses.
—Linen costumes embroidered all over
are shown by some dressmakers.—Shir-

red trimmings will be found everywhere
and on all gowns this year.—Pompadour
necks are now cut with an upward point
across the lower edge.—Silk handkerchief costumes are even uglier than those
made of gingham.—Queen Victoria spends,
one day in each week in writing letters
to her
kinsfolk.—Some
pretty
new

around a small ¢ altar” in the center, sit
the musicians and performers, while the

flounces have'the lower half plaited and

spectators find places behind.
The chosen performers will dance bare-

that George Eliot will write the Shake-

footed upon red-hot plates of iron and on

is of lace or crepe lisse or muslin,

beds of living coals; will lick rodsof redhot iron; will take burning torches be-

the upper shirred.—Somebody prophesies
speare of cook books.—The lastnew rufile
cut in

willow-leaf points,—The last sweet ththg

the teeth, with as keen a relish as that with

in French bonnets is bright red, and looks
like a liberty cap.—A lady asked for rosecolored shades for a gas-fixture to suit her
brunette complexion. —English ladies use
little napkins shaped like vine leaves, at
teas where the cake and bread are handed
around.—Cashmere shawls are now worn

which a newsboy eats a shrimp.

in a new way in Paris, being arranged

tween their teeth,

and

hold

flaming

oil-

wicks until the blaze has burned straight
into the palms of their hands; will swal-

low nails-and stones; will even snatch up
a living scorpion and crunch

it between

is gone through with (for money)

All this

to the

harsh tumult of a half a dozen rude drums
and horns, which make

a fit accompani-

as

and you will afflict the poor old lady without
rendering her any

service.

that better than you.

There is one question between critic and au-

She

knows

a]

I am sure the old lady in

question takes pains enough with her toilet,”
Qur more voluminous modern novelists who
astonish us with their ceaseless stream of fio.
tion would not make such an admission even
to themselves; nor is there the same contrast

to give counsel which is not the business of the
author to attend to. What the critic demands
seemg 10 bé reasonable, and, in some ways of | between their earliest and latest works as
putting it, incontrovertible; but there is some- | when Scott's rich vein was exhausted. But re.
thing in the nature of things point-blank flections similar in nature, though not in de.
against it. What can he more reasonable on
gree, must sometimes visit them; they mug
the fuce of things than the critic's remon- recognize a difference.
strance with the popular writer who floods the
And here the question we started with meets
reading

world

with

works

inferior to the

earlier efforts of. his genius, whereby
injures hisown

reputation,

and

us,

he both

induces peo-

penditure? It is quite’ true that popular authors will persist in this line of conduct, and
the critic, while they persist, must enter his
protest. Yet it must sometimes occur to him
that, simple
as bis demand
sounds, in the
present state of things it is « sheer impossibility, as running counter to nature: that he is
asking what he has no right to ask; that, in
fact, the interest of readers and authors Js not
identical— that is, supposing it to be the interest of readers only to rea. masterpieces, the
cream of each writer's intelligence.
It is to be
observed that this blamable redundance isa
feature of the present century, attaching to
authorship as a creditable profession.
It is be-

cause authors are a steadier class than their
predecessors of a long-past date, not given to
excesses, no longer fitful, wild, dissipated,
that they are over-prolific.
Goldsmith wrote
one novel, Fielding, four,
Smiollett, four,
Sterne, two.
How many would they have
written bad they lived in our day and been under the inducements to a steadier life settling

into hubit, which literature as a recognized
profession—subject, we may say, to the conditions of supply and demand—would offer them ?
Necessity drove them to the effort of invention,
but the difficulties and humiliations of publishing presented the effort in a painfully depressing light. Habit was either never formed or

was sadly submitted to as 8 bondage

|

and per-

petually broken in upon. We are speaking, of
course, of writers of light literature, and especially of novelists.
Richardson was in every point the one exception to the general position of the ejghteenth century novelist. He
was his own publisher, and the * close application” with which he had always devoted
himself to business made the * sedentary habits” of a literary life when at past fifty he
found his true vocation, natural to him. These
‘“ sedentary habits”
belonged
then to the
learnéd, who were slaves to their desk in a
sense in which no one is nowadays; but the

imagination was generally treatedas untama-

ble; and not reducible to the bondage

of regu-

lar hours. Who shall say that it is vot now
drilled to perform a day’s work with the same
punctuality asany divine, antiquary, or philologist of a past date showed in the execution of
his heavier tasks? Habit is now master of the
situation; and we need not look far to find the
reason why.
Success at all times must be a

stimulus to further action; but success of praise
and credit has nothing like the same control

over natural indolence that pecuniary success
has, especially when this can be calculated upon with any accuracy.
Uncertain gains, as a
rule, lead to idleness and extravagance; steady
gains affecting the rate of living and raising
their owner in the social scale, as naturally lead

to industry and the formation of habits neces-

sary to the sustaining and securing
tages once acquired.
Thus impelled,
ers bow themselves to a yoke which
might not be borne; but how soon
pen become a tyrant over those

framed their lives to its service!

of advanthe powotherwise
does the
who have

The old noy-

elist wrote by fits and snatches, and thus knew

nothing of this bondage, and he and his readers were agreed that the imagination is too vol-

atile an essence for compulsion; but modern
experience gives good reason for the suspicion
that of all the powers, invention, once put into
the harness of habit, demands its exercise with
most persistence.
The work of life isthen
marked out; it would be as great an effort to
leave off as it was to begin.
It is impossible, if we speculate on the fecun-

dity of some of our novelists, not to conclude
that
lute
The
sees”
ever
and

practice has subdued the brain into absosubservience to the needs of the hour.
mind forms a knack of devising plots; it
everything with this view.
The brain is
at work on scenes, situations, dialogues,
it is a necessity as each day comes round

to put them into shape.

Of sll literary work

we may imagine it to be the most exacting,
and this though pure invention has far less to

do with the business than when novel writing
cost.a good deal more trouble, and oue story at

a time kept fancy on the strain,

Now

The critic says, *“ Rest upon your ours; do

not let the past shame the present; you have
done good work, retire on the credit of it»

ple, by the prestige of a past success, to waste
time and money on what is not worth the ex-

Circumstances once made this counsel

eusy

enough to follow, but they are dead against it
now. Industry is one of the duties of our

lives. What other industry can the novelist
follow? Must he alone sit idle? Now all in.
dustry is connected in some way with the ides
of getting something by it,earning or saving for
one’s self or for others. The housewife’s Seden.

tary needle, or her busy cares, Lave all this for
their end, however little it may come.

mediate calculation.

into

im.

Work that is in no way

profitable can scarcely be considered a duty.
Looking at the question on this side, it would
seem that the too voluminous writer, so long
us he finds a publisher, may appeal to another
kind of success besides the literary one as 3
justification. Though indolence is legs injuri
ous to fame than publishing for remuneration
work of an inferior quality, there is a sort of

virtue in this which the deliberate masterly inactivity misses, This sort of virtue, then, has
its place in the world.

on

Society can not

chefs-deuvre.”

So

long as

be fed

an

does bis best with good intentions
such a superfluity as he seemsyund

author

he is not
we must

leave the care of his fame in his own keeping.
Critics are thus a sort of literary rural deans

superintending airy fabrics of name and fame.
It is their duty to speak in the cause of the
ideal best, but they can enforce nothing; nor

would things go any better if they could. The
real interest of readers would not gain by fix.
ing an early date of superannuation; because
this would

discredit the profession

as

an

em-

ployment and point to a mefancholy- old age.
What is reully important is the moral question.
A jaded imagination is tempted to take up sub-

jects and questions which offered no

tempta-

tion to its early freshness; but recourse to the
vulgarly
sensational
and to still
** fouler
springs” is to be censured on its own account,
and does not enter into the present
argu-

ment,
What we have said belongs rather to the
works of prose imagination than poetical. Yet
it must be observed that the poets of our day
protract the singing period beyond precedent,
which seems to dictate a somewhat early re-

tirement
upon its Inurels.
Mr, Browning,
indeed, may say that, as he started with a defisnce of sing-song melody,he is independent
of the period thus defined.
But though poetry
has commonly an early prime, and there is a
charm in young verse which we often’ miss in
the muse’s later efforts, still we are disposed to
approve of any use of the poet's time rather
than spending the leisure of old age in tinkering the effusions of youthful genius, a habit in
which Wordsworth indulged to such a degree

that in the latest edition of his works we miss
many a lovely cadence and memorable line,
and find poems moved and shifted about out
of their original setting till we don’t know
where we are.

A young poet may

prune and

qualify and transpose, because he does it with
the same ear and with his original aim fresh in

memory ; he is still a friendly .critic.
The old
man differs from his youth in the alterations
he makes, and has unother aim.
He views his

works as a whole, and bends each

it fit to needs

bappy

numbers

undreamt

part

to make

of, whereas

first ranged

the

themselves us

the ear and fancy bidthem,
Time will find it
more difficnlt to settle points like this, to replant what has been uprooted,to decide the
claims of original and tampered with, than to

ignore

altogether the

Jater productions of s

genfus that has worked out its veln.

But it

of genius—the first gathering

store-

will make easy work of the abundant aftermath
of tbe modern novelist; the growth of an indefutigable intelligent industry, after the first
“harvest rich with the flowers and fruitful seeds

from

the

house of thought and memory—has

long

garnered.— Saturday Review.

been
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NEED OF MORAL

DISCERNMENT.

The great truths of the gospel require for
their apprehension some moral discernment.
How can a thoroughly selfish man understand

the truth of Christ’s divinity? Divinity to
means force or quantity rather than

being.

him

quality of

How much would you know about the

half un Apollo Belvidere if one should simply tell you

dozen are apparently in hand at once, coming
out piecemeal in us many periodicals. It seems

that it consisted of so many cubie inches of
white marble, and weighed so many pounds?

thread is taken up. The work achieved is
‘really surprising considering all things—the
wear and tear, the brief time for thought, the
transition
from group to group.
Thought
and feeling have only, like practiced actors, to

vey to you? Some such quantitative

all the same to brain, feeling, hand, which

slip into the costume of the story, and, they
say, Here weareto do the author’sbidding.
As an intellectual feat the
Wesay it seriously.
The

thing is wonderful.
variety of incident

and character, the descriptions,

the easy

pos-

session of the subject, the local coloring, the
flowing style, are alike astonishing, the habit
of good writing making the reader feel himself
in the company of a practiced hand, of a real
artist. We will not say * under his spell”’—
that charm belongs to an earlier date in his ca~
reer, The fastidious reader, while not unentertained, perceives this difference between
the earlier and later periods.
Practice makes
the experienced novelist bring his horse to the
water unvesisting, with a plausible facility
that was wanting in the earlier effort; but he
cun not make him drink, to the same freshen-

ing of the reader’s fancy. The true contact of
mind with mind is not to be eflected by prac-

ticed ease; it is struck off in the heat of a new’
and vivid sensation.
No trick of art can'bring a reader into that intimate communion with the persons perform-

ing their parts before him which is the supreme delight of fiction. Who can know all
this better than the author? If it comes to
comparing sensations, what are the reader’s
feelings contrasted with the writer’s own when
he looks buck on the glow of his first effort,and

scarfs and fastened with a brooch.—Paris- sets it by the side of his present business-like
ian ladies now knot their hair very low, | methods! As Walter Scott,in an extreme case
wear flat waves on the forehead and a car- —yet a case to the point—writes touchingly to
nation back of the ear.—The front and James Ballantyne, who had been offering unwelcome hints: ¢ I value your criticisms
side breadths of trained dresses are again much as ever, but.the worst is my faults as
are
made short, as they were a dozen years better known to myself than to you. Tell fi

ment to these horrid .remnants of pagan
fire-worship.
A much more interesting, though no
less noisy, recreation, is the powder-play,’ ago, but they are sloped less.—Th fresha gate that may take place on foot or on est importations from Paris are fearfully
horseback, for these Moors, as everybody
incomprehensible gowns with innumerknows, are nearly as much at home in able slashings, frills, flouncings and puffs,
the saddle as afoot.
The horsemen: en- —dAm. Cultivator,
»

and that she has no business in a ball-room bug

to be ranged against the wall as an evergreen,

thor which is incapable of settlement. It is the
business and, as it were, the Juty of the eritic

ous movements are executed is wonderful. Not only do the younger men take
part in the sport, but old, gray-headed
men enjoy it with keen interest and equal
spirit. Another kind of powder-play is
performed on foot. The band strikes up

toria deserves

Current Fiterature.
ORITIOS AND AUTHORS.

ters, and the celerity with which the vari-

the offerings placed on his grave some- smelled, and sniffed, and tasted, and entimes reached the large sum of $5,000, joyed the deep, amber liquid, and finally
drank it off with the air of a connoisseur, a fearful din under the name of music,
in one year.
Stephen: Langton was archbishop of much to the evident amusement of her and in the midst of the distracting medley
Canterbury, during some part of the dainty mamma, and indeed of the whole two lines of men, that have formed oppo.
site one another, rush together, and
thirteenth century; dnd it is believed party.
"The children were putto bed immediate- throwing their bodies into wonderful attithat he had a good deal to do with the
framing of the Magna Charter, which ly after dinner, and the grown-up people tudes, fire their guns, and shout and yell
as though in actual battle. The Arabs
the noble and bold barons compelled returned for a little while to the parlors.
that royal tyrant, King John, to sign at
After riding for two or three days and call this powder-play, Lab-el berode.—
Runnymede.
That charter secured to nights in the same railway car, people be- Lrnest Ingersoll; St. Nicholas for May.
the British people such an enlargement gin to feel like old neighbors, and Kitty's
of their liberty as they had never before mamma entered into conversation with a
:
IDLE HATTIE.
g
white-haired
gentlewoman,
enjoyed. The king took an oath that he beautiful,
“Oh, dear!
TI have to work all the
would faithfully observe all its provisions ; whose seat in the car had been near her time,” said Hattie Lacey, in a cross tone.
and the next month he sent and asked the own.
¢‘1 wish I could play like other girls !"
The conversation led from one thing to
pope to absolve him from the oath ; which
This was not true; Hattie had a great
kis holiness did most readily. And to another, and was adroitly turned upon
deal of time to play, but when her mamhelp the king against hi# barons, who the subject of temperance: by the ma wanted her to help a little, she often
had defied him, the pope sent him a Bull older lady, who was a person of rare cultgrew cross, and spoke words that were
which was to curse the barons, and place ure and refinement. , The discussion be- not true nor kind. Hattie must not do so,
tween the two grew interesting, and their
the whole nation under an interdict.
if she does not want to become an idle,
The pope’s Bull was not a thing with fellow-passengers grouped about them.
| selfish woman.—S. S. Advocate.
‘I am glad I do not belong to that vulhorns and hoofs; it was a parchment -on
which a curse was written in the Latin gar class who think it a virtue to abstain
Let every one attend to his own busilanguage; and as a leaden bullet was from wine,” the younger woman was sayness, and meddle not with another's. ing
with
some
spirit.
“I
reckon
wine
attached as the pope’s.seal, they called it
O00
* + 0-6
O*
’
a Bull. This Bull was sent to Stephen among the necessaries of life. I have sons | *
HOME TOPICS.
Langton, whose duty it was to read it in and daughters growing to manhood and
the Cathedral ; but he refused to obey the womanhood, yet I am not afraid of any
QutLANDISH CLOTHES. Do not force
pope, and the curse did not come on the relative of mine yielding to appetite; it is childrento wear old, unsuitable clothing,
not in our blood.”
nation.
:
which will call out the ridicule of their
Just then a shriek came ringing through associates, when it can possibly be avoidEarly in the fourteenth century, the
people began to think for themselves; the corridor, ang the animated speaker ed. Ifit isthe only way possible, then
and when they examined their Christian- was confronted by a servant, bringing in lovingly'tell them so, and endeavor to
ity they found that the river of Christian his arms the body of poor, pretty little fortify the spirit bravely to accept the sitinstruction, which oughtto be clear as Kitty, her long,snowy night-gown saturat- uation. But sacrifice a little yourself becrystal, had become muddy and foul ; the ed with blood. The child was dead. She fore you bring them to the necessity.
ignorance, wickedness, and superstition
had slipped out of the room, had climbed Don’t compel your little girls to wear
of the church of Rome had made it very over the balustrade, and had fallen down their sun-bonnets to a picnic when all the
impure ; and they determined to have it two or three stories.
other children have on their pretty hats.
cleansed. ' The Reformation began in
The silver-haired gentle woman was Try going out shopping an afternoon in
that century, and John Wickliff was its now a very effective helper. She quieted town in your sun-bonnet first, and see
grandfather.
the stricken mother, and . subsequently how you like the stare of other ladies,and
At'that time the people of England had dressed the beautiful child in her lovely the suppressed smirk on the lips of the
to pay so much money to the popé that festal garments, and laid her in the satin- clerks who serve you, and remember that
they were kept in deep poverty ali-the
lined casket, among the flowers intended your feelings are in a measure *irontime. It is récorded that in some years for the bride.
clad” in comparison with those of the litthe pope's agent took more money out of
Just before the arrival of the train. tle ones.—Christian Index.
England than be left in it; and the peo- which was to take the afflicted party back
BANGED HAIR AND OTHER DEFORMIple said it did no good; for it was like to their home, the poor sorrowing mother
TIES.
The present
excellent English
pouring money into a sink, and nothing put her arms around the neck of the whiteQueen is eminently sensible in her domescame out again but a stink.
haired woman and said :
;
In the early part of that century a copy
** You have been like a mother to me tic “notions. She can not endure the
of the Scriptures, in Latin, (the whole
in this terrible calamity. 1 believe the modern idiotic habit of women wearing a:
Bible had not then been translated into Lord sent youto me, and after all that low fringe of hair across their foreheads.
English) cost $150; and as man could you have done, it is only jus} that I should An English exchange says that her Majto the bridesnot earn more than three cents a day, it confide to you, thal, after I deft the cham- esty sent special instructions
would require fifteen years’ wages to buy ber last evening, poor Kigfy, in spite of maids at the late weddingof her son, the
a Bible,—a Bible which very few people
the entreaties of her sisters and cousin,un- Duke of Connaught, that they would not
could read.
packed the lunch-basket, and took a sip be permitted to wear these hair fringes,
The priests were supposed to know all of sherry, saying she could not go to sleep nor high heels to their boots, nor to tie
about the Bible, and they were expected without it. She returned to bed, and their dresses back in the present most unto preach-the unadulterated truth of God ; Margaret and the other children went to comfortable and indelicate fashion. Viebut-as

eleven hundred years ago, Jesus Christ
‘was nailed to a cross on our behalf. . The
suggestion was entertained by the people

pay

A good many significant looks were interchanged among the passengers, and a
number of them speculated asto the probable future of the infant sherry-lover.
The train failed to make a connection
at Z.; and & good many passengers were

young beauty that

she

wears

an

dress, or speaks too loud, or any

unbecoming

other fault

she can correct, and she will do 8 if she has
sense and
a good opinion of your taste. But
tell a failing beauty that her hair is getting

gray, her wrinkles

apparent,

her gait heavy,

What idea of its beauty would those words con-

notion of

Christ’s divinity a seltish man may get,and it is

the only idea of him that wefind in the writings
of many theologians, ' Such a netion may well
be disputed about,but it is of no practical value.
To apprehend the beauty of Christ's character,
in which his divinity chiefly resides, one needs
much schooling in the services of obedience
and love. And the more men know of this the
less they will be inclined to dispute about
ite

Christis our example: but he who supposes
that Christ’s work consists simply in furnishing us an example has a very inadequate idea of
what man needs and of what Christ is. It is
true that we have some power of copying, by
observation and volition, the conduct of those
that are better than we are; but it is also true
that the lives which are mainly the result of

imitation

are defective

and

unlovely

lives.

‘* That peculiar character,” says Dr. Mozley,
“ which we admire in another, would become

quite

a different one

in ourselves could

achieve the most successful imitation.
copy could never have the spirit of the

we

The
origi

nal,because it would want the natural root upon

which the original grew.
out of our own roots;

We ought to-grow

our own

inherent

priety of constitution is the best nucleus

pro-

for

our own formation.”
This, then,fs what we
need—the healing, the quickening, the replenishing of our spiritual life. It is *‘ more life

and fuller that
came to bring:
have life, and
abundantly,”

we want.” That is what
* I am come that they
that they might have it
By faith in him we are

Christ
might
more
made

partakers of his nature, and thus the very

ments of virtue in us are reinforced.
lip bulb does not meed
a full grown

ele-

The tu-tulip to

look at that it may learn how to blossom; it
needs to feel at its own heart the warmth of the
sun and the moisture of the soil.

Nat

Christ

before you as an example,but ¢ Christ in you,”
communicating to you the vitalizing energy of
his own eternal life, is the power of God unto
salvation.—— Sunday Afternoon,

——
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The

poet Whittier is in.poor health.
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Never

more

care

work;

you

where

mind

Spurgeon.

putinfinite space into & square

Turner could

3
q »
inch . of sky.— akin
Rusk
banner
the
up
lift
to
dared
I have
fallen down.—John Calvin.

that is

courageis unassuming;

true piety, se-

Death is as the foreshadowing

of life. We

True

rious and humble.— Robert Hat.

Hooker.

die that we muy die no more.—

Tt is one thing to make an idea clear, and an-

other to make it affecting.— Burke.

Practicein life whatever you pray for, and
God will give it you more abundantly.—Dr.
Pusey.

is

The modern sentimentalism about Nature

a mark of disense—one more symptom of the
It is well enou h for
general liver complaint.
a mood, or a vacation, but not for a habit of

life.— Lowell.
When

with

I see a man

counte-

a

serene

no

summer’s

nance,it looks like a great leisure that he enjoys,
but in reality

on

sails

he

sea.

hand on

This steady sailing comes of a heavy
:
the tiller.— Thoreau.

This passionate ery to be made happy is very:
often an ili-disguised
selfishness. And often,

when men think that they have their answer
and their blessing, there is delusion and damage. It is so easy to mistake getting happy for

substantial religious progress.
Alas!
it is as
often followed by spiritual exhaustion as invig-

oration,

)

Evry good act is charity.
the thirsty

is charity.

Giving water

Removing

to

stones

and

thorns from the road is charity, Exborting
vour fellow-men to virtuous deeds is charity.
Smiling in your brother’s face is ebarity. A
man’s true weulth is the good he does in this
world.
When he dies, mortals will ask what
property has he left behind him; but angels
will inquire, ** What good deeds hast thou sent

before thee ?”’— Mahomet.

JOHN PAPERS.
KIM

EYTE.

The tide was out, leaving a wide stretch
of the beach, over which John and I

were

somewhat

carelessly

wandering.

Occasionally¥ we would pick up a snail t&
see how quickly it
crust. But John’s
eatific mood. I de
any brilliant flashes
noon,

but

there

would retire into its
mind was not in a scinot think there were
of silence that after-

was

much

of wordless

atompanionship.
Bits of talk there were
alsd. The immortality of the soul was a
cherished subject with John. He used to
‘say that never more than two together
should approach the theme. It is not a
social matter;but purely an individual concern. And yet as the soul can say to another what it can not say to itself, so mutual sympathy, very like affinity, is necessary to light the path whereby we would

reach after the beatitudes.

“What a glori-

ous inheritance is this of immortality! The
whole world is groveling in the mire and

dirt, and we grovel” with it.
of people have some

The best

scheme

ing mankind, and become so

the earthly machinery

of reforminvolved in

for doing

it that

they themselves lose sight of heaven, and

only their carnal imagination keeps them
undeceived.
Some sage has computed
-that the wisest of people have only six or
seven sane hours in a lifetime.
Most of
us are fortunateif we have one or two of

these ‘hours.

1 know it is an easy thing

to conceive of a life so-absorbed in higher living, that the
high

ness is reached in imagining that oue is
living that life. But no man can compute
the overwhelming importance of the two
or three sane seasons during his earthly
years. One such will magnify itself until,

« with a nearly transparent veil of beauty,
it will add a tinge of grace to all the
years of memory ; and one such hour will
give rise to a hope which will not be satisfied until it shall sometime and somewhere realize the Joftiest aspirations of

its being.

Yes, there is an inconceivable

glory about the ideality of the soul's

im-

mortality, even if we can not have much
notion

of it as yet.

ada

We

know that we

*

*

*

ten

In flame, in storm, in clouds of air.

ries of female teachers have decreased

*

*

*

one has no need to be on his or her guard
to say that which will match common sense

every time. What a randem place this
world would be if the specter of common
sense did not repress the simple thoughts
which are first thoughts.
There are
“¢ foolishnesses ” enough in the world as
it is.

Yes,

yes, Mr. Worldly-wise,

but

I believe

it was

proposed

that we should consider the illusory power of beauty.
JOnN. That beauty has a power
have ever denied, and

there

:
none

is the same

unanimity of opinion that beauty itself
has never been successfully defined. As

a practical

is of an

matter, the pursuit of beauty

enervating

rather than of a

strengthening character.

perhaps I am oll enough

experienced,
was an aged
three! ] In
carried away

I have noticed,

to say I have

the truth of this fact. [John
man’ of thirty-two or thirtymy youth, I was somewhat
by the eclecticism of Cousin,

and from that lofty table land, I set

out on a high search. I took the words
of another philosopher as my guide.

These lices are too long to serve thd purpose of a motto, but their sentiment might

be called the motto I had adopted :
‘“ Was never form and never face
So sweet to SEYD as only grace
‘Which did not slumber like a stone

But hovered gleaming and was gone.

five-eights

The difference

Oft pealed for him a lofty tone
From nodding pole and belting zone.

He heard a voice none else could hear
From centered and from errant sphere.
The quaking earth did quake in rhyme,
Seas ebbed and flowed in epic chime.

|

F

between

| comes through Rev. W. H. Wilcox of
Massachusetts who is privileged to dis-

In dens of passion and pits of woe,

He saw strong Eros struggling throngh,

tribute nearly $1,000,000—the magnificent

To sun the dark and solve the curse,

Stone of Malden, Mass.—to the cause of
Christian education in this country. Mr.
Wilcox has been spending several days at
Fisk University,
accompanied
by
his
brother, Rev. G. B. Wilcox of Connecticut, a trustee of Fisk University, Secretary G. D. Pike of the American Missionary Association, and Rev. Mr. Davis of

contribution of his aunt, Mrs. Daniel

And beam to the bounds of the universe.
‘While thus to love he gave his days
In loyal worship, scorning praise,

How spread their lures for him in vain,
Thieving Ambition and paltering Gain!
He thought it happier to be dead,

To die for Beauty, than live for bread.”

In nature were many things that I thought
enchanted me. Now it was a fitful spell
of looking at the clouds, now hunting the
brooklets for pebbles, and then the microscopic beauties of flowers; but my most
diligent search was for faces in halls, in
churches, in the street, on the common.

I hope I was not rude enough to stare,
but one can sean a face without staring at
it. The impress of some of the faces I
met in country churches is not yet hidden
out of sight of memory. If any of you
have made such an observation a habit,
you need not be told that you will always
find

one, not often more, face in an audi-

ence or a street full of persons that strikes
you as bearing the suggestions of an ideal
beauty.
Wherever you are, among any

faces will make a motley throng in an experience of a few years.
But there is no
strength that comes from a search like
this. One good plaster cast of the Laocoon

will

do

more for the moral nature,

in building it up into the greatness and
goodness of humility, than all the country
or city beauties put together. Moreover,
I should put down the general rule that
these picked faces are not such aS you

friends clothed in flesh and raiment, it
would soon turn from them, and seek

help, strength and

sympathy

from

fallible

altogether

inferior

mortals,

poor
in

character to its own ideals. Thoughtless
people imagine that it is a great deprivation that they have to put up with what
theycan get,and that they would be, oh, so
much happier could they. realize what

they dream.

It isn’t so.

The realiza-

tions of their dreams would be misery.
Of course it contradicts human nature to
expect people to believe this of themselves, but it is the truth,

the

high

born

truth of philosophy.
JosEPHINE.
There is something about
the sound of your talk that I like, although
I don’t see much sense in it.
There are
beautiful suggestions but I can’t seem. to
get much use out of it all. There are
1

in

t

el,

but

who

is

to unravel them?
.
DICKENSON.
Quite a nice little speech.
JOSEPHINE. What, vou listening? I
thought you were absorbed in the pages
of Ouida.
[And in fact that young gentleman had been turning the leaves of
what ‘would unjustly be. entitled a work
on philosophy. ]
DickexsoN.
There, there, little one,
do not let your angry passions rise, even

De

a

Vanderbilt University has 320 students.
The Dartmouth college medical department has received a valuable microscope,
bequeathed to it by the late Dr, Durkee, of
Boston.
:
Trinity college, London, is to be opened
to women

as well as

to

young

men,

and

the first public examination will’'be held at
midsummer.
There are sixty-one graduates of Yale,
thirty-five of Princeton and thirty of Dartmouth occupying
clerkships
positions
in the Government

Washington.

and other
service at

;

Mr. Samuel J. Bridge, of San Francisco,
has given $2,000 to the school department

of that city as the nucleus of a medal
similar

to

the

Franklin

medal

fund

fand

of

Since last November

the people

of

Phil-

adelphia have subscribed $40,000 to Drew
Theological Seminary,the total amount for
the year being $50,000. Nineteen students
out of the one hundred in this Seminary
are

from

the

Philadelphia

Conference.

The institution has no incumnbrance on its
A
ret
a, :
property.
Miss Emma Maude Perkins, daughter of
Rev. O. Perkins of West Concord, Vt., has
been chosen valedictorian of the class of
79 in Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N.
Y. Her sister, Miss Florence C. Perkins,
had the same honor in the class of 1875.
It is the only instance in which two sisters
have received this

The Loudon
dinary

appointment.
of parents

commit their children to a famous scheol
as the ostrich lays her eggs in the sand,
and imagine that their responsibility ends.
That this school might be the only rightful school for their sons and that school
the one moss

likely

to

elicit

their

worst

tendencies, is a possibility
which never
crosses their fancy.
The total school expenses of Colorado
last year amounted wo $243,850; the receipts were $281,674.
The cost per capita

of the school population was a little

over

be

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per.sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the eopy

at the'rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES
are inadmissible.
i

WILLIAM NEWTON

months,

Brother Williams was not a member

of :any visible church

fayored the cause

organization,

but

of Christianity,

ever

and

when-

ever health and opportunity presented was a
regular attendant upon’ the services of the
sanctuary.
His moral character was excellent,

moved

Haskell, of Hodgdon.

training.

In

the

old

times,

when

boys

and girls were made to study their lessons,
or at any rate the greater portion of them,
in
school,
the
number
of
studies
was necessarily restricted, and the pupil

was thus enabled to do thoroughly all that

he undertook.
We fear that nowadays,
while many a s~holar may be letter perfect
in his parts, he is enabled to assimilate
only the barest

modicum

of

the inteilect-

ual nutriment which he is literally
to swallow day by day.”

forced

PARAGRAPHS.
Mouths have they, but they speak not—
rivers.— Boston Advertiser.
The North Pole resembles a certain English coin in that itis a far thing.—Philadelphia Chronicle Herald.
Parasols will be worn just high enough
this season to rake out the eye of the tall
man.— Philadelphia Chronicle Herald.
¢ What have you to remark about my
singing ?” asked an irate vocalist. ¢Nothing,” repiied

a

spectator,

‘it

is not

re-

markable.”
A Salem, Mass., man has had the suit of
clothes he wore to the Centennial at Philade}phia sealed up'in a tin box and deposited

in the Essex Institute to be

opened

1976.
8
\
“ Lowshoes will be much
summer,” says a fashion item.

in

worn this
We see no

especial change in this style.

All

kinds of

shoes are very much worn, we believe.
Ask the cobbler.—New Haven Register.
Neeah Bay, at the Northwestern part of
Washington

Territory,

is a

rather

damp

locality. The average rainfall is 123 inches per annum.
In 1864 there fell 132 inches, or eleven feet of

water.

In

February

of this year the fall was 24.33

inches,

and

in March 28.83 inches, or over

four feet

in

two months.
.
Gideon Cook, a Calvinist Baptist preacher, well known a quarter of a century ago,
‘was a man very eccentric in speech, even
to his last earthly moments.
A few hours
previous
to his
came to his bedside,

you think you are

death,
his
brother
and inquired, ‘ ¢ Do

dying,

the reply, sharp and

Gideon?”

quick

came,

And
‘ Don’t

know-—can’t tell—never died yet!”
Riding in-a railroad car:
Husband—Are you quite comfortable,
dear?
- Wife—Yes, love.
Husband—The cushions are easy and
soft, ducky?
darling.

.Husband—
You don’t feel any jolts, yet ?
Wife—No, sweetest.
Husband—And there is no draught on
my lamb, is there, angel?

Wife—No,
ny ownest own.
Husband—Then change seats with me!
~New York World.
The Alliance manufacturers
the following story:
A friend of ours was attacked
by a highway robber the other night (after
a heavy supper), and upon his money or his
life

being

demanded,

after some

parley

gave up his unsubstantial purse. To his
surprise the robber having secured the
money, pointed his pistol at his victim and
fired.
To his greater surprise he was unhurt. ¢* Ah,” says the robber in explanation ¢¢ one of the Church Union’s premium

revolvers.”
Loss

of Vital Force.

As is well known,

the

tendency

in

all

acute or chronic forms of disease is toward debility aud loss of vital force, which
always retards convalescence and renders
a return to health uncertain or impossible.

er’s prayers

acts

so feebly,

and

builds

may.

always nobly

good.

Ata

Bro,

Hall

seconded his wife’s efforts

be

answered,

to do

GEORGE

THOMPSON

died in

Parsonsfield,

April 27, aged a little over 80 years.
He has
for many years been a member of the South
Parsonsfield church, and a very estimable and

worthy man.

DEA. ISRAEL DREW died in Athens, Me.,
Jan. 14, aged 90 years and 9 months,
He was
‘born in Barrington, N. H., in 1788, eame- to
Maine in 1796, married in 1808, and at thirty
was converted and -became a deacon of the
Christian church, remaining with that society
thirty-five years. Then he united with and
became a deacon of the F. B. church in this
Village where he has always been respected
and beloved by all who knew him. A painful,
and distressing sickness of eight months could
not shake his sublime faith and frust in the
Saviour.
His was the path
which grows
“ brighter and brighter nnto the perfect day”
to which he has.gone. His last ‘Words were,
“ Glory! glory!”
E.S. D.
SALLY WiGGIN HAM died in Gonie, Rochester, Feb. 4, after a short illness. She was born
Sept. 28, 1797, in Durham, and was conse-quently 81 years and 4 months old. She married Dea.
Jonathan Ham, March 27, 1823, and
survived her husband seven years.
She with
her husbaud was instrumental in the organization of the First Rochester Freewill Baptist
church, situated at Gonic.
She was well
known in Lewiston in the days of the Me.
State Sem.
(her daughter marrying Prof.
Lamb eof that institution),
and elsewhere
througheut the denomination, as a mother in
Israel. Visited hy her pastor in the Fall, she
expressed great delight in the keepingof God's
law, and a readiness to depart and be with
Jesus,

"LORENZO D.CoRrsON

died in Gonie,

April

22, of consumption,
He wasborn in Lebanon
Me., in 18%, and married Melinda Arlin, of
Barrington, July 14, 1841. He became interested, rose for prayers, prayed in secret, and

upon his death-bed professed faith in Christ.
:

A. L. MOREY.

MRS. LuciNpa E. GLrASON died

in

Davi-

son, Mich., April 24, aged 34 years and 2
months, after an illness of nearly four weeks.
She became a Christian at the age of 20, and
the effects of her faith were seen in true Cbristian
Jiving
constantly
maintained.
The
church hus losta zealous, discriminating and
unusually kind-hearted ister. She loved the
cause of missions.
A broken-hearted husband
mourns the death of a faithful wife, and five
children lament an affectionate mother in the
grave.
She died in happy Christian faith, and
ascended into paradise to enjoy the ** crown
of glory that fadeth not away.”
** Blessed are
the dead which die in the Lord.”

frequently

prolonged

To meet this condition

vitality, the ‘¢ Compound
acts directly on the great

rendering them. more

of low

Oxygen,” which
nervous centers,

efficient,

died at Burlington Flats, N. Y., April.
She
died of paralysis and epilepsy. For the last
twelve years she had been a sufferer from this
disease, and especially for the last six years,
she was nearly helpless, She was gifted by
nature with a penetrating mind, but alas, that
was sadly injured by the disease, and she ftinally became little else than a wreck of what
she once was.
She was converted at. eight
vearsof age and finally joined the Freewill
Baptist church of Burlington Flats, honoring
. Chris
nity by her deep devotion and consistent life.
As. Sister Cady sweetly yielded up
her life without one struggle, we felt that the
room ‘ was privileged beyond the common
walks of life, quite on the verge of heaven.”
.
A. T. WORDEN,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

for

chronic

1112

Advanced Physicians.

Many of the more ‘advanced physicians,
having found Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines prompt and sure, prescribe them
regularly in their practice.
Twinville, Tenn., May 28th 1877.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. H.
Dear Sir—For a long time I suffered
with catarrh. . I finally called n Dr. Zach-

He

furnished

me

with

your nasal Douche,
Sage’s Catarrh Rem.
edy, and your Golden Medical Discovery.
These remedies speedily effected an entire

Jouu S. CHAMLESS,

inh

dangerous diseases.
J
The Extract is the only
Catarr h. cific for this prevalen
distressing complaint ; quickly relieves
in the head, &c. Our
Nasal Syringe
essential service
in these cases.

J
8
ed
cold
is of

were very kind, often bestowing a little
money to defray my expenses.
Some-

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds
and Bruises. ig andclesasing.
The most obstinate cases are healed and

times they would

cured with astonishin ng rapidity.

Eyes.

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quickly allaying all inflaxnmation and
soreness without pain.

Earache, Toothache,and

. toFaceache.
Ye aot es. dng
directions its effect is simply wonderful.
Piles, thegroatosknann
i
remedy: sapid
ly rE

whep other medicines have failed,

For Broken Breast, Sore
H

e

in

Breast.

The

N | pples, relies is cleanly and
efficacious, and mothers who have once used

it will never be without it.

Female Complaints.

child,

accompanies

each

5%

bottle gives

ull directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

CAUTION.
POND’S EXTRACT [sven imitated
4

The

genuine

arti

cle has the words * Pond’s Extraet,” blown in the glass,
and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper.
It
is never soid in bulk.
None other is
genuine. Always

tv

insist on having Pond’s

Extract.

paration, however much

you may

Prices 50c.,

fai

FES]

PREPARED

YOND'S

Take no other pre

be pressed,

$1.00, and
ONLY

$1.75.

BY

— FOR =

a

CO.

New York and London.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

And other Lung Affections,

Marks’s life.

rp

i)

N. H.—Tour

ing.

Instantly

attached to a table, it firmly

holds

ment, while ironing on the board.
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms

Dresses.

known.

Adapted to
and Fafamte

Ata very trifling cost it takes the place

Try one and

inventions

prove it.

heretofore

Price 75 cents.
;

tfa7

of

as

a

sample

of

Canada—Letter

Aand RrInvalids'
PIERCE,Hotel,M.D.Bulfulo,
ropa:

to Maine and severe iliness at Wil-

ron—=Sickness and death of Mr.Beede—Locates

in Portsmouth——Rise

of the F. B. Home

Mission

Society—Visits Whitefield’s tomb—-Organization of Rockingham Q. a
awmzs {rom dyspepsia—— Anti-Slavery character of the Morning
Star——Mr. C. G.. Finney’s Revival Lectures—
Geo. Thompson, the abolitionist——Confession ot
a Man

of

Pleasure——Attends N. H.

Society——N. H.

Yearly

cussion—=Ordination

Anti-slavery

Meeting——Slavery dis-

of Mr.

Eli

Noyes

as mis-

sionary to India——Trials in consequence of tem-

JStante principles—— Meetings and

sle of Shoals—Mr.Phillips

to India

Attends

the

buphism onthe

appointed

missionary

xeveral Conference

fth

———Resigas
his-ageney for-the— Book Concern:

Bl

N.H. Legislature refuses it an act of incorporation

ion account of its Anti-Slavery character——Vis
its Upper Canada——Resolutions for holy living

It will at once be seen‘that no Freewill
Baptist, who is loyally interested in his
own people, can afford to be without the
reading of these memoirs, especially as
they deal so largely with the early history

W aside Dis Pengary

N. Y.

of our denomination and cover so large a

territory. The book is a large sized. 12
mo., containing 516 pages, and may be
had at this office, postage paid, for
$1.10
per copy. Address,
;
Rev. 1. D. STEWART,
Dover, N. H.

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The figures below are CASH prices, and include
the postage on papers and books.
Morning Star,
“
"

Then El
mtircly ob ve,
Lan Ligh
care is re od
hey 0 rate without disturbance to the constitution, diet, or occupation.
For Jaundice, ¥eadache, Constipa on,
Impul
lood, Pain in the Shoulders, Tightness of the Ches
Dizziness, Sour Eructations from the Si
h, Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Bilious attacks, Pain in region
of Kidneys, Internal Fever, Bloated feeling about

Little
a

Stomach, Rush of Blood to Head, take Dr. Plerce’s

Pleasant Purgative- Pellets, In explanation of the
remedial power of these Purgative Pellets over so
great a variety of diseases, it may be sald that thelr
action upon the
animal economy is universal, not a
gland or tissue escaping their sanative Impress.

always fresh and reliable.” This 1s not the case with
Jus put up in cheap wooden or pasteboard boxes.
for all discases where a Laxative,
ive, or
Purgative, is indicated, these little Pellets will give
| the most
perfect satisfaction. Sold by druggists,
RV. prER( ‘I, M. D.. PROP'R, Worlds Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

profuse,

ant

to

Poisons.

few applications.

containing

no Sliong

or

atarrh Remedy and
Douche sold ‘by ara
R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Prop’n, World's D

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches

Schools,

Fire Alarms, Farms, ete.

FULLY

WARRANTED. = Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
:

ABBOTT'S LARGE

NEW

1yl

TYPE

(Illustrated)

TESTAMENT.

WITHNOTES,
is# splendid work for Agents
Nothing like it. All want it. Price $2.00.
Address H. S. GOODSPEED
& CO., New York or
Cincinnati, O,
S645

CHROMO, Gold-Border &c, 10¢. no 2 alike, or
|20 Cupid cards 10¢.
.

J.B.
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’
»
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Sabbath School Question Books.
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“

“

428

For Adults

“

For

20

Chil.

AreN sasavsasiviatssisivasassinssnnsarens
ROZIBLEY .cvveveressrsatacercnsratissasesnnnns

Ii vg
Jd1

“Per dOZ..cseseaninsiisiosssnssasnsane 1.08
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Life of G. T. Day....

Late of
Life of
Life of
Lile of
Noyes’s

David Marks.
Wm, Burr...
D.Jackson..
John Stevens..
Lectures on the Bible. .

1.10
“op
35
bi
1.00

savssiaee

Open and Close Communion...coveeeeeneiinn

It is mild and pleasdrags

25

Lesson Papers, Monthly, Adults or children
ve
4
50 or more, at rate of $6.00
“
“
.

35

3D
.20

Church Records............
History of Freewill Baptist

watery, thick

or caustic

Star..ceeevesssesscsnnancen eras esas Vina
*°
inclubs of ten or more, to one
AAATOBS ce eannssssetesrerntessensamesrese

Myrtle .cconsivsiinniniiiiinndevanisss ‘a
ee
*¢
clubs of ten or more, to one address..

Age

thelr virtues being thereby preserved unimpaired for
any length of tiwe, in any climate, so that they are

payment in advance......... $2.20
if not paid in advance....... 2.50

per hnndred for the year.
Psalmody, large, in Sheep,eeeeseririiccncnnns

does not impair he properties of these Pellets.
They are sugar-conted and inclosed in glass bottles,

"si

any ordinary board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the gar.

and

ofthe printing office of the Morning Star to Dover,

r
plaint”” only prt
experienced.
As a Femcdy fo!
Plerce’s Golden Medical
Dis
it effects perfect and radical cures.
.
In the cure of Bronchitis, Bevere Con,
and the
carly
stages of Consumption, it has astonished the
medical faculty, and eminent physicians pronounce
it the greatest medical discovery of the
‘While
it cures the severest a
it strengthens
thesystem
rifies the blood.

its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for

is a simple device for holding the board whileiron-

receive

Sutton and affecting address——Revival in New
Durham——Attends Holland Purchase Y. M.——
Attends seventh General Conference——Removal

By its
greatand thorough blood-purifying properthes, DrePieree's Golden Medical Di
all Humors, from the worst Se
“Blotchy, Pimple, or Eruption.
Mercurial disease,
Mineral Poisons, and their effects, are eradicated,
and vigorous health and a sound constitution established.
pelas, 8
eum, Fever Borde, Sealy
or
Rough Skin, in short, all diseases caused
by bad
blood, are conquered by this powerful, purifying, and
invigorating medicine.
:
Especially has it manifested its potency in curing
Tetter,
Rose Rash, Bo!
Qarbuneles,
Eyes,
Bcrofulous Sores and Sw
White Swellings,
Goltre or Thick Neck, and Enlarged
Glands,
If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sallow
color of skin, or yellowish-brown spots on face or
body, frequent headache or dizziness, bad taste in
rnal heat or chills gfternated with hot
irits, and gl
y
bodir
lar

Searand Invalids' Hotel, Bugalor No Ys

THE LAUNDRY JACK.

I will

on'Slavery—Discussion of Campbellism——Attends N. H. Yearly Meeting——Arrival. of Mr.

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

Lung and Throat Affections.

However,

.. Tour to New York and Upper

Head” by a

The astonishing success of this Elixir, and

free,

what this book is made up of, we insert a
portionof the table of contents for the
25th chapter :
:

DR. SAGE'S CATARRH REMEDY

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,

go

the rise of a Freewill Baptist Yearly
Meeting on the Ohio river and the trials.
that followed: that undertaking.
But we have no space to give even the
merest abstract of the details of Mr.

;

produces radical cures of the worst cases of Catarrh,
no matter of how long standing. The liquid remedy
may be snuffed, or better applied by the use of Dr.
PIERCE'S
Douche, This is the only form of instru=
ment yet invented with which fluid’ medicine can be
carried. HIGH UP and PERFECTLY APPLIED to all
agsages, and the chamrts of the affected nasal
ers or cavities communicating therewith, in which
sores and ulcers frequently exist, and from which
the catarrhal discharge generally proceeds. Its nse
is pl
t and easily unders
om
¢
anying each instrument. Dr. SAGES ; Caacto!
tarrh
Remedy cures recent attacks of “Cold in the

:

may

organization of the Huron Q. M.,

&

EXTRACT

you

nothing, and may blessings follow you.”
. Thus the lessons of truth, honor and
self-denial are instilled into the reader by
the relation of one incident after another
in the life of the boy-ptreacher, who began his intineracy when but fifteen years
of age and kept it up till the end of life.
Mr. Marks's first trip to Ohio, over
Lake Erie, treats of traveling in old times,
and whose interest increases as those
pioneer days recede in the past. . It isalso
in this chapter that we are told about the

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamJhiet which

trequently

Brown University. but to his great disappointment was informed
that tuition
would be given him, but there was no
provision for board and clothing. One
evening on his journey home, coming to a
toll bridge, all being silent, and without
having money enough to pay his expenses
home, he said to himself, ** You can climb
this gate, pass over the bridge without
harming it, and thus save a little that will
do you good without injury to any one,”
He did so. But he had not gone far when
conscience was too much for him. . He
returned, and trembling told his story to
the gate keeper, who opened the gate,
and laughing heartily replied, ** Ab, dear

kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.
*

or Sore

and

was kindly received by the President of

Burns
and Scalds. "5.2"
heat and pain it is unrivalled, and should be
Inflamed

weep,

express. much surprise upon
seeing a
child alone so far from home.”
In twelve
days the journey was completed, and he

mucous, purulent, offensive, etc.
In others, a dryness, dr watery, weak, or inflamed
eyes, stopping up, or obstruction, of the nasal passages, ringing in ears, deafness, hawking and coughing to clear the throat, ulcerations, scabs from ulcers,
- voice altered, nasal twang, olfensive breath, impaire
or total deprivation of sense of. smell and taste, dizziness, mental depression; loss of appetite, indigestion, enlarged tonsils, ticklin
cough, ete, Only a
few of these symptoms are likely to be present in any
case at one
time,

EI.IXITER

of all clumsy and expensive

cure.
Yours Truly.

Do

JAH

PULMO NARY

diseases,

Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ary of this place.

Throat. Soiled esirmaty as dioce

CATARRH

(DR.X. 6, WHITE'S

vigorous,

Address Drs. Starkey & Palen,

Sore

ed, in the early stagesof the diseases it wif

sometimes

which is being rapidly irtroduced in all
parts of the country. «This Treatise is sent
free.

and

SYMPTOMS, Frequent headache, discharge falling into throat,

and restoration which acts promptly and
surely.
Our Treatise
on ¢ Compound
Oxygen,” its nature, action, and results,
gives the amplest information in regard to
treatment

by Physicians of all schools with

& certaintyof success. For bleeding of the
itis invaluable. Our Nasaland Fee
[J]
es and anhalers are material
alds
in cases of internal bleeding.

Diphtheria

theréwith,

are toldby himself in a touching manner.
For instance, imagine a boy of thirteen,
fully decided in his own mind, an® at lust
gaining the sanction of his parents, that
the ministry should be his life-work. starting off from home along to foot it 368
miles to Providence where his parents
had the opinion he could be educated
freely, for they themselves were poor,
and in giving David his rime, were, really
giving him more than they could well
spare. .** My heavenly Father provided
me friends,” he writes. « Strangers, when
they learned the object of my journey,

SISTER LUCY A., wife of Rev. 8. S. Cady,

and active,
and capable of generating
more and more of the vital forces,
which
are life and health, offers an agent of help

this new

many circumstances connected

via, ine

or internal, it is always reMable,

and is used

The vividness

ot his early religious impressions,
his conversion and call to the gospel ministry,
his attempts. to get an education, and

E. M. COREY,

many

weary mouths, while in many
cases the
old vitality is never restored, and the patient sinks into a state of permanent in-

validism.

external

again

through

that of Rev. David Marks.

cured by the free use of the
No other medicine ‘will cure as
:
y
abet
or
chin

Hemorrhages.

He has taken the Morning Star

almost from its commencement, amd has always felt a special interest in. the upbuilding
and welfare of the Freewill Baptist denomination; had made himself life-member of some of
our Benevolent Societies; und now he has beYueatned fifty dollars to the Foreign, aud fifty
ollars to the Home Mission Societies; which
his executor, Mr. Dominicus Ricker, of Parsonsfield, will pay over to those societies at the
proper time.
He has reared np "quite a large
family ; among his sons is Rev. William R.
Thompson, a Baptist pastor of some church in
Massachusetts.
Bro, T. was well reconciled
and happy in his last sickness, and his hope ip
Christ was an anchor to the soul in the hour
of his death,
P. 8S. BURBANK.

80 slowly, that the period of convalescence

is

are s
Extract.
Quickly,

MARKS,

Among the most entertaining and profitable of Freewill Baptist biographies is

abc

wid

MARILLA

(Mrs. M. M. H, Hills.)

Goats in its various forms,

cured by: using Pond’s

Quarterly Meeting held in hisbarn,

years ago, I am told one hundred persons eat
at his table in a day. Their home hus been a
resting place for ministers.
Fifty-five years of
married life, a ball’ century of mother’s care,
and of Christian joy, and the Saviour has
taken our sister home.
© J. W. CARR.

MBS.

Neuralgia. fei stmmed
ars of the

muning with God, the reading of his Word,
the weekly visits of the Star enabled her to

After medicine has done its work of breaking the disease, and the physician leaves,
as he must, to nature the business of repair and restoration,he too often finds that

nature

this Birssing

For a number of years

triumph in Christ. In our morning devotions,
when visiting them, she always united with
us in prayer, praying especially for the conversion of her famity. God grant that moth-

panded within the past few years, at the
expense, we fear, of the health ¢f the pupil, to say nothing of the thoroughness in

Without, ei uly Sho Deng

when

the female teacher,$36.563. The aggregate
value of school property is $5,115,565.92.
There are now in the denominational colleges 951 students; the total number of
their graduates was 713.
;
’
Of cramming in the schools, The Baltimore Bulletin says, with good reason:
“ The curriculum of the average primary

Lib of Dard Mas,

a
N
Rheunmatism.
preparation 03

Bro.

from Hartford

past Sister Hall was deprived the privilege of
church association somewhat, yet daily com-

and grammar schools has been greatly ex-

MEMOIRS,

;

wii

RuTr H, HALL, wife of Winslow Hall, died
Washburn, Me.,Jun. 81,aged 79 years.

:

d

his widowed mother, bithers and sisters have
the sympathy of the entire community.
?
J. A. SUTTON,
and Sister. Hall

1

SE
| THE GREAT
:
PAIN DESTROYER AND SPECIFI¢
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISBASES
/
AND HEMORRHAGES.

WILLIAMS, died near

Morrow, Ohio, April 24, aged 25 years and 8

ers in the country districts was $38.45; of
female teachers, $25.33.
The salary of the
male teacher in the cities was $105.55; of

to discern

the kind of instruction best fitted to the
mental aptitudes of their children. They

should

For the excess over

this.county was new, and knew something of
pioneer lite.
Being blessed with quite a portion of this world’s goods, they were enabled
to assist.others less fortunate. A large family
of children was given them, and fifty years
passed before death entered the family circle.
Sister Hall was one of the number organized
into the first F'. B. church in Northern Aroostook, at Lyndon Center.
Both the ministers
assisting at the organization have gone over
the river,—~Bro. Stevens, of Springfield, and

7'imes criticises the extraor-

incapacity

Obituaries

Wisconsin has 4276 regular school districts and 1085 joint districts. The school
population is 478,692; the whole number
attending school last year was 297,602.
The number attending private schools was
25,682. There are eighty-five free high
schools in the State. The total receipts 'of
the year were $2,749,955.93, and the expenditures were $2,148,329.54. The average expense for each scholar was $7.24.
The average monthly salary of male teach-

Wife—Yes,

—.,S”o.

NOTICE.

in

in the shape of mute sarcasm.

UrsuLa.
Let's not have a subject of
conversation given out before
band
again.
Corton. Let's adjourn.

P.

PARTICULAR

BRIEF and for the public.

Boston.— Nashville ( Tenn.) American.

would care to have for friends, or even as

acquaintances. They are simply to satisfy the desire for the beautiful ; tosee them
is the satisfaction.
Orivia. And why not carry the thought
another step, and bring home the practical fact that should one have its ideal

169

- @bituaries.

of the

The sala-

the salaries
of the two is now only $2.95.
The official educational report says the
State university is very successful.
Fisk University has just received the
large sum of $50,000 in aid of jhe great
and vitally important work the institution
is doing for the education of the colered
people in the South.
The munificent gift

Boston.
blessed be foolishness, nevertheless; life | Bloomington, Illinois, has a female suUnder this
would hardly be worth the living without perintendent of the schools.
lady's management
the school work has
it, would it?
However, I will resume
greatly improved, parents have taken a
my reporting :
new and strong interest in it, and the
Orivia. What is to be the tenor of the percentage of tardiness has during the
past year decreased amazingly,
talk this evening ?

Corton.

Only

eleven per cent.

EDUCATIONAL.

In the evening of the same aflernoon, a
more formal conversation awaited us, as
the subject had been previously announced.
* The lllusory Power of Beauty,”
was one worthy of place in a select school
of summer philosophy,
was it not? This is
the great advantage of a picked company;

per cent.

school population is enrolled.

‘With the beryl beam of the broken wave;
He dung in pebbles well to hear
The moment’s music which they gave.

:
*

"THE MORNING’ STAR, MAY 14, 1879,

Beauty chased he everywhere,

can not now know what it ig, but we exalt

in the fact that it is.”

i

number of different congregations, this
one face will be found, the sum of which

+o

BY

a

He smote the lake to feed his eye

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
about your work.

i

Nassau,
4116

31

Church Member's BoOK.seesssariaienssnnanse
Thoughts upon Thought..eeceviisiivaranans,

28
(15)

Tracts, Denominational, 4 pages, dozen.....

08

“

The above-named books are sold by the dozen
at 20 per cent. discount fiom the retail price.
I. D. STEWART, Agent,
over, N. H.

D. LOTHROP

& CO., 32 Franklin

St., Boston,

Mass ; PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich, and
FAIRBANKS & CO.. 46 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

1879.

REGISTER.

The Register for 1879 is now ready

1879
for

delivery.

In addition to ail the matter heretofore
found
in
the Register, the Memoranda blanks are now partially filled by cronological dates of denomination-

al events.

Price same as formerly,

Single copy, including postage,

.
By the dozen,
including postage,
i
“

-

Ere
96
1.08

7.00
os
4s.
=
+
Bythehundred,
= 8.00
«
including postage,
*
“
Send orders to REV. I. D. STEWART,
:
Dover, N. H.
A= Money will be refunded if more are ordered
than can be sold, when the br lance isreturned.

w
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Lord & Taylor
\

none of us have Seo a sick day since and I

want to say to all poor men, you can keep your
families well & year
Hop Bitters for less
than one doctor's visit will cost, I know it. A

OURRENT EVENTS.

Workingman.”

Wednesday

and closed by decliningto be

a

Congressional.

night,

candidate

for governor of Ohio.
He said: ‘‘I propose to stick to my present place until the
question of resumption is settled beyond

a doubt.

I want

that my

to

convince everybody

experiment

of

resumption

is

a

success, that we can resume, that the
United States is not bound to have its
notes hawked about at a discount, but that
notes of the United States may travel

about

the world,

everywhere

received

equal to gold coin and as good as any ever
issued by any nation, either in ancient or
modern times.”
A notable itenf of the report at the an-

HEALTH AND REMEDIES,

from the Republican

side and rejected by a strictly party

vote, the

ides being thus to commit the Democrats as to
the real meaning of their bill. - The legislative
‘appropriation bill of the House was reported
back to the Senate, with amendments,—-The
principal matter of interest in the Senate,
Wednesday, was the passage of the resolution
to inquire into the Kellogg-Spofford contested

FOR HOARSENESS.

Horseradish

will afford instantaneous reliefin most obstinate cases of hoarseness. The root, of course,
possesses thé most virtue, though the leaves

are good till they dry, when

Sigh article of diet is buttermilk.
In buttermilk the casein of milk is coagulated and brok-

be given up absolutely and at once.

A

cases the stomach’s work should be made easier by a diet consisting of eggs, milk, starchy
vegetables, stewed
fruits and a little butter,

of the

Society

during

sixty-three

years

amount to 36,052,169 copies; 445,034 families were visited during the year,

in the Senate, Friday, but not until Mr. Edmunds had made an argument of great length
and minuteness upon the legal bearings of the
measure, and—although it was expected the
vote would immediately follow—Mr. Chandler,
stirred to a state of great excitement, had made

a speech which nearly

provoked: the Southern

number of ministers in the society, in
thirty-four States, is 946. The following
named officers were chosen: President—
Rev. Dr. Theodore D. Woolsey; Treasurer—Rev. A. H. Clapp; Secretaries—Rev.
Messrs. David B. Coe, Harry M. Storrs
and William H. Smith.

Democrats to respond in violation of the ciucus agreement to act on the bill without debate.
The vote was strictly partisan. The legislative
appropriation bill was taken up, and will be
giscustod Saturday. Jn the House no measure of
mportance was acted upon, the session being
mainly devoted to the consideration of Mr.
Warner's silver bill.——In the Senate, on Saturay, the legislative appropriation bill was
discussed.
The principal speech was made by
Mr. Hill, of Georgia, and some points of his
remarks called outa vigorous answer from
Mr. Chandler.
In the House, the Warner silver bill was debated at some length, and a few
bills of minor importance were acted upon.

' The will of the late

President.

At the annual meeting of the American
Home Missionary Society, in ' New York,
the treasurer’s report shows receipts
of
© $273,691, and expenditures of $260,330,
leaving $6,786 still due missionaries.
The

Robert Means

Ma-

son, of Boston, has been probated at Newport, R. I. Heleaves $50,000 to the Boston provident association;

$25,000

to

the

trustees of the
Episcopal
theological
school at Cambridge, the income of $5,000
to be used in keeping St. John’s Memorial
church
$20,000

in repair, and the income
for the school:
$10,000 to

of
the

church for orphans and destitute children
at
Boston, organized
by his brother
Charles; $5,000 for free beds in the Massachusetts general hospital,
and
Rev. Dr. H. B. Whipple, bishop
sota.

$5,000 to
of Minne-

Dennis Kearney sees great results from
the new constitution which California has
Just adopted: ¢“ I am asked what will be

‘The military interference bild has gone

to the

1‘

Miscellaneous.

Robert Browning is 66 years old.

Texas has 1,300 miles of railroad.
Mark Twain is writing a book in Paris.

Leadville, Colarado, is 10,400 feet above
sea.
.

the

Boston decreased its debt from $42,457,022 to
$42,359,816 last year,
The eyesight of Robert Toombs, of Georgia,
is said to be rapidly failing.
:

Congressman Newbury, of Detroit, Mich.,
has an annual income of $250,000.
Gen. Pope has been selected to deliver the

the effect of yesterday’s election? In an-swer I will say that new industries will be
prosecuted.
The people will become pros-

annua! address to the cadets at West Point.
The Pope has decided that the participation
of Catholics in the Italian elections is lawful.
The New Hampshire State Prison is entirely
self-supporting.
:
:
3
Garibaldi, the Italian patriot, is worse, and
his physicians have prohibited visitors.

perous, labor will be emancipated, and the

Representative Bragg, of Wisconsin, will de-

unthinking majority, as we are

do it.

styled, will

The Chinese must go,

and-water’

Beecher must go,

the * breadthe

scream-

ing Talmage must go, the lecherous bondholders must go; Sherman, Shylock, Syadicate & Co. must go, as neither can exist
under the new order of things.”
General Grant’s departure from Lucknow was exceedingly stately. A long line
of big elephants were stationed along the
railway track near the

fired off a royal

station,

salute,

was drawn up

facing

a
the

a battery

military

guard

station,

and

a

-band played ‘one of our national airs,
while the British officers and civilians
stood with uncovered heads.
A correspondent writing from Barten,
Kansas, on the line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R., under date of May
1, says: ‘ A destructive hail-storm swept
over these plains, April 30, cutting to the
groun
vast fields
d of wheat,

rye, oats

and

corn, and ruining our large, young orchard. = Where but yesterday morning
orchard and plain were blooming in ail
their beauty,

there is now only

of
of desolation.
$500.

one

scene

Qur; loss alone is bik
upwards

Some of us might call it a plain, common-sense. fact instead of a ‘ curious”
one revealed by the Charleston News &
Courier: ** Curiously enough, there is a
steady flow of colored people from other
counties to Beaufort county,
the only
county in this state which the Democrats
did not carry at the last election.”

Our anti-army Congressmen could ind

missionary ground in any European
ernment.
Take France,for instance.

govThe

total number of men that will be called out
this year to do

military

service

country is put down at 796,140,

in that
thus

dis-

tributed over the three branches of the
«service: The active army,479,100; reserve,
144,570; territorial army, 118,000.
‘Barne’s Educational Monthly complains
that
teachers
are not
self-asserting
«<nough. Look at the machinery by which

our city schools, especially,

are run,

and

what chance is there for. individuality

teachers? When lawyers and doctors

in

and

“ministers are compelled to conform to one

set of mechanical rules instituted and enforced by supervisors then we shall find
self-assertion departing from those professions, also.

:
Latest

The

President

(Monday)
«nce bill.

:

News.

will probably

send

to-day

his veto -of the military interferThe document is nearly completed.

liver the Decoration-day address at Antietam,
this year.
;
The late William B. Howes, of Beverly, left
$150,000 to the Boston Atheneum for library
purposes,
:

Maggie McCoy, of Pittsburg, Pa., hung herself, Thursday, being the sixth suicide in that
city within 68 hours.
The receipts for duties at the Boston eustomhouse last month were $1,428,358, a gain of
$260,307 on April, 1878.
The American sculptor, William W. Story,
now in Rome, has just completed a clay model
for a statue of Sardanapalus.
A new silk factory is being established at

Montreal,

President to use the militia, the army and the
navy:in enforeing laws and preserving peace;

and that this aet is a curtailment of the power
of the national government, and that its ten«lency is to strengthen state sovereignty at
expense of the general government.
It is believed that the Democrats, on receipt of the

Weto,y will agreetop Sxiend fhe 3 Propriutions

year unbil J Gary an
en
adjourn
rowing the whole question ed the
“Three

disastrous

fires oc-

eri gities on Saturday. Three
re burned in St.
Louis, the
,000;

a warehouse,

dings and freight in tranin Hast
Louis, the loss
,000; and the proprietors of a
in Chieago estimate their
lo
t $
—
. Sxcitement in San
Franeiseo over
option
e new conatitition hes subidag as
siness men and

capitalists
are preparing to adapt themselves

ee
e

ata ition, of sfuirs, Almost

:
s on
interpretation o
hing
depend the Legislature and judiciary, and an effort will be made to elect the
Res men in the State at the September election.

:

:

:

Poverty and

H“Iwasd

:
Suffering.

down with

debt,

poverty

will employ 150 bands

and

use 300 pounds of silk a week.
At a fire, Thursday night, at Gshawa, Ont.,
the Cabinet company’s warehouse was destroy-

ed, with the whole
$35,000.
.
Four

cases

of

stock stored
small-pox

were

there.

Loss,

discovered

Wednesday,in New York tenement houses.

« The Mich. . legislature has appropriated $12,
000 for the purpose of opening a girls’ agricultaral college.
* The next meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science will be
held at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., beginning
August

1 Pog

age

ot

-

Mr. Matthew Baird, the, locometive builder
of Philadelphia, who died recently,

left an es-

tate which has been appraised at
$4,156,000.
‘President White will’ occupy, at Berlin the
residence fn’ which bis two’ predeeessors, Mr.

Bancroft Davis and Mr. Bayard Taylor, lived.
The Pennsylvania
- House resolution to appoint a committee to receive Gen. Grant at

San Francisco was adopted by the Semate, Friday, by a party vote.
.
Penny subscriptions are coming in from all
parts of Great Britian and Ireland to buy a
Id laurel wreath, worth $1,200, for
presenta-

I

oT Beatie,

$1,200, for pre

. Lager
returns from California show that the
vpw
E0nstitution was adopted by a majority of
from 6,000 to 10,000. The farmers seem to
have voted almost solidly for 1t.
Late London papers report ‘the serious ill
ness of Mrs. Charles Dickens, the widow of

the eminent novelist, and little hope is enter-tained of her recovery.
Several houses were struck by lightning
throughout Minnesota, Saturday, the most important, being the custom-house at Pembina
on the Canadian border, which was destroyed.
The records, however, were saved.

Hillsdale

College.

We clip the following items from the Herald
of May 1:
Prof. Dunn lectures before the Bible Society
at Coldwater, next week,——Prof. Dunn lectured last Thursday week, before the 8. 8. institute at Hanover, Mich, . The Professor delivers

an address before the State Y. M. C. A.at Albion on ¢ The Dangers and Temptations of the
Young Men of To-day,” this evening.——Class

0, of the F. B. Sanday-school and the Literary

Adelphi society of college hill will

give asup-

per at the college dining ball on
Wednesday
evening next.——Mrs. D. W. Perry leads the
teachers’ class in the lesson for the following
Sabbath, on Friday evening.——President Dur-

giw’s Sunday morning sermon wlll bes given
with special reference to the death of Mrs. Prof.
Mavek.—The Sunday-school concert of the
F. B. church has been postponed to Sunday
evening, May 11. Let the seholars be encouraged py a large
attendance.——The attendance

at the

F. B.

Sunday-scheel on Sunday,

20, was 176—the- gt

number Dreson

April

by

five, of any Sabbath during the year. This is
surely no uncertain sign.——The Ida Phillips
mission society held their election to-day. The
officers for the next four months are as follows,
President, Emilie Barnes; vice-President, Jessie Mansfield; recording secretary, Claudia
Betts; treasurer, Lucy Sayles; corresponding
secretary, Agnes McKee,” The day seems peculiarly appropriate, us it is the day on which

the Bible school is opened at Midnapore.

them no good.

Nor are these all the items in a single week's
issue of the Herald which go to show how

1 was completely discouraged,

until.one year ago, by the advice of my Jrsior,
"I procured Hop Bitters and commenced
their closely and happily Hillsdale College is identiuse, and in one month we were all well, and ' fied with denominational work and life.
0

LARD.—The market continues quiet. with sales
of Western steam at 6);¢c, and City at 6 @ 6X ¥
Ib. Kettle rendered is selling av 7 @ 7X of¥ 1b.

‘In

Kansas

we fatten our purp

9c

on the

cobs. for stove-wood
thus in our prairie
meet {ineat Tov. IN
has a little gourd of
Line.

will

continue

Colony depot, Boston, at 6p. M.,
Brooklyn and western pasengers

ferred across the channel free.
limited ticket,

and New York,

TEMS

is only

$1.50

The

fair, by

The

Boston

Feels

Young

acres of land, —N\.

BEST COW FOR SMALL FARMS.
Our opinion, and also that of the principal dairymen of
the country, is that the Jersey scommonly calls
ed Alderney, is above all others the best cow.
They are easily kept, very docile—a point not
to be overlooked—and beautiful; give milk of
superior richness, from which is produced
finely colored, solid hutter, having an equal
texture and flavor.
Butter made from such
a dry, not cold, cellar, without the use of ice,
and when taken out was in a hard firm condition, and was then sold 12to 18 cents per
ponnd higher than the best ordinary butter.

—Live Stock Record.

PUProe

HORSE NOTES.
CARBOLIC ATID INTHE HORSE STABLE.
From
a desire to contribute to the valuable
columns from which I have often derived con.
siderable help, I venture to sing the praises
of that vile-smelling compound, carbolic acid,
Accidentally I have discovered that nothing I
have used equals it for removing stable-stains

Reduce

with about forty times its bulk
apply
with a sponge, a

rubbing well,
three

Ifthe stains

applications

once using

may

be

of

are

the. acid

water ‘and
or a brush,

old,

two

necessary;

or

but

will remove all fresh discolorations.

Carbolized
water is also a cure for the dryscald, from which some horses suffer.
Use it
also for washing your horses’ legs, feet and
fetlocks if you wish to prevent the sqgatches.

N. Y.

Tribune.

forand

the heel raised,
on ir the foot be lifted from the
ground and the weight taken from it, disease
°« Ishderness maybe suspected.— Rural New

orker.

i

>
-o
>

“THIS
AND

.

'

THAT.

is clear; the reason .of whieh is that

the

earth

cools faster under aclear sky than when hung
over with

dense

clouds, ‘which

vrevent

the

radiation of the heat. “Wind also prevents the
deposition of dew, because the air in contact
with the earth is constantly changed, so that
the temperature does not fall sufficiently low.
Am. Cultivator.
J
At the late meeting of the British Associa,
tion Dr. Muirhead made a communication on
* left-handedness.” He thought it depended
upon which half of the brain took the lead.
Left handedness once begun in a family was
likely to run in it. It was a curious fact that
left handed people had the left foot one-third

to one-eight
of an inch longer than the right.

—Medical and Surgical
Report.
The price of unimproved wild land in Aroostook County, Me., varies from one
to five

dollars an acre.

In Island Falls, twenty-six

miles southwest 6f Houlton, there is, or was recently, no less then 600 acres of excellent land

for sale at $1.50 per acre, cash down, or nearly so.
Washburne contains 700 acres of
very good Jand, and offers it to settlers at $1.50
er acre. In Limestone there is some good
and, less then ten miles from a railroad station that can be bought for $1.00 per acre.
The Washington Star says: * A remarkable
corn-cob, more than a’ foot long and of the

that is new and beautiful.

DRESS

PACKAGE.

Package

|

grade to be found in a first.class establishment.

OF

This

THOUSANDS.

Contains

IN

Fourteen

much

QUARTS

The choice brands of bakers’Minne-

to take VEGETINE,

a more active

ties, but could not spare the money.
VEGETINE
put up in this

very little change has taken place, although the
feeling 18 better for all kinds, with the prospect of
trade.

The

limit:d

demand

from

the Provinces interferes with the sale of low grade,
and colnmon extras are difficult to place.
SPRING WHEATS.

within the reach of all.
yourself you can, from

superfin@..coeeeieivancnss PRE.

Cominen exXtras..ceoeeieevesasrnans

ol

taining

WisCon8ine.euaenne
Minnesota, bakers
Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy..... Fo

the

ETINE.

5 75

and

to

take

several
form

ROOTS

BOTTLES

Thousands

will

selves of this opportunity,

who

and

gladly
have

the

effect a cure, giving tone and strength

Oat Meal.fancy brands......cceeueua.en. F
Buckwheat, # 100 Ibs «5c coieiniinnnnnnaa, Bee

tem debilitated

by disease. - Its

to

the

wonderful

upon coniplaints named on this

CoRN.—The receipts of Corn for the week have
been 304,450 bu, and the exports for the same 358,369 bu.
During the pasi two weeks 725,1vl bu of

Corn have been exported,

the largest

we have ever had to notice from
market has been quite steady and

and the large shipments have materially reduced
the stock in elevators.

The

sales

of mixed

THE
BLOOD

and

sales have been.at 39 @ 40c for No 1 and extra
white, some very choice 4s high as 12c; 36 @ 3s¢
for No 2 waite; and 36 a 37c# bu for No 8 white
and No 2 mixed.
The market closes very firm.
RYE .—The market is quiet and the sales have
been in small lots at 62 @ 65¢ ¥ bu.
>,FEED.—There has been a fair demand for Shorts,

Our goods are all first-class, We fill all
ers exactly and to she Interest of pur.
chasers, guarantee all purchases to be satin.
factery to huyers, and stond ready to remedy
all errors,
e vite orders, convinced that
a first trial will insure us the regular custom

sys-

hereafier,

large, and as the quality

is not

such

as

want to hold, though somewhat better than a week
ago, the disposition is to clear up at any reason:
.able price that buyers are willing to give. The
sales of choice New York dairy Jots have been at
14@ 15¢, and choice Vefmont at 15 @ 16¢c # 1b, but
only strictly choice will command the outside fig.
ures at the close.
Fair to good lots have moved
off slowly at 10 @ 12¢, and buyers are indifferent

about taking any kind under ¢hoice except at very
low prices. Creameries nave been selling yt 17 @
19¢ # 1b, but buyers are not willing to tagé much
at the top price, as they look for still lower rates
when grass-made dairy lots begin to come in.
Some reliable marks of choice Western dairy
‘packed have been selling at13 @ 14c # Ib, any
ladle packed at 13c # 1b, but these are fall prices,
and may

not be sustained.

* Broadway andTwentieth St.
Grand, Chrystie, and Forsyth, N.Y.

GREAT
PURIFIER.

YELLOW

oe

R. STEVENS,

464 Broadway, Boston, Mass.
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

deslers

.

Are a symptom of Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint.

or Gent

i

that

sends

us

their address will receive something of great
value free by mail.
ly about two hundred
left. M. YOUNG, 173 Greenwich St., N. Y.
:
34151
V ARIETY PATTERNS. To any one send.
ing me 25 cts., I will send

them,

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

BITTERS

post-paid, 1

Doz. Variety Patterns for both useful and ornamental work. Address Mrs. R. Hanaford, Under.
hill Center, Vt.

will cure the disease and re-}§
move yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted to cure.

For most of the West.

ern commg in 12¢ @ 1b is a top pre, and common
quality runs down to 6 @ 8c.
e market closes
unsettled, with a large supply and a tarther dowaward tendency.

CHEESE.—Fine
grades are firmer, owing to their
scarcity, but the demand is moderate and we hear
of no sales of consequence fo the trade over 7 @
7% ¥ 1b. For fancy marks, holders are getting 7%
@ t¢ ¥ Ib in & small way but 734¢ is still a top
price for lots as they. arrive. Fair to good lots are
selling at 5 @ 6c # 1b, and common grades range
|} ower. The receipts of new Cheese
continue small,
and sot of sufficient importance to establish quoons.

sales of Eastern

at 12

"@ 123;

Northern at 12c; and Western at 11 @ 11Xc ¥ doz.

Receipts of P. E. Island by steamer sold mostly at
12¢ ¥ dozen. There is a fair Supply at the close.

BEANS.—There is a firmer feeling

for Pea, with

sales of choice at $1 40.@ $145, and fair to yo00d at
$130 @ $135 ¥ bu. Strictly choice are not plentifol and sells more readily than the lower
grades.
Mediums are steady at $130 @ $135
ho for
choice, but only strictly choice lots command the
outside price. Yellow Eyes continuein light supply, and readily command $1 70 @ $1 85% bu, with
some extra lots at $1 904 bu. Red Kidneys are
scarce and command full Jhices.
POTATOES. —The market for Potatoes has taken
a stronger turn, owing to light receipts,and prices

are about 5¢ @ bu higher than last week, with a
good demand. Rose are in very short supply,
and choice Mame Central and Houlton 1 04
readily commands §1 20. while Northen are selling

at $110 @ $115 @ bu.

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.
AGENTS

ROSE
S
SES

our THE B

MAPLE

tion.

Pa

Wh

THE

Orators—his powers ever a

his example always an inspira-

The incarnation

of
al energy, the imperlife
vive
idly and rapidly that its record reads like a so novel.
with the hero Moving he if endowed with more
than mortal
o
nd for Circular and terms.
Address P.
W. ZIEGLER & Co., 1000 Arch St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.

|

at
ces, 5
endid Vi
choice, all labeled, for oh 12
r
for $43 35 for 853
75 for $1

$3;
ha 0019 forTor 612!

el
—
HoeEanty Finest Sorts. adatess
ove
» THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.,
88
‘West Grove, Chicster Co., Pa.

Pe

2t19,2tju

A YEAR and expenses to

$111
aine,

Free. Address P.
:

agents.

0. VICKE
g

Outfit’

y Augusta,
f¥io

VALUABLE INFORMATION re:

POTATOES

Leows

Jacksons are in lar zer sup-

NURSERY STOCK.

Choicest and hardiest varieties grown in New | England. Arple, Pear, Peach, Plum and Cherry
trees. : Small
its, Evergreen, Shrubs and Roses
Ja specialty. New and standard varieties of Straw.
berries, Raspberries
and Blackberries; hardy

¥

crate. Natives are quiet at $t @ $4 50 ¢ bbl.
GREEN APPLES. —The market
is quiet and
steady, with sales of choice at $2 @ $225 ¢ bbl, in

lots as they

source of wonder,

:

P

26

FOR

sonation of all enthusiasm, he made a

ply than other kinds, but goo stock sells quickly
at 95¢ @ $1 ¥ bu, and extra stock is held at. $1 05.
Prolifics and Seedlings are in
good demand and
well sold up at $105 @ $110 # bu. Peerless and
Garnet are selling at $i @ $1 05 ¥ bu.
ONIONS.,—There has been a faire demand for

arrive.

Grape
grown

Sui

SYRUP.—Sugar has been in
and,
ith sales of chcice cakes at
10 & llc, and
tubs and pailsjat at 8c # 1b. &
continues gull,and it 3 Philehn to get over 70c Pal
for be
*
hoice Northern and East.
moderate d

The Prince of Pulpit

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO’S

}

WANTED

LIFE Whitefield

13theow

EGGs.—There has been a fairly steady market |

for Eggs, with

*

All orders for Goods to be accom
fed hy
the money; or, Yehete pulties wish,
Goods will
he sent by express, C.
0. D.
here the remit
tance is too large, we always return the dif
ference.

sur-

Sole Propietor of Vegetine.

Fine Feed and Middlings, with sales at $15 ¥ ton.
BUTTER.—There has
been a slow and unsatisfactory market during the week, and it is difficult
to give reliable quotations. Receipts have been

SHOES.

oar

of
to

PREPARED BY

H.

AND

Infants’ shoes, all colors. 9.25,
Bors’ and Youths’ French calf button boots, 82.75, and
a good, durable laced shoe, $1.85,

prising to all.
Many have been cured by the
VEGETINE who have tried many other remedies. It can well be called

shipments

this port.
The
firm for Corn ’

Goods,

shoes from $2 to $5; fine quality shippers from $1.25 to
$2.50; Misses’ best pebble goat, worked
button holes, £2;
Children's hand made, spring heel, button boots $1.00;

effects

package are

Furnishing

For spring and summer, for Ladies, Misses. and Chil
dren. Cloth top, low button-shoes.
the novelty of the
season, $4.50; genuine kid walking boots, £3.75.
Low

conven.

Oat Meal, Western....... Vases sasuvas “ee

rarest, and most unique French novelties

BOOTS

them.

For eradicating the system of all impurities
the blood, it has no equal. Ithas never failed

?

Every possible requisite for a gentleman's outfit. First.
class ol
ar
grades of goods at our usual! reason
able Prices. Quality, style, and fit the prominent features
ol this departinent.

VEG-

Full Directions in Every Package.

saustactory.

Gents’

iences te make the medicine.

‘Corn Meal, ¥ bbl.........
Rye FIOUr.ovausaaiaiiead
ai iii

the

Af) the choice grades, containing every color and shade
kuown.
Fresh additions daily.
.

bot-

Patents, common to good. .vuvennnin..., 5
Ohio... ~
Michigan
Indiana.
Illinois...
St. Louis
Southern, family.

more

The largest,

HERBS,
avail

represent

Hosiery, Gloves,& Handkerchiefs.

comes

ofthe liquid

always

. in the eity.
iso, the medium rhdes of hose for ladies
and children at very moderate prices.
Ladie«’, misses’, and children’s kid, cloth, and Lisle
*Thread Gloves of the best manufacture, in all the newest
shades to match any dress maternal.
A superior selection of plain hemmed linen, and all
linen hemsttched, and scolloned Handkerchiefs. Also,
embroidered Silk Handkerchiefs unsurpassed in beauty
or color.

By making the medicine
a 30.cent package, con-

BARKS,

make THREE

WINTER WHEALS,
Patents, ChoIGe. .coceeeceserasrisnsnes.

after

the BARKS,
ROOTS
AND
HERBS
are
steeped.
The process is simple, and it can be
made as easily as a cup of tea or coffee.
I have
hadgm great many calls for VEGETINE
in
POWDER FORM from persons who wanted

sota are also held 25¢ ¥ bbl higher, but in Patents

and

Superb assortmentof fine Prench hand-made UNDER.
WEAR, comprising every requisite for a lady's wardrobe.
Also, children’s suits for every age and size.
Our Infants’ Furnishing Department is thoroughly
equipped.
Complete Wardrobes as low as 835; better
goods in proportion. Any article in the Wardrobe at list
price; really cheaper than the home-made article, and

FORM.

TWO

& COSTUMES,

Ladies’ & Children's Undergarments,

The same that I make in liquid form and put up
in bottles. Each package will make in quantity
THREE
BOTTLES
OF
VEGETINE
or some over

shows

Our SUITS and COSTUMES fully sustaib that pre.emi-

nence so justly established,
latest styles and tashions

Produce

LIQUID,

maintains
its supremacy,
and

SUITS

HERBS AND BARKS,
OR

POWDER

department

the best productions trom the European centres.
Our Cloaks and Sacques are cut and made by men
tailors, therefore style and fit are guaranteed.

Different

ROOTS,

’

SHAWLS, CLOAKS, AND WRAPS.

Form,

WANTS

GOODS.

Novelties in Cachemeres, Suitings, Debeiges, and the
standard cloths, in splendid variety. Also, “Anderson's”
Beotch Zephyrs, printed cottor Dress Goods, Momie
Cloths, Cotelines, Percales, Cheviots, &c., with every

VEGETINE

Bermuda, with sales in lots from vessel at $160

Night dews are most copious when ‘the sky

THE

OAT8.—The receipts of Oats have been 47,100 bu.
The market is quite firm for Oats and a farther
advance of 1 @ 1c ¥ bu has been obtained. The

PRESERVING SHEEP FROM DoGs.
Let me
publish to the sheep raising world a remedy
against the destruction of sheep by dogs which
was given me a short time since by a highly
respectable and valued friend, hygniself an extensive wool-grower.
It consists simply
in.
placing on one sheep in every ten of the flock
a bell of the usual size for sheep.
The instinct
of the dog prompts him to do all his acts in a
sly, stealtlly munner; his attacks upon sheep
are most frequently made at night while ‘they
are at rest, and the simultaneous jingling of
all the bells strikes terror to the
ogs; they
turn their tails and leave, fearing the noise of
the bells will lead to their exposure.
The
ratio of bells may be made to vary according to
the size of the flock.— Richmond Whig.

from light-colored horses.

This

2 mixed for export at 46};¢ ¥ bu, on track at ‘East

N

In SUMMER SILKS and FOULARDS we have everything

FOR

A

EVERY

YARD WARRANTED,
In COLORED SILKS our well-selected stock is offered
at prices that cannot be undersold.
Al
COLORED AND BLACK SI
DAMASSES, émbracing
the rarest gems of
European or
American
Markets.

Form,

In Powder

have been at 46}; @ 47):c; extra yellow at
in 48yellow
@ 48)¢c, and steamer at 46c ¥bu. We quote No

placed

CTS,

WILL MEET

have been able to realize from 12:5 a 25¢ # bbl advance on the current rates of last week for desir-

Western

Herbs

VEGETINE,

up close,and desirable lots difficult to find. Supplies
are not only quiet reduced, but prospective re.
ceipts are also quite small. Holders in consequence

SEWAGE AS A FERTILIZER.
Mr. Alexander
Aird, a Scotchman, began seven years ugo to
utilize the sewage of the city. of Dantzic
by irrigating with it certain barrens in the
neighborhood of the. city.
The crops he has
raised on this land have been unusually large;
for instance,
he bas raised sixteen and one
half tons of potatoes to the sere, and he consids
ers the undertaking
such a success that he
has lately contracted with the muncipal authorities of Breslau, a city of about two hundred
and fifty thousand inhabitants, to remove its
sewage during the twelve years, and with it
he intends to irrigate and enrich for his own

milk hus been known to keep when

50

confined to 'winter wheats,stocks of which are gold

FARM TOPICS.

Our BLACK SILKS contain the well-known brands of
Ronnet, Ponson, Tapissier, Guinet, Girard, Md other
equally
prominent manufacturers.
The Lord & Taylor
F MIL
SILK Shjors a) reputation for universal excel.
lence that is unsurpas
;
Our American Cachemire INDESTRUCTIBLE BLACK
SILK justly claims earnest attention, being tqualty the

VEGETINE IS MADE

SOLD

Report.
SATURDAY, May 10.
Re) rted by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.—There is a better feeling in the Flour
market,but the improvement is almost exclusively

able brands.

SILKS.

and

In Powder

THE MARKETS.

S404
>

REQUIREMENTS Op
APTE D TO THE
H
THE PUBLIC OR
AT PRICES 8 80
NECESSITIES OF ECONOMICAL SHOPPING.

Again.

RA

Boston

HAVE. Wi DIAbLAY TAN pit Ani NO orPERIODR

best of forelen manufacture at half the cost.

FROM WHICH

and boys’ clothing in New England.

Home: ** While it may not be judicious for the
aged and those of limited vital powers todress
or undress in cold rooms, so cold as to cause
suffering, it is undesirable to sleep in a warm
room,or such a room: as would be comfortable during the day.
Such warmth of the air
breathed is always more or less debilitating,
directly from its unnatural warmth, and also
from the fact that such rarefied air does not
contain the needful oxygen at each imspiration,to effect in the best possible manner the
wonderful changes in the body intended during
this period of rest, recuperation and transformation.”
:

NEW DRY GOODS.

IT.

Roots,

|

Opening Spring Display

THOUSANDS

Barks,

———

NEW _YORK.

VEGETINE.

to

daily, and
are trans-

between

OF

WANT

escent

a restless body to quiet and repose.—Journal
of Chemistry,
;
DRr..J. H. HANAFORD says inthe Hearth and

profit about three thousand
Y. Herald.

1b.

THOUSANDS,

¢ My Mother wus afllicted a long time with
neuralgia and a du)l heavy
inactive
condition
of the whole system, headache, nervous
proswith stale bread.—Medical Record.
tration, and was almost helpless.
No physiSIMPLE SOPORIFICS. In the New York State ‘cians or medicine did her any good.
Three
icnebriate asylum, a glass of milk is frequent- months ago she began to use Hop Bitters, with
such good effect that she seems and feels young
ly administered at bed-time to produce sleep, again, although over 70 years old. © We think
and the result is often satisfactory without the here is no other medicine fit to use in the
use of medicine.
Medicine, there, is sometimes amily,”—A lady,in Providence, R. I.
>
prescribed
in milk. It has
been recently
stated in the medical journals that lactic acid From Alonzo S, Wood, Publisher of Zion's Herald,
has the effect of promoting sleep by acting as a
36 Browjield street, Boston.
sedative,
As this acid may be produced in
Dr. Frank W. Kinsman —Dear Sir: Several botthe
alimentary canal after the ingestion of tles of your ** ddamson's Botanic Cough Balsam”
milk,can this be an explanation of the action of
milk on the
nervous system when
it is have been used in our family with the most gratishaky” after a long-conlinued excessive use fying results. We esteem it one of the best mediA.S. WEED.
of alcoholic drink ? Sugar, also, is capable of cines for coughs and colds,
ern
being converted in the stomach, in certain
morbid conditions, into lactic acid, and a
It costs nothing to send to Oak Hall, Boston, and
lump. of sugar allowed to dissolve in the
receive sample cards of the finest stock of men's
mouth on going to bed will frequently soothe

~

¥

line of steamers
Trains leave the Old

that cross the Sound.

In all

naturally posed.
Ifone foot be thrown
ward, and the toe Pointing to the ground

Fducational.

and suffering for years, caused: by a sick fam-

ily and large bills for doctoring which did

contains a good deal of carboaic acid.

How 10 BUY A HORSE.
An intending purchaser should have the horse brought out before him and watch the animal as he stands at
rest. If the owner is continually starting the
George Eliot has lately fallen into a state of
horse into motion, and urging him to “ show
such indifferent health that she is unfit for
off,” something may be suspected, because it
much intellectual labor, and her medical adis when the horse is at perfect rest that his
vizers are dubious as to the propriety of her ‘weak points are divulged.
If he be sound, he
resuming the writing of fiction for several
will stand square on his limbs, without movyears.
ing any one of thew, the féet being
placed flat
spon the ground, and all his legs plump and
+000

‘The two main grounds of the veto are that the

bill nullifies, for all days of general or special
«€lections in the several States, . laws of great
importance, which confer the right mpon the

which

note:

The Fall River

sover-

during the year the whole of the Bible: opposing the bill. The bill authorizing the anwas translated into Turkish, and portions nual enlistment of 750 boys in the navy was
into many other languages.
There are passed. » In the Houseof representatives the
engaged in the Society’s work in this eight-hour bill was discussed and finally laid
on the table, 103 to 52. The silver bill "was
country, 18 superintendents,
97 county
but no action was taken on
agents and 5,929 volunteer Bible distribu- further discussed,
it.——The military interference bill was passed
tors. The receipts of the
past year,

New
that

HAMS.—There has been a fair demand

and prices are film, ‘Sales of Boston and Western
at 8x ine ¥ lb, Fancy in bugs command 9 ¥

every four hours.
When milk is not well di- the past winter, and they
gested, lime-water i#combined with it. Such | make this the most popular

the matter of

army

SMOKED

who

The ‘magnificent steamers ‘‘ Bristol” and
Providence” of the Fall River line are now
WHERE THE STOMACH 18 WEAK, its mus- “running
Teguiarly between Fall River and
‘cular action impaired, and its nerves oversensi- Newport and New York city. Not only their
tive, but little food should be taken into it at a splendor but their convenience and safety
time. The best diet is skimmed milk,half a pint have been increased by a large outlay of money
foods as coffee, tea and tobacco must, of course,

way of a personal explanation.——The

granger,

shelled corn growing on it for chickens.’

green.
before
with

case, . In the House, Mr. Chalmers reopened
the Fort Pillow massacre in the

by 4 Kansas

made the postage on his package insufficient
by scribbling on it the following explanatory

corn,and then we use these
toroast the purp with; and
homes we make both ends
favorable seasons one stalk

they lose their

strength.
The root is best when it is
The person who will use it freely just
beginning to Soak will not be troubled
hoarseness.~Boston Transcript.

en up, so that the stomach is:spared two steps
of the regular process of digestion.
Another
excellent preparation of milk is koumyss, - It

$15,320.
During the year 1,266,958 Bibles
were manufactured: 949,814
were issued
at home and 238,040 abroad. - The issues

a

A substitute was offered

sachusetts paper

bill was further discussed in the Senate, Thurs
day, but no action was reached.
Mr. Morgan,
of Alabama, occupied three hours and a half in

niversary of the Bible
Society, in
York, on Thursday night, is the fact

—

The Democratic caucus army bill was passed
in the House, Tuesday, by a vag of 121 10 90,
nine Greenbackers voting with the Democrats.

same’ circumference that indicates a large.
grained variety of corn, has heen received at
dead-letter office. It, was sent toa Mas-

and Bomestic.

REMEDY

At Columbus, O., Secretary Sherman
responded to a serenade,

Bural

.

Hetos Summary.

\
\
BEEF.—The market is steady, with farther sales
of Western mess and extra mess at $9 50 § $10 50;
and extra'plate at $10 50 @ $11 ¥ bbl.

is

in onal)

Beef, hind quarters, choice, ¥ib........10
Do
comm

@ 10%

toon
200d

and
for

CHURCH ORGAN FOR SALE!

A Small Pipe Organ, suitable for a small
church or chapel, Said
Organ contains the following stops :
Open Diapason Bass

sells slowly at
choice Spring

..uesvnnen...7

@

6

-

“

“

Stop

3.

“

“

9%

. Principle,
Clarinet,

D>
fore quarters, choice. .......5 @ 5%
Do
common £0 800d. ..uusurreens Aa
by
MULION, BXLlRaszesearosecssenereesensnesd @ 9%
Spring Lamb..eseeiivinen.,
sesaseeneld2 @ 224
Do.
common to good
db a 8

Dulciana,

Flute,
And

Lambs,choice, #¥ 1b.v.vse..

Lambs, common to good ¥
Veals, choice# 1b....
Farr to 800d...
|
Common...sseviess
.
Worcester county choice..........
PORK.—The demand for Pork shows no improv.
ment and prices still favor buyers. Extra rime
is in limited supply and steady at $9 @ 89 50.
bl.
Mess is selling slow] at 810 75 @ $11, and clear at
1150 @ $12 ¥ bbl.
acks are quiet at §$12.a $12
iy lad
shui

plants, shrubs and vineg:
England are more certain i

transplanted,

will produce fruit
than those s ecimens |
grown
further South.
Descriptive chtalogues:
mailed free on application. OLIVER DO:
B,.
Merrimac River Nursery, Nashua, N. H.
8t15

demand

supply. Veal is very plenty
low prices. ‘Some ‘demand
Lambs. We quote:

when

earlier and of better flavor

ton, but, only strictly c
ce
outside price. Poor an
um gra
off slowly at $9 @ $14
ton. Rye Straw is in
light supply, and commands £12 @ $13 4 ton,
i
FRESH MEAT.
Beef trade quiet,and trade generally dull

kindsjof meats, except Mattos, lL

vines.
Trees,
in central New

to thrive

One

WHOLE
Absolutely OW
from Grape
Cream of
Tartar, impo:
exclusively for this Powder from
the Wine aistrict of France. Always uniform
wholesome. Sold only in cans by all Grocers. and
A
pound can mailed to any address, postage
paid;
on S2ogips of 60 cents. ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO. 171 Duane Street, New York.
Most
cheap powders contain alum; dangerous
to health;
avoid them,
especially when offered lose or in
bulk.
17

Treble,

Bass
Treble,

J

Octave of Pedals.

NUMBER

PIPES,

245.

Height, 8 feet, Depth, 4 feet, Width, 6 feet; ex.
clusive of bellows, brake and cornice. = Said Organ
It 18 in thorough répair,
cost $700 when built.

and newly painted, and is a bargain
offered.

PRICE,

at

the

price

$250.

For further particulars, address JEROME B.
PAGE, or W. W. RICKER,
Organ
Builder,

DovER,

N. H,

P.O. Box, 1414,

